
IZinules of the meeting held oil'22 . f . uf .------- -----------------------------------i

The main agenda of this meeting was to prepare the 
agenda for the meeting on the next day and the expression of 
the different comrades on the specific question of guidance by 
the I’. -o. This meeting was not attended [by any f.B. member. So 
it was also decided to convey to Com. the minutes of t is
meeting before the meeting on the next Ray.

h._Chakarv?.tyy Should we not include the issue of the 
recent movements at different places and decide some policy? 
I’hat were the methods and definite policy in all these struggles?

■ : j
K. z . Chakaryarty; Ge must also consider and discuss the 

Party strength in the Hailways. Party h^s failed to give xadxKisxx 
a clear cut policy and to give a. proper-line.

3atyen Ganguly; When thecircular was sent, it is clear th& 
that a meetihg"is"'repuired and we x should use the opportunity to 
discuss the agKX^sx agenda which is nb1 very clear from the pxsxx 
present circular and 1 hope that no objection would be done to his 
proposal. Agenda as per his suggestion Should be in two parts;
I. Party position. II. Trade Union activities.

L'J
N± -bxsfn Chakarvarty: He seconded the suggestions of catyen 

Ganguly. Com. A. Ghosh did not acknowledge the letter from the 
Railway bOrn£ t though sent through proper channel. Why? All the 
P.C.M. in-charges have notcome. Ho proper selection has been done 
for the representation nr. in this meeting. How Com. Ganguly has xa 
come here when his name was not selected.

[!. i ,l

3atycn_Garngul_y: In reply to M.h Chakravarty he explained his 
presence That ouK of those 4 to come on ? n could not come ns he sat 
sent a letter to °om. Jyoti Basu giving'his inability. Hence the jefi 
place is filled by him. His name has been sent by the approval®! 
°f l.C, whose decision is read and handed over to P.E.

ii.C_.lbDelhi P.C. has not received this agend 
letter or any other information. It wasionly by chance he was 
informed on phone, lie stressed that thei?e seems to have been no 
Centre for Hailways. Since 19o2 there has been no B. Centre which 
has resulted in haphazard manner work. '

nie ting is being held in a hur?'y and on a xksl 
short notice. Meetings have been postponed twice and it is not paxi 
pos- ible for i;ly Coms, to be present on[ such a short notice. Agenda 
saould le to find out the last meeting agenda, and let us s--e •’s to 
how far we have fo. lowed and yet left tp be followed. '7e should 
have another meeting for thrashing out the policy.

’1'1' '
'Meeting should be' held at Nagpur being the 

central place. The expenses should be borne by the D.Cs or i.Cs as 
comrades could not come for want of money.

going out of Railways 
be^-n

C^^Nl-y^: Tiig leadership has entirely failed to give us axlx 
a 1 i tie wbich has resulted in a complete failure with on the Railways, 
.heie is deiwralisat ion in the new cadre when they see the old coms.

„ 5 and starving to death. Why trained men have fesa 
sn a t che d by DCs □ r f 6s .

n , ±2_ : ^^y comrades suggested their agenda and he proposes
i lei’e sHouIH be a complete review of the last years and we

o jouid assess and analysis should be done.

fr -u decided; that an all India fraction si
as tould |.e made and zonal fractions etc. it is one’s own report 
ia.t would be given here. First report should be of r.B. and then

-2£ ... Alushtaq ; I and many I am on the Railways for the last 14 years
-i.a ? „,z! .„4>. ikssn come



previous meetings a Many changes took place and al P taking place butthe Patty 

leaders have not found no time to look after Hem. There is a lack of
»»Coms, who have a thorough knowledge of Railway Frort* How far the Parliamentary 

members succeeded, in helping to bu Id the Trade Ufton in Rly. etc*
<r !'’'J

Nambiar: In 1952 he was decided that no all India fraction could be set up
M *

as there were no comrades controlling the T.U.6 However in 1953 the fraction 
j

whatever existed was finished and it was decided by the P.B. that P.B. would
i’F

take the responsibility of looking after the T.U.afin Riya. It was thus the P.B* 

completely washed out the side jf Rlys. 
i tIt was also decided that let the Coms, come from within the Rly. unions.

As far S.I.Rly there was a committee wli^h looked after the Rly front.
' • I

Barty organisational set up should be according to the akxji suggestions 
d'J/ ;

of this meeting^. If this be the move it should ba made clear in the agenda and
0

the present P.B.’a responsibility of working afteri the T.U. movement in India.
' I <

Il is not possible to review the old report as there has been no 
IB

proper filing of reports.

More important agenda should be the Jcaak lessons of the recent movements.
. I

It is his conviction that the results would have been much better.

P.B. should be asked to give us a details of the experience they have and 

some one shall be deputed to report the decisions of this meeting.

Experience of the last 3* years, we have to toil a lot for making the 

movements successful and this was stressed to P.Bd and a clear cut policy should be 

demanded from P.B. as we stand 4n cross Roads, iln case both the federations meet 1 u 
what should be our line of action.

P.B. took the responsibility of kxkixig telling us the line but have
'• ! ' failed till today. P.B. did not hold any discussion seriously whatever 

happened it was not any of our move. There has hot been a single tixnxoiiL 

line of guidance inspite of the fact that PB has’ been categorically told that 

there iay be a day when the Rlymen may go on a wr6ng direction. This may doom 

the entire future. .!>

Even then the PB has failed to give line.

One agenda is very necessary and that is what the general Rlymen are 

thinking about the unions and the line of action.
5 I';* ! * S

In E.Rly. the workers were so impatient that they in majority waited a
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This was brought to the knowledge of P.B. but they again failed to act. 

In case we fail to give lead the workers will give a fight and perish.

and we must think as to what are the problems

We must have a clear cut policy regarding tjb© movement on Riya r.C.s

have failed to give any directions about Rlys

Rly. Coms, have two options that one

openly and some are of the openion that like many oi

party literature

sell Party literature

ithbps they should also sell 
i a j

According to the last years experience ijt Is very clear that they

have failed to look after the Rlys. and it should bfli 'pressed that there should be 

some Ijelping Committee from the Rly* Coras.

Punjab - Chopra:

will buret somewhere

The workers of his side are also if^ared up and if not guided 

t« When the situation was brou^nVjto the knowledge of P.B. it

was of no result

it

There should

was the force of Rly. workers that hav^j; forced us to go to them, 

be a Committee of Rly. Coins, to look aMSr the day to day work as

P.B. can not do it. Those comrades who are sobre are nearly demoralised.

Those who are straight are going on without any capqloi

At Kalka there will be victimisation case^.1, /fWe fail to got the enquiry
-* H Jr?

done. Com. Nambiar told the house his experience of pattern that is under

experiments on S.RLyo This has been 

lexpik Definite suggestions

pf successful

should be pla<

be able to postpone it for further years

Com. Mahendra Sen: For a proper co-ordination and

future, it is essential that P.B. should give a rev

the Rly. Fraction meeting in Poona in July, 1953

has

the

> ja great extent

E itomorrow so the P.B. may not

.dance of work by the P.B. in

,e< of the work since at leastI? r

Then Com. P.R, was made in-charge of the Ely. front by the POB., but he

not functioned properly as such. Itai He himsel>f was taken up for exclusively

railway work in the Centre, but later on ho was that P.B. did not consider

it necessary to have any special cadre for railway work in the Centre and that P.B 

would directly look after and guide the work

It is true that r*. main occasions, Com. Sj or Com PR on behalf of P.B

hevo dealt with

and guidance by

the Issues and guided, but there has* been no regular co-ordination 

it. Com. P.R. & P.B. should speak about* it



Even in this situation he koioi. had triod hi)
Hi
ij^st to convey the reports and

situation whatever he could gather to Com. P.R and eXitini wrote articles and notes

two to throe times to be circulated as information doSiiUn^nts or thru "New Age n

so 1 hat main features of the situation there and .♦ could be conveyed to the

Comrades but they were always held up for want of fi'ripj approval of Com. F.R.

Certain reports have gone directly to P.B.'!,(Com. P.R.), but they are

not to be found

As per the experiences it is very clear tl)a^' there must be a sub

Committee under P.B. of Rly. Coms

a regular report after finding out

inti who would loc^after the gront and keep 

a method of co-ordination.

Ultimately '’T.U.Record” was the only way that could be used for 

publicising the news on Rly. front, jA criticism was;made by some comrades that

AITUC had failed to look after victimised Comrades incite of the fact funds were

available

PROPOSED AGENDA BY 22nd MEETING

1. Introductory Remarks and a Review of the period 19524-56 by the P.B

2 Reports from the different Railways

3 Problems re. Amalgamation of the Federation orjbckiui and the unions 
....Our policy and tactics.

4 Recent struggles, lessons drawn and our tasks

5

• 6.

Problems of Railwaymen) demand* etc; and our policy$ cases of x±akixixaki*K 
victimised railwaymen.

m
Railway auxiliary organisations like co-operative societies; our work in them

That P.B. should arrange to write a pamphlet and articles on II 5 year plan

vis-a-vis Railway and our policy therein

8 P. organisation on the railways:

i) 
ii)

Central;
Zonal;

Hi) Provincial;
iv) Tech, arrangements

Id

Mi ‘ w

’ 9 Any other item, if necessary

Ui ; *
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 23rd JU

Present: Coms. P.R-^ Naiibiar, V-D

--— ------------------vjr

Chopra, PtirnendU^ SI

X956 FROM 12-30-

ihivankar, Satyan Ganguly,

Natha Singh, Mushtaq, Mahendra Sen, Kumaran, plus 7 other comrads 

(E.Ro/1, S-E.Ro/6)# Com. Ajay also attended the concluding part of

the
; j n /

meeting# Com. M. Sen presided over the meeting

The following agenda was taken:

(1) Position in different Zones; Reports from different Rlys.

since Vasawadu-Guruswaml agreement; (2) Broad lessees emanating from recent 
ilF 'i

struggles; (?) Central Co-ordination Committee; (4) Party organisation on the

Railways; (5) Tasks that T#U#a. on railways should stake up especially in context

of relationship with the public

SRly

Com. P.R. introduced the purpose and agenda of the meeting#

Then the reports from various railways were taken up#

Review of the position since 1952 to enable us to know the correct

position# Most of the comrades have tried to be Resent inspite of the financial

difficultyo

A short notice has been piven- This entails many difficulties in

getting Passes or P.T.O.s.

This was clarified by Coma^R«r-Murty that they all wanted to keep thia

meeting earlier kx in Hydrabad but the comrades at Hyderabad refused to agree on

the dates - Hence this

Vasavda’s moves are of much importance which railway comrades are not

understanding

E#Rly#: Mode of this meeting io wrong as Rly Coms,. are exposed and the policy

of maintaining secrecy ends in a farce

P«R« He agrees in toto

8,Rly: Agenda discussed yesterday should be followed

There is no time for this and the P.B called this meeting only to

make it very clear that Vasavda'e move and agreemeirp i» very important since this

will be the best opportunity to take up the Rly. mb1• cement

E- Rly: Supported the S.Rly agenda

time limit

but agree to<ihe postponement due to ths 
‘Mi

P.R- Comrades will go back and report balk the policy decided to-day

regarding further working

DLH
PCM,

C N-S^ P.C. has not received any directive and it is why the review Is

E.Ro/1
E.Ro/6)%2523
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PJUju We are not in a position to discuss over th# P.C.s here. This meeting

is only for stressing the importance of Amalgamation issue. We shall take thia

affair later on.

Bombay: When PoCoS have failed to work in the prev Lous years it will be of no use

P«R The present situation and the all India move before us in the Rlys. is

the main

S.Rly

thing which will be benificial to the partyoi

Since there is enough examples that all the previous set ups have failed . i-. - ■
it will be of no use to continue this way since there is a lot of diversion from

the party policy o

E.Rlv P.B

P.C.s

should at least hear our difficulties; before they go to discuss with

H n
E.Rly Party form should be stopped and if this continues we the Rly. Coms

shall lodse confidence on the leadership. It is nob' 
for

that the P.B. has thought

for this meeting only/ Mxx Vasavda-Curuswami move bit as they heard that Rly

men are on the move through the incidents of Kalka and Kharagpore. How far we
t

have been able to follow the old decisions of secrecy.

Chopra: di •It is correct that no review is possible but, the organisational matters

deficiencies should be brought to light to make responsible P.B. to understand

their responsibility in regard to Rlys
f i c <

P.R 1954 the whole issue was discussed in C.C
■*'' ' * .jt *

Where the movement was developed they should convey their moves to

others where it was not strong

P.D.R Many questions of much importance have come before us but the P.B. has

in almost all the cases have failed. Mary a time^ a 

never a meeting was called inspite of the fact that n

.surances were given but

were sent. If there
,1 ' H

were no Zonal fractions it will not be possible to wo, Only J. Bose has given

his sanction on his own responsibility. The fix fa: h that is being lost is not

only the feeling in him but among the Rly. men

P.R P.B. will not take the direct responsibility of guiding day to day

policy Problem^ of Party organisation is not only .in Rlys but in other

industries too

Five points on agenda:

1.

2.

Different^ fyirm different Rlys. on Vasavda Ouruswi 

Lessons from the struggles.

any agreement

Setting up the Co-ordination Committee $
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Second sitting after Tea. from 3 P.M

W,Rly. - Reporting:- He had a full report (typed out).

elections

Attempts are being made to postpone the elections but Manibenkara wants 

There is feeling that only Rlymen should only work in the Unions and

nil out'-slders must be turned out» Proceedings wehe read out of the SURAI

Meeting in regard to the procedure of merger for the already merged union*

A meeting was fixed to be held on 10th Ju$3 1956 but the same was

postponed. Vasavada in reply to the letter of GurU^wamy had replied that he had

no time till 30th July

There are five groups. Chotto Bhai’s grotp will side us

Guruswamy will get more votes in case of»j ijectiono

A typed cut report was read out. The General Secretary 1* of P.S.P. &

S.P. but have no hold leaving aside few branches tter results can be

achieved if proper action is taken to strengthen the party work

N.Rly membership was 40,000 after amalgamation Vashista Group walked out

under the leadership of ^«S.P. or SOP
P; 4 ,

There was further split and this resulted clear groups A INTUG & A|IRF

along with independents

groups were affiliated to NFIR

Vasavda also did not take? any action ‘ i 
it

The reason for not taking any action against

All the three

Joshi group with whomlNTUC men

Joshi group agreed to

worked together, was ^he command over workers

the decision of Vasavda and it was settled that

office bearers who were elected before split should ^pntinue to work. Vashistha’s

Union is loosing ground
ji j I

Combined membership may be round about 50,000 from

20 Branches out of them 10 Branches are worked by ua md in 6 branches are named

by us. Out of 50 Central members fifteen can be mobilised

E.Rly No consolidated report could be proposed 1^56,000 workers are working.
l&l " i37,797 is the present membership. Two Unions only™-, (1) E.Rlymen’s union,

(2) Eo Rlymen's Congress..

Our unity talks failed in •Theire are 39 Branches. 26

Branches are active 7 Branches are semi active. ’.'I £ Branches are nearly dead

We have a

but there

peculiar way^ of working. Political party leadership is only of CPI 

are a few P0S.P. of B"3tTT. Qjaftotjunikj xlx . ‘!i

Groups:~ P.O . Das Gupta and Kuril Dhar Dubey are in one group along with few

others o 

2. Ram Chakravarty along with P.S.P
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Ram Chakravarty is against CPI but stiot does 

has a hold but does not promote the leadership of CP)

not interfere before C.P.I

M.D. Dubey is loosing

ground along with P,CO Das who has

sta|^ is gradually being lost as we
ft' . ..

G. Manager's atrocities in connection with Puja advance.

Confidence of Class III

have failed to male the issue of N.C. Kapoor

Further there has been a circular from thb administraton. on 20th May

1956, that leave will not be granted to 
i

checked to came in for work

them who will give the cause that they were 
i '

W ' I

This is the main reason along IK ■with the fear of break in service

We have four branchew under our control and ten branches are send, dominated

Lack of party leadership is much felt General de; nd is new wage commission

A.P Sharma has already told at an many places that,his amalgamation is not

going to take place» a
In case Ram Chakravarty makes any settlement about the coming election

we have less chances to come forward but there are it^re possibility*^

Das Gupta’s Group also does not want

Inspite of the rift in many Branches

PDR
E.Rly

election for the fear of leadership, 

no worker is g joining Congress side 
. 1® J. . . . .

Because of the split in Central leadership'; there is a fear that some

group may go to INTUC.

There have been many strikes recently in ^Ully. (1) Howrah, (2) Pathordfi

(3) Gomoh, (4) Dhanbad, (5) Moghalsaral.

This Railway crosses many provinces Ilhaving its HQ at HWH

Two J S.E.Rlymen’s Union,
Unions. J S.EoRlymen’s Congress

Membership for 54-55 

4Q000 

13,OCX) to 14,000 in Congress

Mostly their membership is in Andhra - Branches

Union is not recognised 

50,000 membership for 55-56

Your forces

(1) CPI, (2) F.B., (3) Raghavan group, (4) Neut ral group (opportunists - 22 Branches

are in our control); 4 4 Branches of F.BlocM^ 4 seem^ active, 2 dead branches 

3» (Neutral eliments.,)
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CPI leads in Political influence* Except 

workers which is on the decrease*

It is the

Khoragpcre Giri has a hold over Telegoo

general feeling a no ngst the workers that whichever union will

fight for them will be their choice

Work load is

examples where our men

of highest degree in S.E.Rly. There are glaring 

are paid learn in Comparison with other Rlys.

Recognition is a difficulty

There have been many struggles leaving Kharagpore issue

12 Continuous strikes in a short period madethe situation alarming

Merger issues were properly propagated. When wor)|irs voted for strike Guruswany

told that he would rather resign than favour this

In case of elections we are confident that 50% will follow us*

The difficulty in working is because df the other groups existing.

G.Rly Typed out report

Com, Namblar: S/R Portion INTUC have no hold but by policy mass infiltration

was managed

NE RLY. biazdoor Union - Guruswamy

NERly. Employees Union INTUC.at places ur Coms» are also working in

Employees’ Union* membership is expected to be good * Mazdoor Union is busy

propagating Guruswamy’s stand for an election Tills Rly. runs in four

Provinces Our forces are in Bengal & Assam Biljar & U.P. is very weak.as

regards our position &

25% is our total strength

Organising Secretary io our man for the first time

Lohia group walked out at the JddxxGtfii«K>c|4KaJiKkxxkxGarxkkjc«ri£xiK 

conWe'Ailon hold at Bananas. Hd, office Branch at ^orakhpore is as in 

Lohia’3 group. General Secretary is one of our expelled Comrades and is

managing very well* Kali Prasanna General Secret is propogating that this
Itl

amalgamation will not take place

Chittaranjan Rly*employees Union:

Three of our Comrade.;, entered in the Central^in 52*

There was a strike also and after judging the results P.O. Das Gupta

and his man were removed

strength*

Das Gupta’s Union was started in 1953* T ley along with INTUC had no
W r



Regression started and many Coms* were s«nt out of Rly*

Demoralisation crept in„ No recognised ,i nion as yet* Money was sent 

again but no affiliation was given*
j* < i', I I

Das Gupta’e Union was given affiliation*
4

P.S.P. with the Presidentship of A.P.Sharjna is working*

1,500 - were shown as Rly employees’ Uniqn since 54 we are trying our
•5 ’ 

best for amalgamation and terms should be settled*^
J i = , 

Das Gupta did not respond* 
■ ’ ' I 

INTUG Union practical derived* Demand ,'J'or a recognised Union was

turned down* About 12 of us have lost our Servian, Name of the Union shall be 

the one of his own already reaffiliatod . Amalgamation completed* from 1st June 56 , 

other political parties are immeterial. majority is d o Bengal men* Obher parties 
*

like RSP ii Democratic Vanguard were titled to use a shield for publishing 

pamphlets etc. All that were elected were our mah/ Labour liked it. r 
' ll *

Membership increased will be 4,000 very shortly* 
. ;f ! ! 

There are two groups*

1 Das Gupta’s Group :I

If 11 Ours*

Due to the present restrictions of Union work, it is agreed that one
„ u;-!

Union Office shall be opened out side the lily* Compodund.
ip i ■'

Our position is very good*
jjtl (

There are two associations spnscred by Rly*

All the members have no»resigned on the grounds that the voice of labour

is not heard*
■ <11

Union recognition and removal of the condition of Protected area*
1 iS- ■Rationalisation is very much * Number of chargesheets have increased

and there is no way for representation* There was strike for four hours against
• T1 * I

the enhanced rates of electric charges from 3/- to 4/8 - and this was won.

In case there is no proper policy from the party we shall perish as 
T: >

many have already perished*

Report!ng Completed*

Cpm* P*R*: We have now seen a picture of the entire trade union movement in
Ji ;Railways*in India.and now we shall fix up the main points and problems to be
••I ' i If > 

discussed.
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Kazipeth - In 47, 50 days struggle for promotion^ for grades to F/men.

There was a recent strike in view of the recent circular of the Rly

Board for a direct recruitment

Insue of officiating pay, to F/men etc

Agreed for a direct recruitment, no repl^ was given even after

demonstrations. When thjs new circular came they resorted to strike, on 14th

May 56 situation was fully explained by Com. Nahibiar

s.X.aiy, In allmost all the strikes the trans did:

Raipor incident was the only spontaneous

hot move.
*! u
strike against punishment to one

individual by Court
■ *-

In all the strikes we have achieved succp 3£ . There were different openions

amongst the Coms, in regard to strike
I

Adra strike was against Police atrocities

At moorio the strike was against the behaviour of a policeman kicking a

TTE on 3rd May

During the enquiry the DSP refused to si; and the Railway officers were

also flqred up ani challenged the workers that they 
: I

have seen many workers going on

strike but they are not like you

This Instigated the workers and strike started

Tata strike continued even after the finish of a demand of city allowance

On 5th morning Union afficials.that the Pbliceman has been suspended and 
4 fi

the strike should be called off. Administration assured that a lenient view will be

taken of the incident. This was being conveyed by the phone to all the

branches on strike. This was liowever checked by ho Gen. Secy which was later on

called off by the evex of 5th May 1956

Adra people who wanted to go on strike n were rounded up and sent to

jail.

Inspite of the fact that it was settled hat no strike should be done but

the strike started in wagon shop were not in the know as to what

are the demands ■ f i
i T

By 10th May nearly 12,000 workers were op strike.
’ ifIt was the main feeling xmtxnrk amongst the workers that the strike was

only for painters'cause. Union workers were ixast.! Insisting that the strike 

must be done by the open line Branch

On 12th there was a meeting at Calcutta and it was decided that an

agreement must be reached in view of the present atrocities of the administration
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It was also decided that the strike shoulp be called off on the ground

that no victimisation

Situation changed and on 14th May the leader of the W/shop Branch along

with G/Secy. it was resolved tex in a meeting that ip case the administration does

not negotiate with-in 72 HRs □ the strike will

on strike after the arrests of Union leaders.

spread to open line also who went

Gurwowainy arrived on 18th and 19th

a mass meeting was held who later-on met GCM with ithe demand, that the case of

painters should be sent for adjudication#

No victimisation

G.M. did not agree and Bidhan Ray was contacted#

on 20th night ft W/Committee met and Gurusfwami was deputed to meet Giri

to represent to Minister but the Minister did not et and taunted him too

Giri asked for an unconditional meeting# |i 22nd May there was a large

scale round up arresting 56 workers

The administration tried to sow the seedd of provincialism but the

administration failed save the Punjabi workers. Vcjmen folk resorted to picketing 

on 25th

The strike was ...
" i

26th morning women were arrested and molested 150 men have been

charge-sheeted under item No.’6’

Adjorned to meet at 8 A.M

Kalka issue: )

There being only one passanger train the porkers had a demand for 

allowing the passes and P.T.Os, and a primary school. Joshi’s group is stronger k

than Ram Chandra and uowhi when the latter knew abodt the arrival of the Chairman

and M.R Pandey# They arranged for a demonstration in
V IIPandey’s language was but the workers

Collaboration with Joshi

stopped the motor Rail-car

Mild lathi charge was done and Air firing was done but this could not
5

disuade the workers. Again there was a lathichar^e which injured a man badly in 

tocoshed who was later on was declared as dead. ^he arrestjs of Union officials 

also then flared up the situation

Ram Das an out aider intervened and unioi^ ।leaders were taoikk told to

meet after one hour who had called for additional £orce.

Sol. (GRP) shot onr Prakash who had abused him probably

This added fuel tn f 1 re „



Meet. - Minutes - 24-6-56.

P.R. From the discussions held yesterday:

1, Policy of the Govt. persued,
2. Policy (Curs) to dei*eirtLthe above .

iGL Q.-A.
3. Labour policy is as it was

4„ Govt. is adamnnt in regard to any improvement for workers.

5. No fair wage will be given

6, No Bonus will be given

7. Planning Commission has stood against any;increase of facility and wage.

8, They say that any increase in the wage thf entire plan will suffer a

set backp and any increase will be an example for private concerns.

9O Capital shall accumulate with some.Railwaymen they know can inobilise the 

entire country as was seen in 1946.

Public sectors are not properly organised,as most of them came from class 
i 

III. j

Since 1947 onwards Govt, has been trying to create a disruption and Xu 

have been successful to sone extent.

They even could not trust even their own men. This was the cause that 

they spared INTUC and all possible help was given to push £ihem up.

Guruswamy and others seeing that they had no future they agreed on the 
j 

call of-thirty as it is clear that no other union could work.

We took advantage of thelocal leadership where they looked to us. 
t

Wherever we had an opportunity to work we penitrat sd. The more we worked the 
more we became consolidated and our hold became better with new cadre,w«aknes>.

y Absence of a Central Organisation which Cmld be of a great help to us U 

average-successful. Even after the Madras Convent Lon when Gnruswany agreed to

our only proposal of 27th^ Demands Bay. .

INTUC have failed to judge the backing o| Guruswaqy etc. As the policy 

of INTUC has been to grab every thing the group of jburuswanky like men revolted and t 

the present bold stands by the Railwaymen has put 1 le Govts stand in suspense and 

suspended for some time.

Recognition of S.E.Rly Unions and some oilers will not be given on the 

ground that such Unions have violated the constitution but we may cite the parallel 

example of theirs Union e.g. N.Rly.
11

There is vigorous propaganda that the un\iy will not be achieved for a long 

time to com. Because of the top unity they thought that they have been



Government now wants to put an end to as the Railwaymen have stood

up inspite of their attempts. They will adopt to mass; victimisation.

In case an Ml India organisation is not achieved we shall not be able to
• - j;|

stand against the GovernnientBa present move.

It is therefore that we should attach all in(jortance and mobilise all our 

force to propagate the Vasawda and Guruewamy agreement

Our major task:

The agreement must be implemented. Fight < iy sabotage.

Democratic functioning can not be stopped b, the Government.
'. H- i

We must penetrate in INTUC as this has prov id successful.

Our strikes show:

That most bf the Drivers are with INTUC. ’ils division is dangerous.

Workers lopse confidence.

In order to sec that this policy of sabotag .ng etc. is defeated we must

work that way®

Conciousness must be inculcated amongst thd workers.

How should we work;

We should realise that we must not bother «bout whether we go in as an

important position or any ordinary position. Peneti ote we must. This should not be 
fl-.

the only deciding factor.

United workers demand should be put forward

Problem of unity is more important. We 3 mild forget our domination 
U

along with any group and eliminate some other group. i<

Possibility of winning demands is more feasible along with united front.

Being militant workers we shall emerge out favourites again.

h’ow is Uwit thia agreenent to be achieved: 
" 1

Guruswamy is calling a W/Committee is gooci,

1. Resolution demanding this agreement fs implementation^
I ! *

2. Undertaking a terrific propaganda to creat • a mass sanction demand^!?

implementation.

3* Contact Working Committee members to explni.n the importance of this unity

through amalgamation.

4* The failure a# and absence at places of negotiating machinery should be

shown the main reason^ of all strikes etc.

I
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5, We must also way that we do not want strih s in the interest of the fc.an\

before us to put the Govt. an

6. This campaign shall

What we find out struggles;

Destruction must be

defensive.

defeat the purpose of <jovtu

checked immediately a!>d a propaganda must be done.

Unions must be an the safe side by mak publication that they do not
1 ‘ । 

want the destruction of anj article.

The fear in other parties or groups should:be brough^-near by making it 

publlc.that we do not stand for destruction of nati nal property, 
it

Govt, understanding the important weapon t Clises the same against us taking 
> ।

the sympathy of public.

The present corruption in Rly also goes a ;linst public sympathy*

Unless the workers of Railways do not std Jthis bad practice they will not get 

a public supporta

 Public oector is going to be /nain factor i^n the 5 year plan and Railways 

are one of them,

Conciousness in Railwaymen is much more t an it was few years back. Unity 

of the Union shall promote a morale amongst the workers. Better service to the public 

should be one of the Important tasks of the Union. | Some foreign

countries are practicing thia.

Self respect amongst the workers should tq roused.
i .

E.Rly: A classification was sought in regard to the policy of unity with INTUC 

keeping in view the resolution adopted by the partyj
UM. d

3.Rly; How should fight out the mass iictimit ation and the moves of sour
, I

groups of Individuals like Raghavan? Should we include such men also in the

coming unity.

Punjab: There is a section which la bent on spoibjng the National property.

Mu stag: Re. explanation of not eliminating any gj^up.

A document regarding this meeting.

PDHj There is great unrest amongst Rlymen and unions have to facts it. What

should be our stand when Rlymen go on strike thems- Ives? What should be our main
_ ! 8aa '-U. W Aa

demands. Where reactionary or spies of Govt, are imposed, labour except It J with a 

good spirit.of course the groups shall not be eliminated. Conflicts amongst 

leaders should not be promoted.

We should axce^. that we failed to adopt iorper policy regarding saf,ty



Ji
j.Rjy. Coro. PDR’s analysis is correct, but the poJnt to stress is that Party 

leadership has not taken this analysis correctly up t:. JL now. The stand taken 

during the time of split was not appropriate otherwisi the position of INTUC would 

have been Nil. 
i i

ERly,; Unity of'slogan was given in Madras Convent .on but there was a departure 

from this. This should be classified. Methods of >skmpaignJl against corruption 

should be clarified.

(Rationalisation Rlys. have not been toucheci, 
J

SIRly: W© must have an organisation through which we may be able to function
■ I

when we fail to achieve any success through Vasavda’i group.

The fear of betrayel of leaders of other gicups will bring a aet back in 
। 

„ I
the demands of lilymen.

SIRly: 1952 Dec. during the speech of Com. Dange Mjkd Com Ajoy a unity call was
I -r

given. We have tried our best to follow the same bi t the party did not care to 

look after us to make us more successful. , j

It will be difficult to unite with known g jigsters of INTUC.

What shall be the policy to face the elect ing to avoid Bezwada’^like

murders etc. Will it not be the practice of Vaswad uto make Ad-Hoc Committees 

where they succeed in disrupting the elections.
! ; । i ■ i

Corn. i General Secretary of S.E.Rly was of the op shion that there has been a 
NambiarI
ch^be for us to go on strike, we shall not check the spontanious strikes but we 

must take all precautions. We must know that we eh :uld not go cut of our way to

have unity risking our position when we know that wc have some hold and at some places 
! ' pr

a strong hold too.

It will be wrong to see that we shall ere: Ie enemies while fighting 
i I* 

corruption. 1 J .
I H/

Bombay: A clarification was sought for the unity i4rve.

PC I There is general weakness that workers do not work wholeheartedly. This 
DLH J
is a general thing. 1 ।

Unity is different than that of othe • political parties of the country.

As a matter of class Railwaymen come in c U class and their demands are the
, J |

same INTUG too stands for the betterment of Rlymen^

IN Rly. we fight for united one(strong urion and not a united front like 

that of political parties.



i
In Ahamadabad INTUG settles all the matt sp through negotiation and their 

last resort is strike too. This defeats their ve S’ policy.

In the face that INTUC denounces the pol of unity it is clear that they 

do not stand for democratic functioning.
Inspite of all dirty attempts Rlymen havj;been able to put

demands

The days are passed wlien worker in gener il would submit to

forward their

whatever leaders

say and it is thus we shall e successful. U Question raised during the

previous year’s meeting’s was not in the condition hthat exist now. It should bo

made clear to the workers that these days tlieir detinds will not be fulfilled until

the leadership stop fighting for their chairs

We ought to eliminate the spies but this my differ in different Railways

We might be able to transform many bad elements th |jigb the moral fear

P.R.: Second Sitting: 24-6-1956

Demands to be pul before the Railwaymen, In my openion the flbea otoo

demand of a new wage Commissi on is not a correct d ifaand We should see whether

tills demand can be material iced or not

1

. i

In 1946 wo liad placed the demand of a r»e ilinage Commission. An Interim

relief was granted also til] new wage Commission. ; i

C.F.C. award is a very big advance and 1 jt ase the Govt, materialises tlie

new wage commission it will7 effect other categoric 1 too even in pidvate sectors too

A new wage Commission will have a direct pearing on all the State Govts.

The position thus is not the same as it was in 194 > *

How are we to achieve this

Guruswaiijy group. Our demand should

demand. Thi .slogan was given by

be the basis total increased turn-out with-

3

out any significant increase in tlie number of R.st ^f. Govt, in their 5 year/ 

plan were forced to admit the deimand of a wage inc 'tase in view of the increased

out^put without w any load of new workman W© 3b ijld thus put this i slogan

During the propaganda for unity if we should also . include the demand of INTUC
V*./ 1 ;

which supports and demand of an increase in wages. H

■ b I

I 
I 
'I

I i



StntRKleo and Strikes?

Trade Union unity very important but ti

work tactics By having such spontanious strikes w

reason of go! ng out of the Railway through punishment, etc

Hi this is achieved we must

Height lodse ourIU! ' hold for the

Dermnstration of strength is as much of a

strike and a demonstration of strength is of much im

workerso

Engineering of spontaiious strikes should

possible»

fast rule

.ue as would be

Stance with-out

a spontanious

any harm to

:1 avoided by us as far as

Federation should be mobilised against ma.c 

can be laid for spontanious strikes.

^victimisation. No hard and

Guru swanky wants also to solve the problem

Here we and be agree. If we are not successful

shall not get the co-operation of the workers

An attitude towards corruption must be

mass victimisation

ag; Inst the mass victimisation we

cr

union shall hear whole heartedly and this has been

i tied as the members of the 

thieved with success at places

Due to a goodwill we could get a public support too

conferences too with their goodwill to support us

,|i

il <

jib

Merchants etc. came to out





Decisions taken at the ?3rd and 24th June,'% meeting of the railway comrades:

l) A Sub-Committee was set up to JtaxwpExa co-ordinate and look after 
the day to day work on the railways on an All India scale under the guidance 
of the P. B. The following were elected to be on the Sub-Committee

i
1. Mahendra Sen (Secretary^ ■ J f
2. K. A, Nambiar.
3. K. L. Narasimham« I .
4. K, S. Nadkarni.
5. Furnendu Dutta Roy.

id'
2) That the P. B. will circulate to all the P.Cs a document b~sed on 

the discussions and conclusions of this meeting in order to give a common 
understanding to all P. Committees and comradep on the situation and tasks 
on the railways, ^'hat Com, P.R. will write,, this document.

•/■Ji.’Vx‘fA’cdXo Vv-ro -|r» fry. .
3) ^hat P. B. will soon discuss and decide about the form cf P» organi

sation on the railways taking into view the experience! of Tamil Rad, Andhra, 
West Bengal and other P.Cs in this respect. ।

4) It was decided that Zonal Co-ordination Committees should be 
immediately set up after this meeting. The Zonal Co-ordination Committees should 
consist of whole-timers fixed by each T.C. concerned in a zone to look after 
the railway work. The whole-timers may or may pot be P.C.Ms. But each h .C. 
must fix up a whole -timer faxkhit for the purppse. This organisation will be 
apart from the P. fractions in the Executive Committees of Unions in the zones, 

h r. ■
5) That the P.B. will convey all these! organisational decisions to 

the P.Cs apart from the political information document on railways for the 
P.Cs as mintioned above.

• I : L I
' L1

Certain technical details re. the frnc^Loning of the Zonal Co-ordination 
Committees and fractions were also discudoed. '

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxkxxxxxxxxxxxx  
O' ■’



• X*•Com. Nambiar whom Corn. F.K. had met sxpx 
explained that Com. P.R. could net reach Delhi on 
22nd. morning for the meeting as he had been xeiay 
delayed in Bombay on some urgent work. Com. r.R. 
had, however, sent instructions to hold the meetin, 
on 22nd as scheduled previously for preliminary 
exchange of ideas and reports.

Com. M. Sen presided over the meeting.



To all PoCos:

A meeting of the comrades working on the railways was held on 23rd &

24th June 19560 In this meeting, situation on the different railway Zones was

discussed and it was decided to set up a Railway Sub-Committee under the P.B. to 
' ' Ico-ordinate the work in the different Zones. The following were elected to form

the Sub-Committee

Id Mahendra Sen (Secretary)

2. KoA. Nambiar.

3# KoLo Narasimhan.

4* K.S0 Nadkarni•

5. Purnendu Datta Roy0

P.B.



Points as summed up by Com. P.Rg on discussions held in the meeting./"

l0 There have an increasing number of spontaneous, sporadic strikes on the
J

different railways (e.g. Kharagpure and Kalka) in the recent past# Local actions 

have at times taken place even on all India issues, without a central guidance
i‘L? or co-ordination.

The experience of these struggles has clearly brought out that the 

greatest weakness of the movement to-day is the absence of a strong and united 

centre.

Hence, the supreme need of the movement to-day is to campaign for 

the realization of the unity agreement between the two federations.

2O While campaigning and endeavouring to build unity, we should stand
j'i

for unity everywhere irrespective of our positioniin it. That is, it x should 
■ !; ’ 

not weigh with us whether in a united agreement wp will be in a majority, 

minority, in a decisive yxx position or in no position.
i .1 < ।

The tendency to build alliances with this group or that to dominate
; H J ’ 

the union or to eliminate a particular group is the case of an individual 

case be taken into consideration in concrete conditions.

Questions of ideological differences should also not be raised in 

building T.U. unity, as T.U.s are mass plat-forms open to all views and trends. 

3. Moreover, the sporadic strikes have also shown that the workers have

in some cases in a fit of anger resorted to violence. This is due to lack of 

unity which results in frustration and failure td be able to wage a sustained 

struggle. This only results in more frustration.

We must raise the consciousness of the workers to wage a united and
■ I- ■;

disciplined struggles. We must condemn any resort to violence as harmful to 
i I' ' 

interests of workers and the country.

Against the Government’s policy pto isolate the railway workers on 

the basis of sporadic actions, we should isolate the Government stating that 

we are against sporadic strikes and for x that Stress need for a united 

organisation to build a proper disciplined orgarisation and movement.

These sporadic strikes serve a particular purpose at a perticular 
h T •

time. But should workers continue with these tractic? No, for the reasons
• J '

given aboveo Demands should be put forward, workers mobilised and negotiate 

on that basis. But, at certain stages, workers may have to go on strike, 

negotiate and settle.
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4. The railway workers occupy a strategic position. It has duel aspects.

The railway workers do not only work on the railways but also come directly into 

touch with the public and this raises the question o* relationship between the 

workers and the public. To-day, this relationship cannot be xxi said to be good. 

Corruption amongst the Staff directly comming into contact with the public is a 

very big cause of this. We must create a moral atmosphere amongst the railwaymen 

against any acts of corruption. Better service to the public should be taken as
. 'i''j 

a part of trade union activities.

Moreover, in the economy of the country, public sector is going to play 

a very major part. So, how railway workers conduct their struggles is going 

to affect all the workers. I '
5® Regarding demands, we feel that demand for a new Pay Commission in

p? ri'' ’
to-day’s situation is not correct. The Government has seen what a Pay

Commission means, as it affects not only one section of the Government employees 

but all sections and the workers in the private enterprises too. So Ihe

Government would oppose this demand stiffly. The realizable demand is the
- ■ J :

demand for 25% increase in wages.on the basis of existing productivity, as it is 

a demand acceptable to all trends in the T.U. movement.

6. As a result of the recent actions, question of victimisation on a

large scale has also cropped up. The Federation must be pressed to take up 

this question. The workers must simultaneously be mobilised to resist 

victimisation.
■I'

—

f' h .
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Railway Sub-Committee met on 31-7-56. at Calcutta, i Poms. Nambiar, Purnendu and 

M.Sen attended.

AGENDA?

I. He. functioning of the Committee. 
■ it :

2. Report of the 16-rcan Committee of the NF1R on amalgamation.

1• Functioning of the Committee
I-1

(a) The Committee felt that the main difficulty in the functioning of the
■ 'T

Committee is to be ihe lack of any finance®. To discharge its responsibilities,
1 I

it would be recessary for the Committee members someij-imea to go to a Zone, meet the 

Zonal Committee, to get reports and discuss the issues with it. This requires some 

finance at the disposal of the Committee« Travelling expenses wil be necessary for 
■ k

the Members too (except for Com. Nambiar's travel) for attending the Committee 

meetings. Then, some expenditure would be incurred on postage, stationery etc.

This would need at least 100/- per mensum.

The Committee requests the P.B. to consider this and take a decision on it

(b) The Committee members in various Zones will require travelling in their 

respective zones as for example Com. Purnendu in E.R. & S.E.R. Zones to meet the 

Zonal Committees. These expenses should be met by the P.B.

(c) Com. Naiabiar, and M.Sen suggested that there should be one Comrade from 

each Zone on the Committee to enable the Committe to co-ordinate and function better 

On the proposal of Com. Purnendu to review the position after the functioning of the 

present Committee for 2 to 3 months, the suggestion $ was postponed.

(d) Com. Vithal Chaudhry has informed that it would not be possible for 

Com. Nadkarni to function on the Committee, as he was now a part tirneer and that 

the Bombay Committee had suggested Com. D.S. Vaidya’s name to replace Com. Nadkarni.

Moreover, Com. K*LO Narasimham has also expressed his inability to
i ‘r

function for the C.R. Zone on the Committee, as had been decided upon.

The Committee requests the P.B. to discuss the above situation and decide 

re. Bombay Committee’s suggestion in consultation with the Maharashtra Committee 

and the ether P.C.s concerned.

The P.B. should decide how C.u, & W.R. Zones will be co-ordinated by 

the Committee and take steps to strengths* it accordingly.

As regards N.E.R., it was decided that Com. Purnendu or in the
' ’ IP

alternative, Com. M.Sen, must try to attend the first meetinf of the NER Zonal
1 J 1

Co-ordination Committee, study the situation and then recommend about its
i P jy
I r P :

representation on the Committee, for it is not possible otherwise to co-ordinate



The travelling expenses for this purpose will have to be met by the P.B.

(e) The Committee noted with regret that the Circular to the P.C.s re. the 
t

formation of the Committees, a note for the P.units on the conclusions of the last 

railway Comrades’ meeting and notes for New Age and T.U .Record reviewing and 

summing up the situation on the Railways, which Com. P.R., P.B.M. in-Charge was
: b i 

to do, had not yet been done.

Now, as asked by Com. P.R., the Committee will draft the circular and 
h,:

the Committee deputed Coms. M.Sen and Nambiar to do so at Delhi.

To facilitate the functioning of the Committee, the circular to the P.C.s 

re. its formation, functions and immediate tasks is essential.

For future, the Committee decided that in a like situation, the Secretary 

and the Members available should make a draft and place it before the P.B.M. 

in-charge for final approval and speed up its cirular or publication as the case 

■ay be.

Com. P.R. be requested to immediately prepare the other above-mentioned 

pole and articles as they are badly needed for clarifying unifying the undKnckx 

understanding of the Comrades in accordance with the Conclusions at the last railway 

Comrades’ meeting. i
i I

(2) Report of the 16-man Committee of the NFIR on amalgamation of the two 

federationstheir respective unions was made by Com. Purnendu.
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S. A. Dange,
9, Kohinoor Road, 
Dadar, BOMBAY.14»

INDIA.

Dear Dange,

As promised - herewith some notes 
re. myself, a bit sketchy but will no doubt 
do. You will have received the copies of 
the documents which you selected for copying. 
I sent these about a month ago.

To-day I have sent a complete 
set of documents your require by TOM. Also 
as promised. I trust you will get them 
safe. How is Mrs.Dange - I hope much 
better. Give my very best wishes to all 
Ghate, S.S.Mirajkar, Tambitkar,Phatkair, Doc. 
and others.

I have not been feeling to good 
lately and am under rather heavy treatment.

Hope you are well, 
Best greetings,

Yours fraternally



Ben Bradley.

Born Jenusry ?2nd, 1898. forking Class family. 
Education up to fourteen years, Higher Elementary School. 
Apprenticed to engineerinc industry. Joined British 
Navy 1916; served three years during 1914-1918 War. 
Demobilised January, 1919.

Returned to Industry as Engineer. Became an active 
member of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers. Took 
prominent part in the fight for one Union for Engineering 
Workers. Finally achieved amalgamation of Unions in 1920 
and the formation of the Amalgamated Engineering Union.

Took keen interest in various questions including 
growing unemployment; became member of National UnerapDoyed 
Workers Committee Movement.

Became unemployed myself in 1921. Successfully 
Applied for position of Civilian Artificer to go to Indie. 
Went to Indie In mid 1921, v.orked in civilian job in 
Rawalpindi until late 1922. This was during period of 
most bitter struggle on part of Indian people for Freedom. 
Following the imposition of the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms 
and the massacre at Jalllanwala Bagh Amritsar 1919.

I witnessed many examples of oppression and things 
which T felt to be wrong. It was as a result of many of 
the things I saw in India and the economic conditions 
under which Indian people were forced to live that I came 
to realise that British rule over India was not only against 
the Indian people, but against the Britlsh people, and was 
wrong end should be ended.

Shortly after my return to England I joined the 
Communist Party, early 1923.

. I became more active in the political - as well -as-the 
Industrial field. Early in 1924 I was elected onto the 
London District Committee of the Amalgamated Engineering 
Union, of which I remained a member until I left for India 
again in 1927. Luring this period the most outstanding 
struggle was that of the miners which resulted in the 
General Strike of 1926. I was a member of the Central 
Engineers’ Strike Committee in London. Also during this 
period I had conducted, as Shop Steward, a successful 
strike of workers at the Associated Equipment Co. works.
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Over these years I had gathered quite a lot of 
experience both as a result of Political as well as 
Industrial activity. Tn addition this activity had 
brought me victimisation, although T managed to get 
jobs from time to time st my trade.

About July, 1927 I was asked if T would like to 
visit Indie again. This time more as a friend of the 
people of India, to help them with my knowledge and 
experience on Trade Union and strike struggles. I 
warmly welcomed this proposal of re-visiting India; I 
had a keen desire to meet India under different con
ditions, and to meet Indian people at close quarters.

I was told it would mean about six months and I 
would be back again, in fact of course it was six end 
a half years before I got the chance of returning to 
Britain.

They were six and a half years packed with the 
finest possible experience in the finest possible 
cause - that is, the struggle of a greet people for 
their National Liberation and in this the struggle of 
the messes of workers and peasants to raise their 
economic standards.

During these years I was privileged to work, 
associate, live and go to prison with my Indian com
rades; whet Prester compensation could one ask for four 
end a half years spent at Meerut Prison.

Today I look back with pride at the period from 
1927 to 1934 when I was privileged to work along with 
Indian comrades and inside the Indian Trade Ihion end 
forking Class Movement. In this I particularly cherish 
the memories of the great strike struggles of 1928 end 
the founding of the Girni Kamgar (Red Flag) Union.

My association with India is now of nearly thirty 
years standing, as many Indian students will bear witness, 
since I left India in 1934, through organisations like 
the League against Imperialism, India League and many 
student bodies.

I trust that my association will continue for many 
more years, and that I shall live to see India again. 
The Communist Party of India I am confident will have 
taken India a considerable distance on the road to a 
Socialist India.



Since leaving India in 1934 my political activity 
has covered a wide field. working full time for the 
British Communist Party, and being in charge of the 
Party Colonial Department for many years, the Industrial 
Department for a short while, ano the Central Literature 
Commission.

During the years 1934 onwards, I was a member of 
the Central Committee end Executive Committee of the 
Party.

Attended the 7th World Congress of the Communist 
International, special attention to India resulting in 
several documents and statements being published on the 
situation in India.

Empire Day 1940, I was arrested for making a speech 
in the market place, Walthamstow, and finally received 
3 months hard labour. After release became National 
Organiser of the Peoples1 Convention 1940-1942.

Became Circulation Vanager of the Daily Worker in 
1946, held position for seven years.

Returned to Colonial Department, Party Centre. 
Present occupation National Organiser of the Britain- 
China Friendship Association.

«■



COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA Grams : MARXBAD I
Phone : 2 5 7 9 4

CENTRAL COMMITTEE OFFICE

General Secretary : ajoy ghosh
ASAF ALT ROAD, 

NEW DELHI

October 17,1956

All r^s

Lear ^onrades,

herewith please find enclosed 
cop$ of a telegram that v«e received 
from Comrade Dange on 15th and the 
reply that we sent to the same.

Greetings, 

{ Ajoy Ghosh )



(1) Copy of telegram from Comrade 5<A.Lange addressed to 
comrade A joy received on 16th Cctcber,1956»

* I THINK P»B. SHOULD SPIOUSLY CCKSIDER PATTCU’S 

PROPOSAL CP THRL3 PARTIdl MERGER STCx M MaKk 

POSITIVE rROrOSALS JUST BECAUSE *£ ARE clRCNG IK 

THAT STATE STCr IK PRINCIPLE uGPLlNl oRCKG TO 

JURGi i»IiH GOOD SOCIAL piKC. HA i'S PxivVlD/sD 

BASIC THINGS REMAIN VALID* LANGE*

(2) Reply sent to COiruDnngG’s above telegram by Com#Ajoy Ghosh 
on 17th Gotober,1156:

’ hy da .r Dnnge,

• •»•• I re-elved your telegram catec 16tb« lour 
suggestion ’hat the r.b. should ’‘seriously consider 
Pa:tom’s pro osal of three parties merger came to us as 
a surprise# De did not discuss the matter in the :B 
acting *hich was teld on loth tnd 14th because no 
one of us even dreamt of such a thing. I think 
and jomrndes ^hupash and EXS who are hi;ro also think 
that your uro osal is abaclu^ely incorrect. moreover, 
sending such a proposal by a telegram is vary 
irregular and inadvisable.-.

Greetings,

sd.Ajoy Ghosh

(3) Extract from Shri ractom fhsnu Pillai’s statement referred to 
in '~om.Bunge ’s telegram:

Cn 3rd October, in -rivandrum, Sri ratom Thanu Pillai 
in an interview to the correspondent of ths ^rala Kaumudi 
(MalcyalaE Daily ) said:

if the "ommunists and the RSPors give up their 
poll leal parties, I m prepared :o abandon the PPP to form a 
new denocr&tie carty M’tinst the ongrass to ta e u- rd the 
interests of Kerala.....”

A
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Dated} 18th October, 56 
Dear Comrade Dange,

Your letter and. cheque dated 13.10. 
56 has been received here this morning. Com. Sunil is 
not here, so 1 am writing in his place.

In response to your telegram from 
Bombay I cabled a message to the WFTU head quarters 
asking for aid on 15.10.56. This evening I have receiv
ed a cable from Casadie, Secy, WFTU, expressing sympathy 
and solidarity for the victims of Burradhemo disaster 
and their relations.

I have written a letter to the 
Genl. Secy, of our RanigaunJ branch to arrange a pro
gramme for distributing the money for relief^ sent by 
the WFTU. I will band him over the cheque &&& when 
the ari’an^ment is completed, it is quite possioie , 
that the distribution will itake place after the coming 
meeting of’the executive committee^MWF. The meeting 
is scheduled to be held on Sth & 9th Nov, the notice 
of which has al^e been,sent to your Delhi address.

Another meeting is being arranged 
to be held on 10th Nov with the representatves of. the 
Bihar and Bengal FCs ano. those of Ranigunj, Hazari- 
bagh and Dhanbad DCs at Dhanbad. to discuss the prob
lems of coal movement in thtseborder dists. I hope, 
it will be a very useful meeting and your presence' 
for a day or two will be most useful. Please consider 
over my suggestion and if you agree please let me 
know. In that case 1 will send the confirmed date, by 
wire. . , .«-

I have sent a^eport on/ the miners 
movement ip this country in the last three monhths to 
WFTU UeM Vfiice Vois morning vdth a copy to Al INC, 
DHhi.

Sxpecting an early reply,

Yours fraternally,



The Communist Party Of India
WEST BENGAL COMMITTEE

64A LOWER CIRCULAR ROAD : : CALCUTTA -16
Telegrams : "COMMUNIST"
Telephone ; 44-5999





•ommunist Parlij ol

Asansol Sub-Uiv. Committee.
Q. T- Road, ASANSOL
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18/50,Kursawan,
Kanpur,

'ey Dear Cora.Danro,

YosLorday I learnt at Igra t'iat you liavo come back. I was on ry vay 

to Delhi to dison • the mtbers conrU’ning tho SHIS and tho Nationalisation 

Soli >ibbo : ..b <”•. nb'. fi fibber joe toll ne of your arrival and also

that P.l. was yt^p not thn’o. So I abondonocl tho idea and am writing to you. 

Since your last letter a" ' • ; e/ to bV. 1’3 tho natters concerning our attitude 

’ ”o resolved within oiw ,,'ouj ns uall as the Sabhu General Council for a tonpora- 

• -oriod. But now with tho an'id d.en o” ban •leyo 'b bo ' he Gow?-.n • it ■_ yi ’ ts 

laiknge in the nro *,s is bavin;; its own react? on. fa have gone tlmough the Report 

and also the Hobo of Dissent of Sri G.D.Bajpai. Find enclosed the su rwry of tho 

Rci)ort and the Dis ;cnt as it has appeared in the press. Tho Hindi Edition. on the 

Hation'l I'cnmld lias editorially co- on bod on it, national Herald too has nublis’icd 

two long ar tides, one by ”S)a’onielor" anti "Economicus" favouring tho Sabhds 

Ji::vnt. The Go ill/.: • * \ ’ ’••V. his go.-a back Croii what it was inclined bo ;jiv»-» 

■’hen w.s pt list 1 J i’; ’ ■ ’• ■ ■ '‘ C i.

orb r.is actively brio!

'•o ’ot into the affairs of the Snbha, Taking advantage of the Geliy in the 

elections of the Go.bha they liavo gone in the press saying tiiat the Sabha’s 

offico-b ".revs Invc ceased to bo tho members of the Gubha according to its 
* 

own registered co? .stitu'.j.o-. To have remedied this defect h^an amendment, 

But tho rod plan of the Govern.ent scons to bo to encourage a section of tho 

dabha to take initiative for buiding an anti-co.'Eiunist alliance ’within tho 

3abha and tiy to i.iakc Corr uniats inof "oetivn if not orccJ.udn then frou the 

or animation. They are playing on tho slogan that the ocviunists are ^/ery 

active and they will repeat 1058 - c::clu’o everybody else anl capture it/

To so''io odont it h □ cut ice and Lho leadership riinus G.D.H. and .irjui has boon 

rallied on this po.Lub, G. j. too is nob very active in defence of the Sabha and 

feels frusLcateu. an I H inD..Tlj.:i-(l o / !1 Ud results of tlio GoivitLQc, Hador y.'es ’ur0 

fron such c'n^dopuirnts uc hivo doci 'ed to hold Sabha elections in bbo '.a ct 'aoath. 

Some olerents r.ro also dem ridiiir the shifting of the Sabha Office and they have 

opeir'y stated that this stop ’will convince the Govornnont that tho .labh?. is not 

in Goi ununisbs’ hands. Ho opp sod it and tho Bureau has decided it. The matter 

is corJjig up for discus :io i i' th? aeab General Council meet Gig on Sunday next, 

The anti-co. l unist/ moves such as those uro also having adverse reaction on our



Elections all

comrades working in the Sabha. They consider iny attitude to bo of ”surrender” and 
/• ' $

they are too critical about it. In short the entire development demands once again 

an oj^ujiinution of tho position and decision for the future course of action. I^eel 

that your help will bo of immense help to us at this stage. Tho General Elections 
da ' ■ •

and the candlibures for bho sane and the parties and individuals are further 

complicating the matters. Thore are too many candidates and only 6 seats including 

that of the Parliament. Two general secretaries of the $abha,°arvu sri Arjun ;’Lrora 

and Vimal Melirotra and four members of the Presidium of the Sabha,Sarvasri Yusuf, 

Rajaram $hastri,G.D.Bajpai and G.S.Ghaubey are in the field and there are in fact 

only three seats for the Assembly that are considered to be ’’labour” seats. 

Rationalisation Committee Report as it is, Sabha’s Elections and the %ncral

and weak functiong

of the Sabha.

Your coming to Kanpur from this point of view is essential if your as 

Well as Tai’s ho 1th permit. I hope you will be coming to Delhi to attend the 

CC meeting at Delhi and then you can find a day or two for us. If it is impossible 

for youI come this side then lot us know tho dates on*which you will, be available 

at Bombay.

With Greetings,

[ nsz.
I

Sri SJk.Dange, 

9,Kohinoor Road, 

Dadar, 

Bombay, 14

have come together in thejalready complicated

Yours Comradely,

Ram Asroy
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34th October, 1956.

EYom:- Sri D. K. Ganguly,
P 19, Hari Sabha. Street, 
■Ci'1 der po r e, C a ic u 11 a-2 3.

Uy dear Com. Dange,

I hope you will recollect our discussion 
at your residence sometime in July 1956 just on the day you left 
for Europe while I had been to Bombay to attend the conference 
of the All India Port & Dock Workers Federation. I am happy 
to lot yon know that the two unions of Calcutta Port, Calcutta 
Port Trust Employees’ Association (where both C.P.I. Pc Bolshevik 
Party were working, we are a. major force in this union) and 
Calcutta. Po/t Nazdoor Panchayet (le4 by P.S.P. and our co.irades 
wetealso working here) have merged and formed one union named 
Calcutta Port Granik Union. This amalgamated unionp has got the 
following of 30 thousand Port workers of Calcutta. Now in this 
union, as political force, C.P.I., P.S.P. & B.P.I. are working 
to -tli r. This is undoubtedly a very important step for working 
class unity and historical event for the Calcutta Port workers.

I hope you are keenly watching the develop
ment on the proposed strike of the Port <1 Dock workers of all 
over India under the leadership of All India Port <1 Dock Workers 
Federation. The sched;iled date for the strike to begin with is 
loth November, 1956. Discussions have taken place with the Govt.! 
and the Govt, lias sent a. reply to the Federation in which they ; 
hare refused to consider the question of enhancement of pay & 
D.A., the foremost demand of the strike. The Standing Committee 
oxfaiooub: mwt in Bombay last week and the report has already been 
published in the newspaper.

The meeting of the General Council of the 
Federation will be held in Calcutta on 39th October, 1956 in 
order to discuss the present position'and decide the future 
course.

The main purpose of my this letter is to 
bring it your notice that since the creation of the Federation 
our Comrades working in the unions of different Ports,azHz sawe 
and except Calcutta do not take much interest in its functioning.

After a. good deal of struggle we hive been 
ble to include Com. Iyyengar in the Standing Committee of the 

Federation but ihnfortiuutoly Com. Iyyenger has not attended a 
single meeting of the Federation uptill now. I dinot know what 
our co.irades in the other Ports, i.e. Cochin, Viaag are doing.

In view of the above may I request yau to 
take so io pc sonal attention in writting to those comrades and 
unions in iladras, Cochin & Vizag and contact me, so that we can 
know each others position and decide our course of action. It 
would be very much helpful if they could come down Calcutta and 
attend the proposed council meeting to be held on 29th October, 
1956.

I hope you will also agree that this is the 
most powerful Federation rathervanly representative organisation 
in the Port and we should work here xiiicars: seriously.

Awaiting to hear from you, . *j
■ ■ ■ i

With greetings,

Comradely yours,



Dear Comrade,
In view of the fact that approaching elections and the 

common front that is being forged round the Samyukta Maharashtra.. ' 

I'amiti, our Party i^i-ebr to raise cetain issues connected with 

that developments and discuss them with your Party. I am sure you 

will realise their importance to the success of the famyukta 

Maharashtra movement and the election stiuggle that is ahead of us
Our Party warmly welcomes the understanding end unity 

that have developed among the progressive political ;

parties in Maharashtra who all have contributed greatly to the 
this

success of the movement. Thanks to/the Samyukta Maharashtra
/ 7.

famiti has become an embodiment of popular aspirations and unity •
.hr*Wi 

end we consider it the boundant duty of all to strengthen, the 
’ ■ ■ Authority and unity of the Samiti.

The decision to evolve a common electoral programme on 

the basis of the fundamental principles adopted by the Convention 
which^held in Bombay on 38th of September marks a great step 
forward in the struggle for Pamyukta Maharashtra and has immense^ 

helped and r trengthem popular unity and solidarity. It has laid if 

the foundation of a big electoral victory against the Congress 

in the coming elections.

The common electoral program comprising as it does such - x

fundamental 'uestions as the question of land to the tiller, 

onnosition to comnunalism end perspectives of 

wider in its social political objectives than 
socialism is surely 

3.
the single united

demand of Pemyukta Maharashtra with which the movement began.

Hence those who agreed to fight together for the demand of 

famyukta Maharashtra have agreed to move further ahead on the 

® road to progress.

But just this very thing raises certain problems in the -

minds of the nubile before whom we are to appear on the electoral!



platform with $ common social political program, not only for 
Mnh*rashtre or Mabagujrath but for the whole country. They see* 
among us not only democratic progressive parties owing allegiance . । 
to socialism, but also organisations like the Janaaangh & Hindu 
Mahesabha, who acknowledgcdly preach a communal platform, and in 
their own programs r re nowhere in agreement with the fundamentals • 

1 
that we have evolved in the Samyukta Maharashtra famiti, demite 
the fact th”! thev h.-ve orked ' ith us in the Samyukta Maharashtra 
struggle end hove &:iven formal consent to the Samiti’s electoral 
program also.

The democratic nrsses are bound to ask us as to how we 
cm reconcile the fact that while the Samiti declares unequivocal i 
opposition to communal ism it makes an electoral alliance with the^f 
sunporters of communalism namely the parties of Jonasungh end 

1 
Hindu Mchnssbha.

The platform of the Communist Party, as is welknown, is “ • 
ooposed to that of the communal organisations like the Janamngh \ 
and Hindu Mahnsnbha. And not only the Communist Party but others ’ 
also hold the same position.

In such conditions, is it not necessary that those parties 
who hold anti-communal views make their standpoint clear to the 
messes, among whom there are large muslim minorities and also 
linguistic minorities, who look upon communelism as a reactionary 
platform inconsistent with the progressive interests of the ■ ■ । 
people r-nd the country as a whole ?

ahile there is no doubt that the Congress leadership, while 

speaking againft communalism, makes opportunute alliances with 
whole groups pd organisations of avowed reactionaries by simply : F. 
changing tb«ir party labels, yet the question will remain for 
millions, smong 'horn there arc even congressmen who sympathise 
with us, as to how we can allow room for such a thing among



outpelvep.
be think that those of us, who feel the necessity of 

clarifying our position before the masses ought to pay serious 
attention to this problem, be must find a way by which we shall 
ho able to set at rest the doubts of the people, assure them 
that the fundamental broad democratic program that the tamiti ha 
evolved is not an electoral smoke-screen, but is meant for loyal 
fulfilment not only during the election, but even afterwards. 
At the same time, -.-e must find the ways to such assurance? in a 
manner that vill not destroy the unity that has been achieved in 
the platform of the famiti, which unity also is a mighty weapon 
to defeat our opponents, the Congress, in the elections and win 
not only famyukta Maharashtra for Maharashtrians but also 
Meh a Gujrath for the Gujrathis, pledged forward program of 
democracy and socialism for the whole country•

v.c therefore consider it necessary that we should meet to 
solve this problem while the electoral work of the famiti is 
being organised, of course, without imparing the unity that hes 
been built round the Samiti.

be hope we shall meet v-ith understanding from all in the 
famyukta Maharashtra faniti, since we ere raiding this, not only 
in the interests of the Communist Party but of all progressive 
forces inside end outside the femiti.
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United Iron & Steel Workers Union.
Office :— 

Kulti Station Road, 
P. O. KULTI, 

( Burdwan )

Ref. No...................

Head Office KULTI.
( PROF. BARI Z1NDABAD. ) ‘

Dated.... ............ ...............195 d.





28th October,1956-

com.renuchakravarthy. ii.p.,

Dear ^oMrade Renu,

Re: Your letter Dt. 18th October.

I shall be coming for the C.^. meeting p^.nd we shall look into 

burnpur etc., after the which will give us some time to get reports 

etc .

I hope you are doing well. Tai is in the hospital and 1 am 

also living there.

With greetings,

Yours fraternly

-• • J nW GE)



Cashel Lodge, Civil Lines, 
Kanpur, November 1, 1956.

Dear Comrade Dange,

When you were in Kanpur early in December I talked 
to you about the need of strengthening the U.P.T.U.C. and 
I offered my services for the same. You hoped that by the 
end of January 1956 things would so shape themselves in 
U.P. that revival of the U.P.T.U.C. may be an early possi
bility. That hope has not been fulfilled either because 
of your unfortunate detention of for any other reason. 
Things are moving everywhere except in the matter of revi
val and strengthening of the U.P.T.U.C. One result of my 
decision to work for the U.P.T.U.C. has been that I have 
remained unattached and I continue to exist xrodta preca
riously in the precarious Suti Mill Mazdoor Sabha of world-; 
wide fame. I do feel that time has come when I should have 
an existence in the trade union movement in addition to my 
being the General Secretary .of the Suti Mill Mazdoor Sabha. 
Certain other federations have been anxious to have me. I, 
however, want to be in the A.I.T.U.C. and have the privilege 
to be under your leadership. This cannot be done without 
having a strong U.P.T.U.C. I, therefore, emphatically re
quest you to take proper steps to ensure the functioning 
of the U.P.T.U.C. at an early date.

I have repeatedly discussed this matter with friends 
in the U.P., but I am afraid they always find one good 
reason or another for postponing the work in the matter.

I ^rust Taiji and yourself are in good health.

Com. S.A. Dange, 
Communist Party of India, 
Asaf Ali Road, 
New Delhi - 1
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PEOPLE'S PUBLISHING HOUSE PRIVATE Ltd 
6/4 Asaf All Road,Hew Delhi

V-

4*

November 15,1956

IV Dear Comrade

I learn

the writings

Dange,

from Gujarati that you told him that 

of Marx on 1857 are being printed i»n

GDR
-

1ve must get the stuff for publication by PPH in

English and Hindi soon.

Please send me Ramkrishna M^kerjee’s address

and also of some responsible comrade in the German 
. . '

• leadership by writing to whom I may get the English

MSS as early as possible.

Have you any idea how many pages Marx’s writings 

would be and when do they plan to publish it?

Please write in detail . Give love to Tai, 

Greetings,

( P.C.Joshi)



Bombay, 23rd November, 1

Bear HJJ,

Your letter dated 15th November.

I returned from Calcutta yesterday.

I have already written to Dr. Ramkrishnaja 
* <

the matter. But no reply. 
' ■ ' .1

There is no English MSS as yet.

The address you want:

Dr. R. M.,

Stalinallee 284,

Berlin 0-112.

Tai is better. Thanks for remembering

Greetings, 

w

/ mX





Phone: 45818

COMMUNIST PARTY

Central Parliamentary

2 V/indsor Place New Delhi.

Circular No.4/56 November 2?rd , 1956.

To

All P.Cs.

Report of the Second Consultative 
Conferee of All-India (National) 
Political Parties held by the 

Chief Election Commissioner.

A meeting of the representatives of the National Political 
Parties was held at the Election Commission Office on 15.11.56 
to discuss many important questions concerning the next election 
plan. Our Pqrty was represented by Comrades P.C.Joshi and M.N. 
Govindan Nair, H.V.Kamath was prsent on th side of the PSP 
■and the Congress was represented by Sri Sreeman Narayan'and 
Sri K.P.Madhavan Nair. Jan Sangh also was represented,.

Though no decisions were taken, a number of problems connected 
with the coming general el ec t longer e discussed. On all the said 
points, the Election Commission had tried to get the views of the 
State Governments but it seems only one or two governments have 
replied yet. So, on all these questions final decision will be 
taken only after ascertaining the views of the Central and State 
Governments, Still, since on many points there was unanimity of 
opinion between the political parties, these discussions assume 
importance,‘The following were the points discussed.

TIME-TABLE FOR NEXT GENERAL ELECTIONS; Deli m ita t i on ’ o f c onstituen- 
cies and publication of 

electoral rolls for those constituencies are thO' precondition for 
finally deciding the timetable. The Commission was expecting that 
the delimitation work would all be over by the middle of November 
but now it is clear that it can be finished only by-the end of 
November. Since all States have published the final rolls, it is 
easy to collate the electoral rolls for each new constituency. Any
way that would also take a minimum of two weeks. So much so the work 
of delimitation and constituency-wise publication of electoral rolls 
will all be over only by the middle of December and the stage will 
then be set for holding the general elections.

As far as the actual timings of the election, opinions of 
political parties varied. The Election Commission said they will 
be ready by the middle of February. The suggestions ranged from 
the beginning of February to middle of April. April was ruled out 
by the Commission on the ground that in Assam because of heavy 
rains it would be impossible to hold elections .• Then February 
was considered too early and any two weeks from 2nd half of February 
to the end of March was considered suitable for polling.

Our view was to have it in the latter half of March or first 
half of April taking into consideration February/March are the 
harvesting period in most provinces. Anyway it did not get much 
support. Hence comrades should expect and be ready to face elections 
from the latter half of February and preparations are t o be organi
sed accordingly.

T t h n r be R n. . . . ,
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It has been promised by the ^lection Commission that the list 
of constituencies of those States where delimitation work is over, 
the political parties can have these as soon as they are ready 
and before publication. Publication can take place only after the 
work in all the States is over. It has been a Iso informed that 
we can have bhem by the 20th. ’ As soon as they sare got, they shall 
be sent to the provinces concerned immediately. You may contact 
the State Electoral Offices on this matter.

CHECKING IMPERSONATION OF VOTERS; It is common knowledge that large- 
scale impersonation takes place 

during elections. How to minimise it - was discussed and it was 
agreed that the political parties or individual endidates should sub
mit a list of voters in the final rolls who are (1) non-existent, 
(2) dead; (3) permanently absent - to the returning .officer.. If an 
agreement between political parties and contesting candidates can be 
had early in this matter, the Presiding Officers can be cautioned.

Secondly, the fee for challenging the vote has now been reduced 
from s.10 to Rs.2 which would help to challenge more than before. 
To reduce the amount further to one ruppe did not get support from 
other parties or the Commission.

BALLOT* BOXES; It is claimed by the Commission that those who had 
accepted the challenge thrown out by them for anyone 

to come and prove that boxes can be tampered had failed and that 
there is no reason to believe that the present boxes 'are defective. 
The present sealing arrangements is also the best possible. Further, 
on every ballot paoer there will be the seal of booth this time. Also 
the starting number and closing number of the ballot papers’will be 
written on the seal paper so that it can be checked whether any 
paper falling outside the number is in the box. With these additional 
measures, if there is any tampering, it can be easily detected.

But there is another difficulty which can be overcome only 
with the cooperation of the parties concerned. The agents should 
know clearly how the boxes are to be properly sealed. If it is 
sealed in the wrong way, all precaution may prove futile. Hence 
the Commission is planning polling rehearsals and film shows in 
which we should arrange as many comrades as possible to participate. 
This is very important. Then only we will be able to teach o.ur 
agents about it.

BALLOT PAPERS: Papers for the Parliament constituency and Assembly 
Constituency will be different in colours. As far as possible, only 
new papers in which the year is also printed will be used. If there 
is any variation it will be intimated to the political parties and 
candidates concerned.

POLLING PROGRAMME: It has been agreed by all parties that, the per
iod should not spread over more than two weeks at any cost and in 
order to adjust the whole thing within this period, if.it is found 
necessary in exceptional cases that polling in one constituency has 
to be staggered to more than one day , it has to be done.

HOURS OF POLLING: It has been unanimously agreed that there shall 
be no lunch linterval and the polling should start at 8. On whether 
it should be eight hours or nine hours there was difference. Also 
whether the polling could not be started earlier by 7 or 7.30 there 
was no common agreement.

COUNTING PROGRAMME; It has been generally agreed that counting of 
votes in every constituency should take place as soon after the 
poll as is physically possible. But the idea of counting at the 
polling booth itself was turned down. Also that counting should 
wait till election in a State is completed did not get any support 
from any quarters.
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NO C on NTING AGE NTS; As far as possible, one agent for one counting 
table and never more than twelve in any case was unanimously accepted*

There are certain other important questions which came up for 
discussion but since there was no time, it is postponed to the next 
meeting.

An election handbook is coming out and comrades should get 
them as soon as it is out.

At the next meeting one of the major questions to be discussed 
is what type of Government employees should be obanned from actively 
participating in election campaigning. The opinion of the Election 
Commission seems to be to ban all Government employees except casual 
labourers. This means hot only the officials and employees of the 
Government civil and military departments, but even labourers 
employed in all Government concerns like Railway, public sector} 
industries,etc.

The other subject to be discussed - what discretion to be 
given to the polling officer fixing the candidate’s booth in case 
of difference among candidates. When the candidates booth is to 
be situated in private property, no problem arises and the owner 
of the property can give it to any candidate he likes. The real 
problem arises in case of Government property or public grounds.
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Com. Dange.

Dear Comrade,

I am herewith enclosing the ixxxfi draft 
_ on organisational decision taken in-the June-xe£±±& 

inmeeting of the railway comrades. You please make 
the necessary changes in it and finalise it.

I am also enclosing the summary of KSERxius 
conclusions drawn ty Com. P. R. in the meeting. 
This -is to give you an idea of the general line 
as given ty the P. B. then.

*ull minutes, being long, will take some 
time to be typed, i'heir typing will begin from 
to-morrow morning.

Jith Greetings,

Yours fraternally,

28. 11. 1956.



SHRI. S.A. DANGE, MEMBER, POLIT BUREAU OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA HAS 

ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT FROM BOMBAY.

The resolution of the Praja Socialist Party Conference in Bangalore 

permitting electoral alliances among left parties will become a very- 

significant development in Indian politics, if the translation of that 

resolution is not sabotaged by its opponents. This new policy, enunciated 

mainly by Com. Jayaprakash Narain, in order to halt the growth of 

totalitarianism in our country and to protect the masses from the growing 

attacks of the police State of the Congress Party under the guise of 

democracy and socialism, will help the toiling masses to ; forge a weapon 

oif united action, in defence of their interests.

The resolution is a defeat of the secret understanding and pacts 
Mehta

that Mr. Asoka/has been having with the Congress High Command. His own 

success in the election last year in Bhandara and the defeat of 

Dr. Ambedkar, his ally in the same constituency, was due to this 

understanding with the Congress there - a fact which was welknown to the 

people in that State. His pact with the Labour Minister, Khandubhai Desai, 
some of

is also welknown in the trade union circles. It is also known that/his 

friends in Bombay have been doing their best to break the unity of the 

Sanyukta Maharashtra Samiti and the Mahagujrath Parishad. However, I 

would request Mr. Asoka Mehta to revise his policy based on subjective 

individual likes and dislikes and help to forge a united front of the 

Left to win the elections. He will help democracy and socialism better 

that way. »

'"j fI /H /r/ '
9, Kohinoor Road, 2 h S. A. Dange,
BOMBAY - 14.

FOR FAVOUR OF PUBLICATION

To

The Editor,
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Dear corn. Lange, • . \-; ■ -s . (
*r ' ' • • ' ' • •I returned to Indore on 19th inst, and took up the 

/ii job of collecting the material asked by PPH. in a seperate lett- ( 
4 y er I have written to them about the material available

at Indore and Dhar, which I have read myself at Dhar. 8hri
A.W. i/akankar, who is retired history of Dhar state knows you

;■ H personally as a young student as healso was studying at Bombay 
'lU' in 1918-20. He has lot of material on the subject of 1857 mutiny.

In my Litter to HPH I have asked them to seek your advice as to 
the nature and scope of the material to be collected for the 
proposed publication, as I -V Informed that you are going to edit 
the publication, Iwould like to know what kind of material you 

./ need for the purpose.

fix 1 consulted one of my friend, who had gone to US8K 
with 18UUS delegation, as to the requirements necessary for travel 
abroad. According to him the necessary woolen clothing, cotton 
clothings and other necessaries would cost approximately Rs. 600/- 
or even more. 1 do not myself know how far it is correct,

i'i ■ *

u we calculated on the current prices of the articles
at Indore. 1 wpuld like you to let me know in this matter at the 
earliest. 1 had posted you aletter from my cousin’s village and s
was expecting a reply this weeK.rlease reply also regarding f
other querries made in my last letter.

With greets,



A JOY'S PRESS CONFERENCE.

MENON - ALVARES CONTEST

Asked about Communist Party’s stand in the election 
taking place in Bombay and the contest bewteen Peter Alvares 
and Krishna Menon, Ajoy Ghosh stated ’’Communist Party is 
not supporting Krishna Menon, not because we do not approve 
the stand he has taken on international Issues, but because 
elections are being fought on the basis of the polices of 
government as a whole. Elections are not being fought 
on the foreign policy alone.

"He is being put up by Congress Party as its candidate 
and we differ with many of the policies of Congress. So, 
there is no question of our support to a Congress candidate.

"Pandit tehru might say that k± Menon’s victory will 
be a victory for the foreign policy of the Government. 
But, our Party cannot take the foreign policy of the govern
ment, in isolation from all other policies it is adopting.

"So far as Peter Alvares is concerned, I have seen a 
statement this morning by Mr. Dandavate, PSP leader. I am 
waiting for an authoritative version of this statement.

Explaining the general policy of the Party, he said: 
”lf, for example, there Is a Congress and a Jan Sangh candi
date contesting, we tell people to abstain from voting. 
But, what we will do in Bombay la a matter for Bombay 
c on rad e s to d e c id e ♦

Elaborating further, he said: "In Bombay, elections are 
being fought primarily on the issue of Samyukt Maharastra. 
Saroyukt Maharastra consists of different parties who 
have got differences amongst themselves, but agreed on 
Samyukt Maharastra Issue. Seats have been allotted to 
all parties. It isfor our party to decide whether it would 
support a particular candidate of the Samiti or not. It 
depends on the politics of that party and. that, candid ate "♦
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.in the PUNJAB STA,^.

1. The number of candidate to b" set up by the Provincial 
Committee is round about 50 for the State Assembly ahd 5~6 for 
the Parliament.

2. No Election alliance or adjustments have been made so 
fpr. There is likelihood of coming to a some sort of understan
ding with the P.S.P. which is vary very work in the Province and 
exists in small patches her? and there. The main allies are 
going to be indop.ndcnt candidates. There is the secoders’ 
group of Jpgat Margin. he pre trying to influence him toward 
giving up communal ism and anti-Punjpbi attitude’. If wo succeed 
in this we shall have that group in the Front. There is no 
other political party with which wc can have an Flection alliance

We h-ve been abl< to convene a very successful conference 
of various parties and groups amongst the Dchedtilc-d CpStc people 
About 250 m- present -tives met in Jullundur in the middle of 
November. A good umb. r of Congressmen who had. been there for 
the last some 10-20 years announced that they would no longer 
remain rumbrs of ti c C< ngress -nd 401.Id fight to defeat Congress 
candidates along with oth- r parties.

Another convection of different parties and groups in 
the M-ripra Pmnt was h id. It was also very successful and 
laid the basis for coming to soma arrangement with other poli
tical groups including the Scheduled uaste people. It is hoped 
that it will bear fruit.

So fpr as the Jana Sangh is concerned, we have no truck, 
with it. The ok^lis have joined the Congress and any danger of 
deviation on that score is no long* r there.

’.e have d jcicod to hold another convention in the Punjabi- 
speaking r< gion Lnvitinr all democratic groups bnd individuals 
including th-" P.S.P. Furthermore, another decision has been 
tpk' n to fight all t} (. Congress l._ rd rs, but concentrate only Ox. 
the sure shots, an^ don’t disperse the forces here and there.

Nothing can be s-id about the results. Some say that it 
will be good if we maintain our present position and win 10 s-’ats 
Some are pessimistic. Still others, very few-comrades, who thin! 
that wo can improve upon the present position. 1

Th- prospects "''r adjustment, etc., pre • not bad,
a

3. The ftecomnk.ndations of th. district Committees hev< b<vn 
ace. pted by the PC with regard to th. selection of th.o Candidat-X 
in almost all cases. Tlx g< n« r?l practice has,been to cell the 
Cell meetings of a constituency, initiate discussion end 1<t them 
chcosc a candiu-tv whomscev- r they want. It is. th< Coll members 
generally who h wi scloctc-d th. cenoidat- s without any influe nce 
from th" higher Committee members.

The Party ......
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Th*' -Party candidates are, therefore, going tn be th/ .'.-o 
who belong to thoii constituencies, hrvo worked there end arc 
known to be the Iv-ders of their areas. Cnly a topmost leader 
of p constituency with a record of service end sacrifice hbs 
boon selected. Exc-ptiens are few end fpr between.

SC HAM SINGH JbSH
5i nc *r V *6 i4 ’r *(' >!< V M V -!c 

I

F 1 e c t ion P o s i t.’i o n

I n VIDARBHA

The Vidarbh (R'’rTi'npl P.O.) in its meeting held on 3rd 
rnd 4th of Decer.ib( e , decided the fallowing guiding principles 
for deciding th > • l-.c l ion tactics in this hegion:

Th( Guiding. principles qre:

1 ) Form wid >r unite d front against the Congress under 
the auspices of Samyukta Mphprashtrp Spmiti.

2) Get ^s nrny as pc. sible the candidates of th*' United 
Front elected.

3) To see as many ps Communist candidate get elected to 
Str to os.scmbiv.

With those c.nsidcrations, Forty hrs decided to contest 
7 to 8 sorts f''r State Legislature, out of 50 general and 10 
ros-rve seats. Th* re is a demand that we should contest one 
Parliamentary scat, hut it hrs not be-n decided as yet.

Election Alliances A Prospects

The alliances uptill now were not possible in view of 
the delimitation of constituencies wps not ps y^t declared* 
However, preliminary talks with ell left pertiosj Prpj^^Soci^liot 
Pprty, S.C.F. pnd r.V/.P. wore held. There is general agreement 
that mrny in flu>nci pl individual will have to be adjusted in th; 
front. The adjustment is possible because all these parties ?r; 
the constituents of the Snmyuktp Mphamshtra Spmiti. Thore rr- 
quite good prospect that election alliances will be reached cr, 
almost all the s-.. ^ts barring few.

Party decided to put up th? candidates on the following 
bpsis;

1) Whore Perty has ccmuuctod mass movement pnd have g'n 
following.

2) Thu ep.,-a which is supposed to be Party’s traditions! 
base.

3) Wh?re Party Itaders are popular and known to general 
people, rs outstanding fighters for their cruse.

These are main considerptionc for deciding our candi
dates.

SUbAM DESHMUKH.



lection 1 o s i t i <j> n

i n I?. A J A S T H A N

1 . We have called for Reports from the Districts and have 
had some preliminary discussions in our Election Board. From 
th<" present discussions wo will contest about 12 to 15 Assembly 
seats. We are not likely to contest any 1arlipmcntpry seat.

The basis of this decision is that wherever we have 
worked and good base and have som« chance in these scats alone 
ve are putting up candidates. The septs arc dispersed all 
over; one here two there like that. 

> .
Final decision will be taken in the 10 meeting on 17-'o 

of this month. J
2. The above number doos not include the s4bts that will be 
contested by the Kisan Sabha in three districts! Wc arc discus
sing with them to achieve unity and give them Barty symbol. But 
so f'r no final decisi< ns hav< been taken.

'l
3. ’.c have Ik d some talks with the 1 SI . They are agreeable
to the idea of adjustments. *robpbly in majority of these seats 
except cm or two th^n. will be no difficulty. In any case their 
scats and cur seats arc not common. aS for the,SI there is no 
possibility of formal agreement, yet their prea^ and cur areas 
aro different am thus there may be no scat whe^e they and we 
b' th c nt( st.

4. But the wl lo the main tactical problem that we will
b.~ freed with is wk-t attitude to take where' the fight is b*twcm 
the Qongross md tic combination of Ram Rajya-Jan Smg^-Hindu 
Sabhr and the Jpgircrrs Bhoeswami Sangh. It is necessary tc 
not- that all the above parties have formed a common front; they 
are ^listing the support of th Rajas, (the Jainur Raja who was 
the Rajpr-mukh so fpr alst is likely to c^me out with them). 
They also pro.ase tc start some attacks and create a terror 
situation. Thoy pre contesting all the seats. Our rC has 
adopted p resolution ?b<ut it and sent t< the CO. That matter 
h' s tc bo decided.

H.K.VYAS. 
5[c;[c

N<to on Electoral adjustment

in V, E 3 T BENGAL -j

The ’Vest Bengal G munitt^e Oil has entered intr electoral 
adjustment with the *31, RSI, FB and Marxist FB. The Gil is 
contesting about 104 seats, 1'31 70, RSI 15, FB 25, Marxist FB 
8 seats. There are olgc seme independents who will b-? supp'rt^ 1 
by us. In some ef th< other seats where the loft has no candi
date we arc trying tr fine, '-nt candidates whom jwc epn sufpGrt.

In all tlk.re were 23B seats in West Bengal. New 14 mor: 
seats h;ve been incruasec cue to inclusi'n of cprt?in areas of 
Bihar. Oil intends t< put up one cancicate in the new prea. 
almost all the rest will be c<nt< sted by Lek Sevpk Sangh. We 
are trying tc h^ve seme pejustment with this party.

Out of 36 Irrliamcntary seats Cl I wishes to ccntest ab u!, 
14 seats. H w many cthor parties will fight is- net < ocided yet 
b cause discuss! ns ar, still gr ing on,

Th< re are six...................
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There me six smaller parties (which -usually vnrk in 

different nr vom mts with us)who may together contest about 7 
nr 8 s^pts but ^s they hevc b-on asking fcr many more no adjust
ment can be r^ch^d with them. These prrtit s ^re trying to form 
a fr<"n t n* w.

Th< Hin.jj Maha Sabhr, Jpnp Spngh, f few Congress indivi- 
dua Is wh hm1 j.inv’ the struggle against merger prp trying tc 
fr rm another front m* wanted progrpmmptic unity with ns. But 
we h^v decided nt t< have any adjustment with them; Sc they 
will have their )wn front.

Wo could have no pre gramma tic alliance because of the 
refusal f th-. .5*. but wo pre trying tc ciscuss p common 
programme with the ther jarties ane p f rmulp whereby the LSI 
can be acccmm I t.c. be d( n t know pbcut the outcome.

Our a arty hm br ught out a draft programme cf the 
alt-rnpte Government frr the considerstion cf the other parti s 
me the pCjlu.

JYOTI BASU
>;<>;< >;< »;»;<

Election 1 c s i t i o n 

111 TRI* UR A

First, Tripura Committee hrs thought to Contest 22 scots 
of Electoral Cllcm md twr s^ts of f. k S'bhp. The rest 8 
septs cf Elect rrl C Hege pr^ kept op. n fcr Electoral adjust- 
ment with oth -r ?arties like xSd, RS* , Nikhil Tripura Udbasthi 
Samity and Gpnptmtrik Sangha. ■i

El( ctmrl ollimce was m^o with Ganatrntrik Spngh (3 
sorts), Hplam -S-ngh (tribal organisation) (1 sort). dll those, 
are of elect'-ml college septs. From Hplrm Sangha orgpnisrti n, 
-'ur Communist Tarty iwiDb rs will bo contesting with Hplrm Srnghr 
ticket.

xSl , RSr and Udbrsthi Smiti pre nop agreeable t^ have 
adjustment with us, nly with 6 sorts which pre being offered 
tn tium. Their ..vni;nc is 1 3 seats.

* arty thinks t< give 11 seats tr> this group (ISi , RSx 
and Udbrsthi Snmity), if the Eloctorpl College, and one Rpjyp 
Srbhr seat, that is tc say, the only one seat jf Rpjyp Sabha 
f r U.D.F. and th nly two se^ts cf Lok Spbhp for the Carty*

If 11 smts t . tht ?b ?vc-mcnti mec group '(1ST, RSI pnr’ 
Uc.brsthi) and 3 sorts to Gpnptrntrik Sangha rnd 1 to Hplrm Sangha 
pre offeree, th? r^st 15 scats f Elect* r pl College remain fr r 
the iarty.

In -rr’ar t' insure ur victory ef tie Lok Spbhp septs, we 
are thinking that w* j hruld make this cmcossim to the throe 

parties, (im. 11 septs should bo :ffarec).' Minority group 
inside the I SI ^re ; p -sing t give m.re than 6 seats tr them.

It is exp' ctt.d that xSi me °th' r twr nprtios may rgr<;e t 
hove -lectoral t'dju-tm-mt with us, if 11 seats am off rppt 3Up 
if they insist fcr 15 seats, it will n t be possible for the irrty 
to go V that extent. Our estimatirn is that if these partips 
contest against Cxi and the Congress cmuic ates simultpne< usly, 
they may n t git even a single seat. In that esse, Congress may 
be. gpiner. N' ^lr ct; rrl alliance would br possible with ib*.,, RLx 
and Udbrsthi Srmity. .arty p>siti n over the masses in general 
is hrpeful.



H 1 u c t i r n r , a s i t i :, n

1 n A 3 3 A M

1. The Assam . n vlncial b mnmitteo of the Cl I has decided t 
jut up 16 1 arty cm' id ate s and 3 c r A- pprty-supropted candida tm 
who pre ex acted t. remain in the Communist group under Iprty, 
discipline inside the assembly. There may be p few more erndi- 
ertos >f this kin which we have n'>t yet able.to finally decide 
in view of (ur nugeti-ti n th-t is g-:ing <h with (.the r j prtios; 
Th- final mcling f the ( i if. runt parties will be hole cn 15th 
pno 1bth December.

Out f th "b vc 1b sorts which wc are gc ing to cnt< st 
wo sh^ll C'n cm tra tc 'n uily 11 scats.

Ve hrv' n' I arty emdidrt' hr the i prlirmentpry c< nsti- 
tu^ncios but th ri will bo 2 r 3 Iprty supported candidate f■r 
thr- L/'k Srbhr.

•, I

2. ‘ N< < 1 >cti n alliance will c:me abcut because the 131 J c
n^t pgrop t< com1 into some alliance. The other Forties who pr ? 
ready for programmatic pllianco, are v~ry smell parties having 
n' elect! n jr^s-cCt whatsoever except the R. C ♦ x , I (mnnplrl rr ’ 
who might git on cr 2 smts in case cf pr unit - 1 oppesiti' n.

Th( prelects f cl. ct >ral a justmonts ere there. 3f 
fpr rs thi ISi an' kCil arc c mourned, wc have already c''nv t< 
certain unwritten agreements m many sorts* Out of mir sixteen 
s^ts there is a cmflict with \ 3? only in 3 sorts, r\f course, 
those pre- rur str ng s :ats with better cm idptos than any otb r. 
Vo have nr> cmflict with RC11 and RS* in any sent. but the 
difficulties will miso because there are some sorts where b >th 
i Si and RC* I, RC1I A- RS* cc me in clpsh. he have boon trying t 
bring 1S1 , RCi I cJ • s r t< us, s~ that PSI , CH & RC11 cm give n 
united fight al mp with imminent in(ivirurls against the Gmgr-, 
This we might achit ve rise* In that case, we all together will 
contest about 45 seats out •'f 105 scats in the assembly and b b-> 
7 seats tc the larliament.

3« Basis •! Selecting, 'Ur cancidotes anu c nstituencies a ■
as follows:-

r) Wc hrnc g< t tc rely cn the peasants, oil, ccpl, trans- 
p rt me Railway workers rn< mice 1>. class employees and other 
miudl^ clFtsd^ m n . whom vc have uone some w >rk pne: have some 
orgrnisrti1 n an I emrit < tn curtain cami rigns ano rise wh> mu 
getting c< nsci ms ”b‘ut tht nec< ssity 'f strong <4 position t 
the i resent rulms. They ccnstitute majority in the district, 
t ^wn c<*nstitu ncios. Sr wo h ^vselected almost all the trwn 
C''h StitUenci'-S ?f thr- valley,

b)’b'’ h~V taken int< cm siderati n the prrpularity and 
tradition ff the i arty emc id-t ' whil-? • cciding t( c ntest in 
a particular constituency. Because in Assam almost in all cases 
this factor will bi c risidoreo very im, 'rtant because rf thr. 
lack cf such str-ng h'Id rf the i^rty in a irhtlculhr phef.

A« l,u hm ; air.' cmsidoretl the qu nstl’ n of ssibiiity rf 
getting cadros mH ersh.

5» xn certain cr s- s w< h^vo considered th future of move- 
mont and ' rgrnisati n.

THANI BORA
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ELECTION P G b I T I 0 N 

i_n N B H R A x; R A D E S H

In Andhra irmesh, rlccti ns for assembly o- n stitumc i 
pre taking ] lace nly in Telangana part while elections for par
liamentary sppts rn being he ld fci’ entire1 Andhra i radesh pcor- 
( ing t- the States Ke rgmisrti -n Act, Therefore, xC is thinkin 
'..f ccncentrating in Telangana while trying te get as many j rr~ 
lirmentrry se"ts as • ssiblc in the rr. p < f eld Anuhrb State,

IC hrs n’t yet finally i.ecLec ps tc how many sorts wu 
hrvo t' C' ntf st either f r , rrlipmmt r fc r assembly. but 
urin^ th d iocussi' n c in Co t.mb r n ting it was found thrt 

we c^n contest fr'm AO tr 60 assembly septs and about 15 rprlia- 
montary s^rts. There is r gnarpl opinion thrt this time we 
hrve t»' contest ps less as ” ?ssibl- and win as many rs p ssibl 
thus retaining n're ‘ r less former position, i.c., 3A in AssomL 
Th? Congress is e nt sting all th-* septs, xSl about 30> and SI 
rbmt 10. Th r? will be sr me groups -rh ] msibly a gc r d numb e 
of individuals contesting.

v.’o hove C' neucted nc gc.tibti’ns with Dr. Jpisooryp , i Sx , 
SI an< srm< im^ brtant im ividuals. he hpc also a talk with 1 
W & x..arty leadership.

Dr. J pis ■> jryp N s inriepter’ th' t he is retiring fr< m pc 
politics pne th'r'h.rr* he may not contest pt all. ’,'e had p r- 
from the Secretary cf *Si , that he weuld be in p . ;sition spy 
something after Bnngplnre Conference. But no re >ly hrs yet I 
given. In oUr p^senpl tplks wo goth 'red thrt j-rcvincipl le- ’ ■ 
shi ■ is favouring adjustments rnr’ talks pj e going rn for th.> ' • i 
on constituency level also. In some )f the' industrial areas 1L-. 
Wprrmgpl and Bodhm Tevins tho x Sx has considerable influenco. . 
for Sx no hop ; of oven adjustment ant' they have net yet rcrii.'.!. 
Come individuals like Shri Rammurthi Naidu who had r-cently c -m. 
out xSx and pls? rn imicrtant individual in Hyderabad City, pls 
wants te contest with cur gu )rt cither independently or on bed-‘ 
cf .DE. be have n .t yet ctncluded our talks with him.

As f r '4 ria rs rn< ivsrnts a arty, th.?y want tc centest 
in plliancv with us. Le have n >t yet concluded our talks with 
them as to contest n be half < f i LF <r any ether thing. Though 
they have little influence in Telrngann, but as individuals it 
may be fruitful t. c me to rn agreement with them.

Our district and taluks units are discussing about sei- c 
ting u; candidates. x C hrs n^t yet s mt any directi ves rs V vl ’ 
critmip shrull be rd ’tc'd to decide ab'ut a candidate.

Due to Jilft r* ncos inside the xC, pb .ut IDF rnd cl< cti i 
tactics, wr c ul J n t (’iscuss pb ve । r bloms and trko decisi r^. 
be ho 'p to dit immodi-t ly aft -r this C.C. mooting.

D. VENKAT GSWhRm RAO.



Election x c s i t i o n

i n T A MI Ju N AD

1 - Cr nstitu* ncies frr Contest

In Tamilngd t tai number .of seats frr the State Assembly 
is 205 end for the 1arliamont 40.

At the last iC meeting hold in Soitcmber, ip the examin- 
ticn of District reo rts, th' iC decided to contest 23 Assembly 
constituencies (24 septs) and 3 Parliamentary const/ituenci. s 
(4 scats)•

Further details were called for in respect of other 
constituencies jr^'sed. Th-se further reb^rts are now pvpilal 
The next xG mcetin which cunmenccs <n 1 8th December will fin o']' 
settle the list. Inclusive f tht.se alropcy decided pt the ear 
meeting, the final png-sal ccmino before the xC meeting pre pc 
fellows:

x prty Condidpt'S fr Assembly

1 .
1 prty Cond id ate s

1. Tirunelveli
2. Ramnad
3. Mpdurp
4. Trichy
5. 0 imbrt' re
6. Salem
7. North Arcot
8. South Arcot
9. Tani orc
1 0.Shingle] et
11 .Madras City

Inuependents b. 
support'd by 1 ar 
(whore 1prty has 
some influence)

6
3
2
6
6
2
1
1
5
1

3
2
4
4
6
7
3
1
7
2
3

42 .. . .... • 37

The xC mpy dccine tc set up 40 rprty candidates for 
Assembly seats ^nd sui port 35 ind-wencents for Assembly seats - 
nn an estimate of the present position. (Travancore-Tamilnad - 
new Kpnypkumari District - ^fter delimitation- not likely to 
lead to any chante in this account).

1 prli ament ary C mstitin n cir s:

The following have already been cccided upon:
1) Nagap'ottinam (Tanjcro Dt.) -General
2) ” ” -Reserved
3) Mpi.ura
4) Coimbatore.

Tha further tropcsals to b.3 considered by th-' IC are:

5) Tirunelveli
6) Trichy
7) N. Madras.

All these further three arc extremely wsak constituonci 
for us.

2. Alliances ...................



2. Alliances:

Thar- is n qu">sti< n '\f alliance with pny other opi osit 
tarty in Tamilnad. xarty will have to fight mainly on its own. 
Congress is by ano large the biggest party. Of the Opposition 
parties, besides th'5 Cil, (i) Dravida Kpzhpgpm - has liner1 up 
with the Congress - (ii) Dravida Munnetrp Kpz^pgpm - has pnnoup 
p contest for 1 50 suets me wants a separate mdependent South 
State - will fight us in almost every district, 
(iii) 2SI ; Strong >nly in Coimbatore District wherf the d ance' 

< f electoral adjustment with them are good bncause of joint TU 
work, and even in othir Districts will generally not clash wit; 
us; (iv) SI ; Strung only in Mill prea of Madras City pne on*-: rr 
twe - thc-r । laces in Ccimbatf.ro District. They have rejected 
offer of p discussion and will fight usi De h-aye to fight the?", 
too where we have a base, (v) Forward ul< ci- ©n personal influ< r 
if Thevpr - the leader of the Forward Dice, in seme constitU' n 
of M-dura and Rnmnod Districts only. m. justment with them is 
possible ar,'1, likely, (vij Tamilerpsu Kpzhpgpm; a small splint ' 

group of Congress - likely t< sot up a f cw candidates. Likul; 
to adjust with us and support us. Thus - cur Flection Frrnt 
Tamilnrd will be -

Cl I with several indo undents, am candidates of the .1 
Tamilprasu Kpzhsgam and forward Bloc in a few constituencies bi 
not on any common electoral programme 5r election agreement 
except adjustments.

The Congress * arty - there are divisions no d> ubt, but
are likely to bresolved by offering scats to opposition pren’

Mirasdars want tn emteft - attack in Congress frem tin 
Right.

Ro; Drayidp Mupp^tra Razhagpm: Our IC meeting in June passed r 
reso1u t£on which ?ftor reiterating the xsigh Pt Resolution re. 
rur ’utl- ok -'n elections contained the following paragraphs in 
relation t:- the D.M.K.:

if i . . The C mmunist 1 arty will strive Its utmost to 
fre m a United Fr^nt of ail democratic parties and individuals 
on the basis of such a < emccratic pr?gramme and thus strength' n 
and unite tha democratic P rc-^s in cur c< untry.

’’However, the Tpmilnad Committee of the Cl I wants tn ru 
it clear that it dues not consider that every kind of oj p siti 
tc the Congress i6 of p democratic nature. There are parties • 
ergenisati ns in this country whose activities are based on c - 
nrl and s up ar a tist .slogans.

"F<r instance , in Tpmilnad Chert pre Certain organised i 
whose main aim is tc bring pbsut a sovor. ign and inde .undent Di 
vi< ana .

’’This si rratist sl< g^n will disrupt the unity of thu 
cratic forces in thc country; it will foment enemity and < ivi;- 
between people )f d.ifferent States in uur country am1 c'nstitu 
a sorious danger t the country as a whole.

(Thon follows p reference t<' the unity built.u| in th' 
struggle pgpinst the British end that linguistic provinces an’ 
a separate Dtate have be en the demand and reality).

’’There is nc d( ubt that a big sections >f the folic » - 
of these parties in Tamilnad are democratically mindeu prT (Hu ’

the i cin< erptic .

Ccimbatf.ro
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the democratic duvol'qment of cur country. Only when they give 
ui the disruptive senprptist slogan, only when they adort a don ■ 
critic programme and ccnduct their activities cn that bpsis will 
they be able tn play p positive r- le in the democratic movement 
our country. The Taitillhad Committee of the CPI hopes thpt the 
leaders and members of these parties will leprn these lessens, 
and evolve p policy thpt will help to strengthen the democratic 
forces one unite them against the anti-democratic policies of th- 
Government pnu reverse them’,1’

The JjMK is trying its best to use the anti-Gengross dis
content* but it h-s no quarrel with the eccnxnic policies of th... 
Gtngrcssi It »nly stresses N ;rth Incia < unin pt ion rh<. sei prate 
State. All its criticism tf the II \ Inn is only thpt more m’hey 
is net allowed t: the South. They mpy not win many sects but in 
view xnX of their : r• vine*--wide contest our hext 10 meetihg has 
tp reiterate the ab^ve r-solution pnd concretise it further*; No 
question pris s ^f cry election agreement or adjustment with then'

3• Bpsis of i arty Contest

Genorally on th basis of x arty work, organisation end 
influence pnd p r ugh <stimate cf likely vvtes in the cnstituen

In July our IC directed the holding of Dt. plenums in 
which ur rwn indo tn ent strength constituencies wore i iscussel 
anc decided. In Selt.mb'r - )ur it in view of the siturtion in 
Tamilnad, (ccid'>d about /'emccratic in'O.cndents bting sponsoreu ' 
su;q ortop and further DC Meetings hevc p 1st b^en held pnd reports 
sent up.

Election C arr a ign

Initial rruno of general agitation has gone cn. In the
further rounds a arty leaders from t then jrcvinc^s must also
undertake sh ?rt tours rnr help us’.

. ,,.hc published 3 cam} aign parg hints: Suez (5^00 copies)’, 
Congress pnd Communist iarty (10,000); Is North Flourishing ond 
Ou th decaying (10,O00).

Lpily JaNASU.KTI - fluctuates 5000 to 6000 copies.
iarty Fund 0 .flections - marly Ks. 10,000 s' far.
bit cti >n Committees - f-rmee in one District bnly.
A ccntinu us run <'f TU w.rk in this ^vri >d in Textile 

belts Coimbatore .nd Mmur?, pft- r ilpntrticn Tribunal Award, 
Handl.?-m weavers struggle, Hprb ur strike, Municipal workers 
rrrvincial strik , bc^-di wrkers struggles in many places.

Sr me been! mti-t victi->n struggles in Tanj-'re, Tirunclv- li 
^n<: Trichy districts.

Dem-nstr-^ti 'ns in s me districts against rrive levels.
Iclitical HIM tings f' r re lense "f our c-mrrdos, Egypt, 

New Tamil Dtpte.
M.R.VENK/.TaRAMAN

E lection i o s i t i c n 
in KAR N A TAKA

1- Wo hrvn not yet decided on the »xact number cf ser^ t ' 
c-ntest os the? djlimitati'-n report is not yet published and

rumours pre
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rumours are current that the constituencies have been radically 
changed. But we discussec in the IC in p general wpy end inter" 
to contest about 20 assembly septs. We tn-ve no plans to centers 
any parliamentary sept.

2. Sc far there have been no talk of alliances with any
body. The chances for the same pre meagre. The BSB has been in 
favour of adjustment. But n. official negotiation between us 
has taken place sc far in this issue. There is a possibility 
for adjustment with i SI ano SCF.

3. No hard mo fast basis h; s bf en laic ,.cw:n for setting ju 
cf candidates by the - arty. But it will contest '.nly in places 
where it has c nsiderabl' influ -nc< . In the beginning we want-:. 
tri limit the numbe r - f crn< idates tr the minimum with a view t 
conserve rur strength and resources. But aft-r further crrsih- 
ration we have modified ur stand a little. .ie feel that in a 
province like ours where we pre very weak and the chances of 
alliance is non-existent it will help the growth of thw- 1 prty 
the movement if we contest in rlaces where we have srmp work 
done even though we -re n^t very strerg. With this new under
standing we may c utest in aba ut 5 additicnpl seats. C^re will 
be taken t" see that this is net stretched tr^ far.

N.L.Ua ^dhyay,..

N.L.Ua
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APPEAL AG All FT ANDHRALETTER OF
PC’S DECISIONS ITS Fl{OTIONING

18.11.1956
i. • r
T:

To
The C.C. 
of the CPI

Dear Comrades

Before I left for China, I had convoked my strong oppositlc 
Andhra PC’s decision taken in its meeting ■ ,of September first week 
to contest the coming elections in the na of the PDF and on its
symbol and not in the name of the party aits symbol. I wrote 
P.O. that I will be appealing against thaU’decision to the C.C. 
and also informed Com.General Secretary arid other members of the 
PB available at Delhi and asked them to fJx up the C.C, meeting 
to attend which I would be returning fron.China.

After my return, in the Andhra PC moiling held from 9th to 
14th November,. I have to submit my resip action from the occrete-’ 
of the Andhra PC as it has become impossible for me to continue t 
function in it with wrong policies and derisions which it has bee 
ca rryincr on in violation of the palghat, resolution of the Part./, 
as well as the decisions of the Visalandkra Conference of Commi... 
Party, ( Doth of my letters to the PC wri ten in September as 
well as in November are attached herewith i ■.

. ;h’
As you will see from these letters, I jhe main points of 

controversy are :

U In contradiction to Palghat restJ.ution and the C.C. 
decisions, the (Andhra PC and its Secretariat has been working out 
election tactics in Andhra of charactorid • !ng Sanjiva Reddy and 
his group as progressive and coming in support of this group and 
n z'x z“x !/■ 4 vx rx I rx P z-x vx ri "1 rx /-I -x i x r-» 4- -wn vx 4 - w x 4- 1-x 4* V-x z-x xzvx i I ‘seeking electoral adjustments with them.

To contest on PDF ticket and syt ^>61 or whether PMs,whil
being part of the PDF to contest in the rime of Communist party- 
on its symbol in Telengana area? ’’hethcr (dr the coming five year 
we have to function in the assembly as Cckmunist Party or only in 
the name of the PDF ?

i If
2) The way Visalandhra daily is boi Ag run; uncritical su.> ■ 

to Government F.ivc Year Plans of agrarian Preforms, industrial is.* 1 
community projects,etc.; support to so-cdiled progressiva group i 
the Congress; the way the people’s issues t^re not given prominc?' 
or sufficient place, while the so-called national and internetj■’ 
news as served by PTI are featured. i*



3) The question of whole-timers and o <1 k 
implications of the party functioning.

and the finance■!

I do not know how far the C.C will be .ble
these qur 
to take

go into allto— — 
At lei,st 

immediately a. decision on the question
stions and give its verdict I want the C. C 

of election
trctics to be
to contest and how the

symbol on which____ _ __ ___  ____ j^he _ 
Communist Party is td^function in 

■,-‘1 > and its relation 'to the PDF.

adopted in Andhraprad sh and

Andhra Legislative ssombly and its relatior

Comrades M.Hanumnnthn Bao and M.Basavv 
submitted their resignations to the Secrcta:

dnniah have also 
lit of Andhra PC

even in P eptomb ar itself.
resignation of his Secretaryship

Co m, R a j o s hw;: r R r submitted his
t ha t mo a

I *

The Andhrapradesh PC has discussed all
days discussions
with

we tried for some working!
?1 adjustment

Ing.

running the Part'
maintaining whole-timers but no agreement cop 
connection with the question of Communist Pa;1

Tn connection with electoral adjustment, 
must be b-^sed on the following consideration

icsc is sue s. af t er 5 
treement in connection 
.organ and

p4d be arrived at in
]y and PDF relations.

we proposed that the,

TO get as large a number of 
Party in the first instance.

TO 
democratic

get as large a number of seat 
allies.

so
TO utilise the contradiction

to achieve
b o tw o e 

and f
adjustments we may try with individual Congr
not be such to affect our general campaigi
In the cominr elections, especial 
tactics, propaganda and electoral 
opposition adopt.

they mus 
11iance w

sible for the

ible for our

the Congress groups
our allies. 

is candidates should
Jagainst the Congr 
,'not affect the

They agreed for this general statement, 
how in practice this would have worked when v 
these generalities to each constituency. But 
agreement is reached on the question of PDF v 
matter.

IJ ' lich the democratic

;; But we do not know
a began to apply 
meanwhile since 

O' did not pursue
no 
the

I agreed that I would be prepared to co 
the Communist party members must contest on

Promise my tand

wo may .allow PD^ 
elections in the 
provided -

symbol to be adopted by the 
present situation of seriou

heir Party symbol
t ha c 

and
Pty in the 
nner-Party differone

1 ) That 
that 

programme and 
its symbol.

in
we

the election we go to the pebble and tell them
are Communist Party candidat3d with it

discipline though we are part

2) In Andhrapradesh Assembly, the Commu 
function as Communist Legislature 

coordinating committee with non-Part^ members 
a separate group with their own legislative 1
they are prepared to join the
body meetings and begin even in it

Communist group,

f: th? PDF
own

and take

while having
hither organised as 
'■dor or whether

'Lcgislati7
attending their gon 
e Executive.

This they were not prepared to accept

Than we proposed that let th-'
Bloc as members

bloc be caicd PDF and Communist
elected from Andhra are on Pa 'tty ticket and member



t'

elected in Tolongana 
work together in the

on PDF ticket eId they going to
jornng ; ion

This 
the

irranremont to continue till the
United Opposition, 

c'lc cOons and pending 
hot agreed to by 
h the gist of which

one

decision of the C.C. Fvcn this too wab
PC and finally th- 
as follows r copy

pC passed a resolution ■ **
.s not with me to givh the full text);

Communist Party members must fun ction
of PDF while organising their own separate 
narty with its loader and its executive and

jh the
egislativ;

cnbly as part
Communist

clarifying and
peakinr on Party point of view whenever no'

decision will y till 1 ? o t i onr: o or
ary. This 
in Telangana

Tlai 17 to 12 c* -'bn keeping neutral

Tbi very vague and in act; al condition
existing in Andhrapradesh difficult to impH

Out of 48 members of the VPF and Commute! 
Assembly, 34 are Communists and 14 non-Party 
the 34 Corrunist members elect a leader and |
apply to the Speaker
the Speak 
he cannot 
DDF party

asking him to recognise

■^sts -in Andhrapradesh 
'PDF at present. If

On executive and r

bound to recomnisc.-them a st 4
■;them as
•h. But after that

He may be
those 34 and the remapping 14 combined ns

eparate group PDF or
prepared to recognise the remaining 14 a

ome other name wortihg in alliance with
* recognises 48 as 
rate Communist Part 
cd. So in practice

the Communist ’’arty but not 48 as PDF. If Tk 
PDF, he cannot recognise 34 of them as a sepr 
as far as his Legislative Assembly is concert 
it will be-eithor function ;Ln the name of i;ho PDF or of the 
I am afraid this ambiguous resolution is gbi :ig to lead to a

CPI

:r i cus conflict in the functioning of the ^jbcmbly • immediately.

o I w a nt t he to take L' y-jodia tely t ha t
’ I It ’

TN the coming election Communist 'tarty member 
tend on Party platform and on its ticket cveh in Telongana

mu s t

TP’T in the mbly our Pa?
n-me while having United Front 
parties °nd for this purpose hav 
or oth^r suit, ble organisational

w it h • ividi
function in its own 
als, groups and

noce.-s'ry <oordin-ting committuur
structure or

committees. These forms to be evolved after 
the non-Party elements in the Assembly.

consultative
discussing w ith

’c pressed our resignations be accepted 
by the PC by 23 against 7. An amendment that

tyut they were rej :ct

and Hanumntha Rao be exempted from attending 
meetings till after the elections when those

myself Basavpunuiah

can
be considered in emergent Party Conference was also rejected, 
decision of the PC with regard to our resignation from Scctt.
is also wrong
be in the Scott 
we consider to bo
which we

Th i

Mien we say that it is impossible for us to 
. and carry out a political 1 line and tactics which

in opposition to the Palgha
in total disagreement

I want the C.C 
quostions raised by 
carry out the Party

' Resolution and wit*

11

sary politieol decision on the
°nd take appropriate or 
k in Andhrapradosb.

v,ith greetings,

gcnisational

mdar ay ya

II
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Tottor fron Cori. P r a s a d a Rao*: to the G.'-n

81st November,1956

The General Secretary, .
C.n.T, ' ' -

Dear Comrade,

Yesterday evening, from an announc im.iept in Viealandhra, I cane 
to know that th^ Andhraprndeoh PC Sdt* .• 1.3 going to meet from 
November 30 to discuss about natters connected with the 
functioning in the assembly. ( The "ndhrap?adesh Assembly is 
meeting for a short session of 3 days from December 3 for 
discharging sone fori al functions such ns vearing-in of members, 
election of the Speaker and Dy.Speaker). tn view of the present
grave Inner-Party situation in ^ndhraprndcsh, I was a little 
perturbed at this meeting being held bcioLe the C,C. meeting for 
discussing the most controversial issue. By that time,Comrades I-- 
and R.N. have left and so I am placing the|foilowing before you^ 
for immediate considerati on and intervention by the PB.

You know the decisions taken in the August-Scptepibor meeting 
of the Andhrapradosh PC, Very serious differences wore found on 
several issues, p rt'icul^rly on the question of our tactics in 
the comina- general elections and on the question of functioning 
oI the Party insidr’ the Assembly in the name of the PDF. Five 
CCDs , besides some ^ending P CDs vehemently opposed the decisions 
but th°y were passed by a. majority. Immeclately Com.P.S. informed 
the PC( ho did not attend the mcetin" as In was convalescing at 
that time) still in session that he is appealing to the C.C. 
on both the issues. You know the later developments. Coms.M.B. 
r nd M.H. '>nd later on Com.P.S, tendered ttcir resignations from 
the P.C, Secretariat. This gulf widened still further by the 
campaign led by the Party for the elcctidr of Sanjiva Reddi as 
loader of the Congress Legislature Party, ;:y the manner in which 
Visalandhra p^por is being run and the matters connected therewith. 
The'rocent mee t i ng of the PC could not settle anything except 
that all these thirg s are talked and found that each stands in 
his own position.

Under such circumstances, the PC $cct . is meeting. Naturally, 
the PC decision about formation of PDF w/ilL bo implemented. This 
means that Andhra Communist Legislature Payty will merge with 
the PDF and there will be no Communist Blo.j inside the Andhraprad st 
Assembly., Flection of Leader also will cove up. Naturally, any 
n ndhra would expect Com.P.B, to bo elected but so far as I 
understand, Com.P.S. is neither willing to oct as the Leader 
of the PD"P nor even act as a PDF member lo ling Communist Party 
identity. This will create a grave situation and still further 
worsen the situation. Hence I suggest tha the PB should 
immediately intervene in either of the fol.pwing methods:

I'i SEND a directive to the /'ndhrapi idesh PC asking it 
not to implement"the decision on I ^F inside the

Assembly so long ns the C,D, fully consider 3 the question and 
decides one wny or the other.

2) ASK the rndhrapradesh PC to see that in this formal 
session of the ssembly, the PDF ( Telangana and 

Communist Legislature Party of rndhra fund Lon separately. The 
question of electing a Loader also can bo postponed a3 this is 
only a short session of 3 days for doing certain formal things.

The wl-^Jo...



-The whole question of how to function 
c^n be discussed Inter on.

. a t ho

If a common 
is necessary for 
fndhr a Cor-t pri i s t

Opposition Leader and

Speaker tint, for purpos
should b^ treated 
the parties.

one

ion, the two 
ur i Party can 
s of formal ft 
and propose n.

common Oppos11J.on 
nrties - PDF and 
jointly send to the 
actioning, they- 
Leader for both

IMMEDI TDLY convene a joint m' P 
ndhrapmdosh CCMs and PB beltr

the purpose of- exploring lo avc
groement on this particular question

I hope the v d will understand the 
the situation and take necessary steps

tino of the 
e November 30 for 
,d any. crisis and roa<

h'tnost gravity of 
lo intervene in tine

Yours fra'err। ;nlly,

N.Pr

(contd
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III

ANDHRA PRADESH GOMMUNT T COMMITTEE OFFICE 
Hyderabad, 7-9-56. .

(Translation) *****

By Hand___
For PCMs Only

Comrades,

We are herewith sending the foil owing’ resolutions passed in 
the PC meeting held from August 25th to September kth. Other reso
lutions will be sent separately.

Greetings, 
Sd, / 

Secretary, 
Andhra Pradesh Communist Committee.

>|<>|<* He* ***+*******
POLITICAL PARTIES ANI _ _GR CUPS _I N JUEL AN G A N A 

OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS ] HEM IN THE GENERAL 

ELECTIONS 
’U.

Of the political parties in Telangana? Congress and the 
Communist Parties are the strong and major parties. Besides these 
two, there are the PSP and S.P.(Lohia) but these two are weak. 
Even when the two were united, they were \\lak in Telangana but 
now, when they are split into two and formd into separate parties, 
both became weak and in some places remained as few individuals. 
However, the Socialist Party in Nirmal TalLq and the PSP in 
Chumar Taluq of Adilabad district have got| considerable influence 
among the peasantry. The Socialist Party pas got influence among 
the peasantry in Aranoor and Nizamabad Talh.qs of Ni zamabad District. 
Both these parties have got some influence! among the working 
class and to a certain extent among the miLdle class in Warangal 
town, Bellampalli , Shakkarnagar and Hyderab ad and Secunderabad 
cities. Besides the progressive groups ark individuals who are 
inside the PDF together with the Communistj Party, there are 
unattached groups and individuals who are Lutside the PDF.

Rao & Reddy Groups_in the Congress
Today Telangana Congress is split inti "Rao11 group and '’Reddy" 

group. Both those groups are the componer&s of the Congress. They 
are mainly dependent on the landlords and dhe leadership are of 
opportunist, reactionary and communal elements. However, in their 
politics and composition there are considerable differences.

Some workers and a few of the leaders, belonging to "Rao" 
group have participated in the anti-imperi!'list nQui t Goa” move
ment, cooperating with the Communist Party!.’ On issues like food 
scarcity and unemployment also, they cooperated in the work wi ti
the Communist Party. On some local IssuesL even though very 
limited, they cooperated with the Communisp Party in some places. 
In the agitation for Visalaandhra, "Rao" gHoup as a whole corrie ■ 
on virulent propaganda; on this issue, thou cooperated with the 
Communist Party. People of Reddy group cooperated 
locally in certain places on certain occasions. But on the whol. 
these groups not only refused to work with the Communist Party 
but were trying to isolate it. Rao group pras exhibiting an
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attitude of introducing land reforms at least to a certain extent, 
Reddy group, though not opposing it openly, tad tried hard to 
water them down still further and were succcssful'to a certain 
extent. In respect of seeing that the peasants actually get 
the benefits of the land reform laws, nothing has been done by 
cither of those two groups. But Reddy group was more aggressive 
in defeating the'purpose of the reforms. Irj several places 
persons belonging to Reddy gr ?up resorted tc torrorisation in 
order to force the people into submission. Hot only not refusing 
.to work unitedly on such issues as Goa, peacA, etc., Reddy group 
even by themselves has.done nothing on the idsucsi Hence it is 
difficult to say what their attitude is tow'fds these issues.

!
The landlords who are found in the Redcjy group are mostly 

those big, despotic, reactionary landlords proved as such by history 
(Visnoor Ramachandra Roddy, Nukala family, Jannareddi Pratap Reddi 
family, etc.). Landlords with liberal view^ and economically 
weakened landlords are largely found inRaojgroup. Generally the 
urban people support this group. Even thoug1 this group has not 
much influence among the peasantry, they have got considerable 
influence on other classes. Overwhelming majority of the business
men are in support of Rao group.

The patils, deshmukhs, Muslim Razakar leaders and other 
reactionary leaders who were so long behind|phe Nizam are today 
mostly behind Reddy group. Those who for a Rong time hove worku ’ 
cither in one or another mass movement or in Anlhra Mahasabha 
movement, or in the Congress movement and abb still remaining in 
the Congress are mostly siding with the Rao group.

While campaigning among these two groujs, it is necessary 

to bear another thing in mind. The Rao groijp has little strength 
in Telangana Congress. High Command had decided to keep Telangana 
Congress separate for some time more. Therefore, Provincial 
Congress machinery will remain in the hands of Reddi group. 
Groat majority of DCCs anl TCCs are held by the Reddi group. 
Taking advantage of this, the Reidy group is carrying on an 
offensive against the Rao group in or ler to weaken it and beat 
it into submissi That is why today Rao group.is carrying
on a defensive fight anl is trying hard to leep .its existence. 
This understanding of the groups is broadly correct. But keeping 
in view.our connections with Reddy group ir Khammam Taluq anl 
in some other places, wo should try for adjustment with them also 
if possible.

It would be wrong to conclude from this that there are no 
good persons at all in the Re 111 group. Similarly, it would be 
wrong to think that all persons in Rao groip are progressives.

Keeping the above.in view, Communist I irty should utilise 
the splits and differences between these tvo groups for strengthen
ing the mass movement.

But we sh)ull not forget one thing. Mihre will bo attempts 
by the central loaders for effecting compranise between these two 
groups. The local considerations of both no groups may prevail 
an} so it would be wrong to think.that the: 10 groups would not cjme 
to compr )mise anywhere as a result of those attempts of the central 
leadership and local pressures.
P.S.P. and the Social 1st Party

Both these parties have got considers le influence among the
industrial labour. Here and there in 
some influence in the peasantry. But 
should be sail that these parties are 

the istricts they have got 
in Telangana as a whole it 
small. Even though the

parties are small, it would not be correct to completely ignore 
them. From experience vr? learn that when ' contest is going on 
1 1 ’ " 4”r ,n '; it ic thoao small oorti' s that piny



Considering all these matters, this Qommittee resolves that 
the Communist Party shoull follow the following lino in the 
coming general elections. ,J.f •po

1) PDF shoull be strengthened by-attr■ cting more progressive 
into it.

2) attempts .should be made for electci al adjustments with 
PSP and SP wherever they are locally strong.

3) Talks should be .opened: and continued wherever possible 
locally with Rao group in the Confess. Talks shoull be 

initiated but no final- agreement should be reached. Sp long as 
the Congress does not fjnnTh’’ lori.^o nn^n anUdates and consti
tuencies, the Party, in, the present situation, cannot make any 
commitment on this issue. If such cimmitn^nts are made, they 
are not only incorr .ct but would also lea L later on, to several 
troubles. More- or loss there are no possillpilities of electoral 
adjustments with Red ly group. But however!, in some constituen
cies, here and there, some Redid group peqole may be ready for 
some adjustment. Party should be ready fry such adjustments als

However, we shoull not determine our |c lection strategy on 
the basis of these croup rivalries. Vic should mainly iepenl up 
the masses behind th? Party. upon the lemccratic forces that 
align with us and upon warning over the denseratic-minded people 
within the Congress also. Similarly, we should avoid the danger 
of involving ourselves in the factional politics of these groups 
in dut daily work.

Poli tic al Par ties : n qnlhra - Our Tactics ,
I

In Andhra area, together with the Congress and Communist 
Parties there are the PSP, SP and Praja Parties.

Socialist .Party has. got strength in sakhapatnam and Srika
kulam Districts, especially in the Viziandgaram estate. This is 
so mainly because of the personal influence! of the Vizianagaram 
Raja. They have also got some workers. 'In some centres- in 
Cuddapah anl Kurnool Districts, this Party has got some strength 
In other areas in the 'rovince, it has got; some individuals. 
In the immediate'past, the activities of this party has slowed 
down a bit. In the Assembly, this Party Fas 13 members.

PSP has strength in the labour centres in-Visakhapatnam 
and Srikakulam listrlcts, in Ten-all and Gi.atur towns and in some- 
centres in Nellore District. Apart from these centres, it has 
got some individuals in some other towns ;lso.

Since 1955 elections, the iTaja Party is remaining as a 
part of the United Congress Legislature Party. This Party has 
got one seat in the Ministry. Politically it had no differences 
with the Congress. But still it is maintaining its identity 
without merging with the Congress. This party has got some 
strength in East Godavary and Vijayawada town. In other 
places, it has got some individuals. Theare some landlords 
also in this party. It has no separate pi igramme.

Even though the SCF exists, it exist: in name only without 
any programme or activity. However, ?t hr i got some influence 
among Scheduled Caste intellectuals and in areas where the agri
cultural labour movement is'weak.

Congress and Communist Parties remain as the main, 
province-wri'le political parties.

□ . . . . Groups ifi the Congress, : Our
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in the Congress ; Our Attitude

Since Ranga gr >up joined the Con.^re
4 *
Hthe old group rival- nJ -r x

ries ire still continuing. ■ Ranga-GopaJ-ar eddy group is one an I 
Sanjiva Reidy group is the other. Since 19^? elections, the 
rivalry between these two groups is increasing. With the deci
sion to form An Ihr opr a Icsh, the question of| Chief Ministership 
has assumed great significance. Ranga 'grpul male attempts t) 
seize it bypassing the Gopala Reidy group. (£ut they later 
gave up that attempt, after realising that fhey had not got 
enough support. At the present moment, RaHr a-Gopala Reddy 
on one side and Sanjiva Re Uy group on the bther are making

But they liter on

group

serious efforts. Factional rivalries have assumed a scriou: 
form. D^uo <un .oo lb eiuh oiled by oanjiVT Reddy. ■ It is : 
that Ranga-Gopala Redly group have got majc JJ
Congress Legislature Party

:i|ity inside the

There is no dmbt that lan Hords arc in both groups but 
there are some.differences. Those sections like the Zamindar of 
Mallapalli, Adusunvilli anl Kuppuswami groups, Harischandrapras ad, 
Dommeli Rangarao who are economically the most powerful in the 
Province anl whi were the backbone of the Justice Barty previously, 
are now in Ranga gr >up. The big lanllorl sections in Nellore 
district anl the Tamballapalli Reidys in Cqz.ttoor are in
Gopala Reply group. Similarly, the PamuBurti Reidys of Anantapur 
district arc behind RangarGopala Reddy, groip. In Sanjiva Redly 
.group also landlor Is of Kayalaseema, the. group of AiC.Subba Kelly 
in’Nellord Dt. , Zamindar of Kapileswarapurm ‘in East Godavary, 
the-powerful Kshatriya landlords of Visaktta Dt. arc found.
However, the big 1-ndlor 1 sections in Rang.- -Gopala Redly group 
are very powerful.

There is no doubt that these rivalries between these groups 
originated as. factional rivalries for ppwei . But in recent times, 
these differences arc being exhibited evenlbn some people’s issues

While the United Congress Legislature ! Bar ty. decided to hoi 1 
elections to the District Boards by iniireat elections, the ?CC 
controlled by Sanjiva Re idy demanded elections on the basis of 
adult suffrage. Similarly, Sanjiva Reddy |poup demanded exemp- 
tion from land revenue to all poor peasants! paying less than Rs.10.
On the issue of land ref orm also, whereas iihnga-Gopals Reddy 
group fol1'1/ ■'no ‘’Ino, Sanjiva Reidy group Hollow another.

£ on propaganda againstGopala Ked^y-Ranga grsup is openly carryin 
ceiling. Besides the HOC in its general b Hy deciding upon 
imposition Df ceilings, the PCC Brest lent, H ° t^-4- r
Belly issue! statements that land reforms

A.S .Raju and Sanjiva
jre very necessary.

While the Executive of the United Congress Legislature Party 
decided upon postponing coinings issue until formation of Andhra 
Pradesh, the Kurnjol DGC and some other Congress Committees 
under the control of Sanjiva Reddy group dbrnanded legislation 
for ceiling even before the formation of AHdhr apr adesh. Similarly 
public condemnation by duri SatyanarayanU Raju of the report 
of Lakkaraja Subbarao Committee which was ({raised by the Governrr 
in his speech is well known. |

It is not correct to brush asi lo as 4 important dll these 
disputes between these groups, viewing the|r as only factional. 
At the same time, it would be incorrect to| say that Sanjiva Re I ?’ 
group as a whole is progressive and that Rr nga-Gopala Heddy 
group as a whole is reactionary. There is? significance to these 
contradictions in view of the mass consciousness in Andhra to lay 
anl in view of some progressive policies the Central Govern
ment which it has a lopte.i for the Second l^ve Year Plan.

Tata ng into view these contradictions^ we have to see how 
we can utilise these for leveloping mass nidvuments. We shoull 

u
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adopt a policy of discretion so that we can make us.e of all the 
statements and resolutions which are in ’hvour of people’s welfare 
and can utilise the differences that areprising within the 
Congress itself on certain issues so that they can be intensified 
and the .democratic forces strengthened. He have to see as 
to where we' have to join hands with one group so as to fight 
against the worst roaeti maries, despots land big landlords. At 
the same time, we should bo careful not g®t involved in 
factional policies.

Parliamentary Election & Our Tactics ||
In the cj^i;^ elections to the faxliljuient, our PaT.ty should 

adopt correct tactics so that wo can mobilise the democratic 
parties anl forces and individuals. Wo should see that the 
democratic opposition is strengthened. | :f ■ I 1 '

On a prdvineo-wide scale, we should examine :thc possibilities 
for electoral adjustments or agreements with the PSP, SP and 
Praja Party. We should carry on negotiations with leaders of 
various parties.

it;
Wo should explore the possibilities d| electoral agreements 

with the Socialist Party in Srikakulnm an JiVisakha Dts.; with 
the Praja Party in East Godavary DistrictJan d with the PSP in 
Guntur, and Nellore Districts. Similarly, fthe DCs should carefully 
examine the possibilities for agreements wfith progressive 
individuals and indogen dents and take necessary steps.

I! ■
Similarly, wo should take advantage ol the rivalries bet

ween the two Congress groups and, if necos spry, . should come into 
agreement in each place With the canlidate.pf either group.

Thus, in tho coming Parliamentary elections, we should 
follow very flexible tactics. In our strong constituencies, we 
shauld sot ur our Party candidates and in'| then constituencies, 
we should come to agreement with democratic । par ties . and indivi
duals. By following such tactics, we can enhance, our strength 
anl the strength of the democratic forces, h

---- :o0o:----- I!
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ON INTERNATIONAL SITUATION

1. Developments of tremendous significance have taken 
place in October and November. They have produced 

diverse reactions among the people.

2. Imperialist aggression in Egypt should not be looked 
upon as reckless gamble by mad men who had not rea

lised the opposition which their adventure would encounter 
and who have now been forced to retreat. Such an estimation 
will breed complacency. The aggression was the imperialist 
way of solving the deep crisis which they face because of the 
disintagr^tion of the colonial system.

3. The process which has gon-3 forward with increasing 
mommtum in the colonial and semi-colonial world 

manifests itself in -

i) Increasing assertion of freedom by the countries 
of Asia and Africa;

ii) Independent foreign policy, Stand against military 
pacts, resolute defence of peace;

iii) Path of independent e conomic devol opman t’ and weake
ning of imperialist economic grip over these coun
tries;

iv) The building of unity among Asian and African coun
tries in defence of freedom and peace;

v) Growing bond of friendship between the USSR and 
.Socialist counties on one hand and the countries 
of the East on the other; \ j

vi) Growth of freedom upsurge in the remaining colonies.

A.' All these developments are a serious menace to imperia
lism. i’hey threaten it with eventual elimination.. The 

action by the British and French in Egypt was an attempt to 
re verse this process, to initiate a new process -.the process 
of reimposition of '‘effective control" on countries of Asia and 
Africa, the process of alteration of their foreign policies, 
the process of transforming them into military bases. Egypt 
was chosen as target of attack because she is the strongest 
country in the Middle East where imperialist -has vast stakes 
and because Egypt's action in nationalising the Suez Canal was 
having a galvanising influence over the" whole East. Danger 
not only to Egypt but also to oth<r countries, to India’s 
independent foreign policy and to world peace.

5. Imperialists knew that their action would rouse world
wide indignation. Also it would be opposed by the

USSR. Hance, the uprising in Hungary timed to take place a few 
days before the Egyptian adventure. The object was to divert 
world attention to Eastern Europe and also to paralyse the USSR.

6. American policy . . .



6. American policy in the crisis - a double-fpeed policy. 
Object of the policy - weaken its imperialist rivals end 

establish its own control in the Middle East by trying to appear 
es ’’peace-maker”. Prnc^ indulgence in platitudes, condemnption 
but no firm action, opposition to measures proposed by USSR.

•
7. The Egyptian gamble hrs not succeeded - due-to Egyptian 

resistpnee, due to world-wide opposition, due to'the 
mounting protest in Britain itself end above all, due to Soviet 
warning which w-s of decisive significance. But the mannce is 
not over. The tension that continues is not the mere aftermath 
of the armed conflict but duo to a deeper reason. The crisis 
that confronted imperialism, the crisis that they wanted to solve 
by their aggression in Egypt - that crisis has deepened. Nasser’ 
position has grown stronger. The freedom upsurge in the coun
tries of Asia and Africa has gathered more momentum. Asian so
lidarity has stood .the test and Asian unity further fortified. 
The Baghdad fact has weakened. The friendship between the coun
tries of East and the USSR has strengthened. In every respect, 
the result of the Egyptian adventure has be- en the reverse of 
what the imperialists had hoped.

8. Imperialists are making desperate efforts to cover up the 
fiasco ^nd also prepare for n^w adventures. . America’s 

big bid for winning the support of Afro-Asian countries by 
”anti-colonial” declarations.- Simultaneously imperialist attempt 
to delay withdrawal of foreign forces from Egypt, to retain 
foothold on Egyptian soil by various pretexts, efforts of 
provocation in relation to Syria. The propaganda carried on 
by the Pakistan ircmier against India, the vehemence with which 
the Kashmir isssue is being brought up, acquire big signifi
cance in this context. Coming period will be critical and will 
need utmost vigilance and action against new attempts threate
ning freedom of countries of East and world peace.

9- The Egyptian crisis shows•cloarly how mechanical and 
utopian was the concept that had gained ground among 

some people - th? concept that the struggle; for peace could be 
won by a process of continuous retreat of imperialism from one 
position aft^r another , without sharp and swift developments, 
without desperate efforts by imperialists to make a stand which 
would again and again confront the world with the menace of war. 
The thesis that war is not inevitable retains its full validity 
and must continue to guide our activities. The strength that 
forces of peace have attained has been sharply revealed in the 
recent crisis itself. Nevertheless, victory against the forces 
of war would not be won smoothly but through sharp struggle and 
the overcoming of the crisis that would manifest themselves 
repeatedly. ' i

10. It is in this world background that events in Hungary 
must be viewed. Deep discontent developed in the 

country due to serious mistakes committed by :the Party and the 
Government in raspect of legality, certain aspects of economic 
policy and also disregard of national sentiment on several 
issues. Evan after the 20th Congress, the Party leadership 
failed to wage a firm struggle for correction of these mistakes. 
It-also failed to exorcise necessary vigilance against reac
tion arie s•

Th- discontentent created by these mistakes led to the 
mass movement for democratisation which imperialists and reac
tionaries succeeded in diverting into charnels of counter
revolution. In this they were aided by the capitulatory poli
cies of Imre Nagy. The common frontier which Hungary has with 
Austria facilitated infiltration, smuggling in on arms, etc. 
The rebellion had been well-planned and prepared for a long 
t imp.
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11. After th; withdrew?! of Soviet forces from Budapest on
31 st October, reaction showed its r pl free and attempted 

restoration of capitalism and landlordism in Hungary under a 
fascist regime am. reverse Hungary’s foreign policy in such a way 
that Hungary would become an imperialist base. In such a situa
tion the action of the Sovit t Gov. rnment which camo to the aid 
of Kpdar Govcrninoit was fully justified. The use of the troops 
of one country 'in the soil of another country always cr ates an 
abnormal situation aru. rouses national indignation. As such, it 
can never be a desirable thing. but one must remember that the 
issues at stake were momentous. On the action of the USSk du
pe ndcu - (1) the ITU of socialism and the working class in 
Hungary; (2) th* fate of world peace; (3) the fate of freede m of 
the pe oples '^f isia ; nd Africa. To? permit th* triumph of th' ro-c- 
ti^n in Hungary would have been absolutely fatal to all these. 
Whatever temporary cenfusion may bo created today, history would 
h^vp blamed th * USSR if it c id not act as it did after the 31st 
of October. But for that action, with which was inseparably 
linked th.- bold intcrvntion of the USSR in defence of Egypt’s 
freedom, th• cause of socialism, freedom and peace would have 
been gravely ^n^rngprod.

12. That a situation arose after 11 years of People’s Demo
cracy is a matter of deep regret. ’ But when it cid ari:-... 

the USSR was f-ced with sharp alternatives i It had to act in sue 
a way that socialism could, b saved in Hungary, imperialist 
effort tc create a war base projecting cfep into the socialist 
world could be defeated ; nd the cause of world peace and of 
freedom of the countries of Asia and Africa defended.

13. At the s-^ma tim^, it is quite possible that several 
mistakes h "Vu been committed even after 4th November 

in concretely ’ealing with the pituatim.

14. Thu world situation r mains extremely grave. The far- 
reaching proposals of the USSR made on 17th November 

acquire tremon us significance in this world context. They must 
be made basis )f big campaign - mooting of Groat Powers toge
ther with Indi?, destruction >f atomic weapons and reduction 
of armud. fere.s, scrapping of military pacts, liquidation of 
military bases, with, rawal of foreign forced from all countries, 
e tc.

/.fr- -Asian unity which has emerged Stronger from the 
crisis has tc b; further strengthened and carried forward - 
meeting af Ban Jung Powers, withdrawal of foreign forces from 
Egypt, unemotional ; cceptance xf nationalisation of the Suez 
Gan al.

The slogan e f ’’Quit Commonwealth” has acquired a mw 
urg- ncy and. tremendcus imp< rt in the present situation. It has 
to be vigorously propagated.

(Du c ember 5)♦
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CQ PY o f, G om. S updar ayy a ’ s, 1 q 1t er _ t o :
The Andhra Pradesh PC I
dated‘s.11.56—- -......■■■■.-—
Comrades., ;

hI was unable to attend the last meeting of the PC. ' But 
having read the Irafts placed before the PQ^ I have written a 
letter explaining my differences with them. In that letter, 
I have said that the suggestion and decision that we should 
contest in the elections on the PDF symbolnd that even whcr 
the Party members are set up, the Party should not contest 
indepenlently with its own symbol, are nothing but liquidating 
the Party an 1 that if such a decision is. made, I wauld be 
appealing against it to the CCB- ' I

Besides this, I have also written in that letter ppposin - 
the suggestions male in respect of the finances and wholctim rs.

Soon after the PC decided upon contesting the elections in 
the name of PDF and with PDF symbol, I left for China and on ,iy 
way I met the General Secretary and Com.E. ^.S.Namboodiripad and 
asked them to include this item on the agenda for the CC mectin . 
Having learnt the time of the meeting of tip CC, I left for Chia,.

Meanwhile, even before the CC had giv^jn its’finhl decision 
on this issue, the PC Secretariat had giveh this decision for 
publicity in the press and.had taken some s'teps for implements!.

Not only that^ even without taking an^ decision either in 
the Visalandhra Party Conferonce■or later ,| in the PC meeting, 
was announced in the press as a PC decision that Communist 

members elected from Andhra would? join the.PDF and

i t

Assembly 
functi on as PDF inside the Assembly. ThusJsteps were taken to 
make the PDF as the Opposition Inside the Assembly and. to liqui-
date the Communist Party permanently.

Also, in contravention of the resolution of the Palghnt 
Congress, characterisation is being male tr at one group in the 
Congress is progressive and that in the com ng elections, we 
shoull come to adjustments and agreements ^with them and even 
work is being done on that basis.

Regarding our daily also, for the las^ four months,, a 
number of articles and editorials have appeared in it, uncriti
cally supporting the Second Five Year Plan(and the land reforms. 
Also a number of news items, articles and iijiotes have- been written 
supporting Sanjiva Redd! group, characterising it as progressive. 
Thus it cannot but be said that it had lost its character of 
a Communist Party paper.

.■ . . . If examine from all t.us



If we examine from all this, it will beejhe plain that the 
majority in the PC Sectt and the present Pr.jviocial loader ship 
is working in line with their alternative resolution to. the ( 
Palghat resolution but not in accordance w'ithsthe Party re's elu
tion. The present majority in the PC and. thejfc Sectt-isonot 
even functioning in line to the maj ority 'view Expressed in the• 
District, Provincial and V-isalandhra Conferences he Id 'before.

, Hence, when the activities of the majority group are- such 
as would- liquidate the Party and transform thb- Party into tailing 
behind the Congress,, the situation has arisen! Ito seriously : 
consider my task. • wrf JI

; < -.. . . .d 1 • •'! | ’4* ■
Also the-problem has today arisen whether’we, the Legislator 

elected on behalf of the Communist Party and under its symbol 
should continue the Communist Party work as1 Cbpimunist Party 
members or bow down to this liqui;iati onist resolution and join 
the PDF.

Under these circumstances, I- consider thdt until the CC 
discusses all these matters anl takes a decision, until the 
majority group-in the Andhra Pradesh. PC discards the, anti-Party 
liqui lationist trends and gives guarantee! necessary for the 
implementation of Party programme, my stay inphe PC Sectt 
wouli mean nothing else but becoming a: party to this liquida- 
tionist line and hence I am tendering my resignation to my 
membership of the Sectt. J]

ill •
The PC should’discuss all these matters, $hd reject this 

liquidationist line. Or immediate-steps should be taken to place 
all of them before the CC for its discussion and decisions.
I want to say that my future programme would depend upon the 
decisions that the PC will take now.

. Yours fraternally,
Sd./ P.Sun Larayya.

********* j

FROM COM .SUNDARAYYA'S LETTER dated IQ.11.%, h
Tq~PG Members, Andhra PraiesH:~PC. “ . P

When there was ban on our Party in 1952, ? We contested in 
the elections in the name of the PDF in alliance with some demo
cratic groups and individuals. Even though the ban on the Party 
was later on lifted, we continued to function? In the name of the 
PDF as we thought that it is not .good tp function inside the 
Assembly in the name of the Communist Party instead'of the PDF 
for the reasons, that we had stood before- the pboplc and won the 
seats in the name ef the PDF and that other .groups and individual 
have accepted the programme of the Party and whs working under 
the leadership of the Party. The Party did not ’agree with th'o 
groups of Shri Jaisoorya and Shri Govinddas Shroff when they 
insisted that the Communist/Party should function outside the 
Legislature also only through the PDF-ani. that PDF should bo 
formed in all places as a party. So they have left the PDF; 
only those who are nearer to the Party have repained in the PDF. 
PDF had remained as the pseudonym to' the Communist Party.
Within the Party, there was serious discussidfi) o.n this matter. 
Wherever the members who want to function as ^pF- are in big ■ 
majority, there there was no attempt to- build; (the Party and to . 
go before the people in the name of the Partyhbnd its programme. 
Party was not extended among the people'. Par ty' building; was 
taken as only In those areas where the' cadre wo' insisted upon 
the individuality and inlepenlent role of theilCommunist Party 
are in majority, r.
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That is why today, when there is no ban ,.6n the Party an 1 

it is working legally, at a time of a very bf^ campaign as the 
general elections to the Parliament anl the Assembly, on an 
issue where the people will decile through vote as to which 
parties anl which classes should wield power ^hero is every 
necessity for the Party to go before the people in its own name. 
If it does not io so, especially so in such afijeas where the 
Party is strong and conducted a number of struggles, it will 
result in nothing but preparing ourselves to [dissolve the Party 
by our own volition.

The members of the Communist Party should stand in the 
election with the Party symbol. At the same njime, we have to make 
an appeal anl also carry on propaganda dcclarMng that we are ready 
to form and work i.n a United Front together with those individuals 
and groups who come forward to work in the Assembly on the basis 
of a minimum programme. We will also appeal sthat others also should 
such a United Front. We have to explain that!-there will be 
no infringement of the identity and independence of any group 
or party joining the United Front and that each can express and 
also*work for implementation of its own programme under its own 
leader, inside anl outside also of the Legislature and that the 
policy of the United Front will confine to implementing jointly 
to the extent agreed upon by all. 

’■ ?
Only when the members from Telangana.aro^elccted in the name 

of the Communist Party can they and the members elected from, 
the Andhra area in the name of the Communist Bloc function in 
the manner in which they have given word to . thb people.

Wo shoul I be beware of the mistakes we hhye committed in 
the last Andhra elections. In those electiongl we committed the 
mistake of the’serious miscalculation that Communist Bloc alone 
can defeat the Congress in the majority of seats. Even though 
they were making up the splits within the rulihg party and wore 
uniting the KLP and Praja Party against the-Cfemunist Party, we 
failed to adopt appropriate tactics to see that they do not join 
hands or to utilise their mutual differences. ,,

Today, in An Ihrapr adesh, the ruling parties are not founl 
as groups outside the Congress, split among themselves. They 
remain in the Congress anl arc carrying on th^ir rivalries. As 
no election would be held in Andhra area and is the Congress has 
already got absolute majority in Andhrapradesh।Assembly, the 
Congress woul 1 remain in power for another five years. Therefore, 
no -party is in a position to come out of the Congress and is 
prepare! to clash with the Congress by formin^jinto a separate 
party as to work for their self interests. Particularly, the 
conflicts that are going on within the Congress have not yet 
assumed the character of a conflict among difj&erit groups on 
political and economic policies. Those who arq demanding 
progressive reforms have not yet developed such critical outlook 
and organisation. Even though the present conflicts are mainly 
factional for power, oven these we should utilise so that through 
mass agitation and mass pressure and struggle -pit is easy to win 
some reforms In the interests of the people. J^hen we want 
some concessions in the interests of the people!, we -should work 
for their implementation and at the same time ‘should not forget 
our task to proceed further. Instead, it woulp be wrong to : 
characterise a group as having a different cla^s basis and as 
progressive simply because it has passed some reforms. There
fore, our alliances and agreements should be with democratic 
parties, groups and indlvi duals outside the Congress anl it would 
lead to nothing except watering down the programme and isolation 
from other left parties if wo try..to see who is, a progressive 
among Congressmen and to argue that since a particular Congressman 
is more progressive than the other,.we should siupport him in 
the elections. . . .• 11
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On 21st October, tho election will be hell in Kurnool to elect 
the loader of the Andhra Pradesh Congress Legisjlature Party. Thu 
contest for the Chief Ministership has turned ^nto a fight , in the 
Congress Party. Together with the Congress legislators, the Congress 
press is also divided into two groups and are parrying on 
serious propaganda. This had lost the character of an election 
within a party ahi assumed the serious character of a conflict 
between two camps. Abuses, vicious- propaganda’,’? challenges 
between the two are zoing on a large scale.

■ ; -pH'
The story that ANDHRA PATRIKA circulates Ip. that the groups 

say that among the An Ihra legislators 78 are f6r supporting. .Gopala 
Reddi and 76 Sanjeeva Reddi-. But this figure Is. more by 7 than 
the actual lh-7 members of .the- Congress, legislature Party., VAHINI, 
the Ranga group paper, came out with a banner headline saying that 
’’Gopala Reddi ' s success is sure since he. is. supported by 11^.” , 
This paper's estimate is that 9b- in Andhra and 21 in Telangana 
would support its champion. It prophesies thaitSanjeeva Reddi can 
got'only % in Andhra and 30 in Telangana an 1 insure, to lose!

ANDHRA PRABHA, which champions the Sanjeeyt Reddi cause in this 
contest, is saying that its champion would winby getting 120 votes 
- 80 in Andhra and b-0 in Telangana. ANDHRA PATRIKA 'says that ’Praja 
Party', a component of the United Congress' Legislature Party,-could 
not decide as to whom it should vote. ANDHRA PRABHA says that out 
of 10 Praja Party members, 8 have decided to support Sanjeeva Reddi. 
Both the Telugu papers from Telangana are now supporting Sanjeeva 
Reddi. VAHINI, the paper of the Lok Party, abuses-SWATANTRA, as 
the paper of the "Patwaris”. It wailed that t^ editor of ANDHRA 
PRABHA had lost his”integrity”. ' Hi"-

: : •• " li; . ... ’

As the day of election is- approaching, mutual abuses, challenges 
and counter-challenges are increasing in the propaganda of both the 
groups. They do not point out the difference i'h the political stahd 
of the two.

TASK OF THE CONGRESS MEN ,r
There is greater importance to. the issue as to who follows 

a policy which helps the development of the country .and the welfare 
of the people than the issue as to who ;gets elected as the: leader. 
Congress has declared as its aim the building up of a socialistic 
pattern of society and social welfare. Amrits.^ Congress has 
resolved to implement land reforms. Who will implement -these aims? 
And who will obstruct the implementation of sucij aims? Congressmen 
should see the election .of leader from this, angle. .. i

Gopala Reddi is obstructing the implementation of land 'reforms 
accepted by. the Amritsar Congress, even to the.' qxtent recommended 
by the Second Five Year Plan. Range has given ip call for organising 
a volunteer corps to oppose land reforms. Hence; there is no doubt 
to call this group .as the bitterest enemy of la-hd reforms. •

The Andhra’Provincial Congress Committee passed a resolution 
for the implementation of land reforms proposeddby the Second Five- 
Year.Plan. Sri Sanjeeva Reddi also, in his speech at Cuddapah, 
declare! that he would implement land' reforms. !'But the nature of 
the Bills introduced by the Ministry in the present session of 
tho Assembly is contrary to the aims of land reforms. We have to 
find out what attitude Sanjeeva Reddi ..group adopts towards them.

Therefore, the Congress legislators must carefully examine • 
all these . matters . They should elect aS ‘leader?‘such a person who 
follows a democratic policy which helps the development of Andhra- 
desh and the welfare of the people. . ' ' i

---:o0d; — ■ .
& ■
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a FE9 FuCTS REGARDING THE CONTROVERSY OF P.D.F.

(by C.Rajeswara Rac)
*

!
I want to put a few frets before the' CC, regarding the 

i.D.F. ccntrovcrsy in Andhra with a view tc belp the discussion,

1. The IDF in Telangana consists cf Communist Forty, a group
confined tc Hyderabad end Secunderabad Citied celled Democratic 
leople’s i arty (DI i ) , having influence pmon^|thr middle class, and 
some individuals thr >ughout T'langana. A IM Council was elected
at the convention in the beginning of 1950 f|6r the whole of farmer 
Hyderabad State. but after it is disintegrated, the IDF is split
up into three parts, serving the three regiops •- Telangana, 
Marathwada and Karnataka. The Telangana IDHpouncil consists 
15 m-mbers of whem b arc Communists, 4 Dil and 5 independents

JISThe x DF Assembly Unit consists of 34|d'iLAs of whom 21 
Communists, 2 are Dil and the rest are inccp|ndents.

i t ■ ■
Th' r are good number of xDF Municip^il and ianchayat 

Committ'-es run under the name of IDF or Citi^pn’s Committees

2. After the declaration of the Governm^ht cf India for the
formation of Vishalpndhra was made, our xartf(was faced with the 
pr blem of what to do with the iDF, whether extend it to the 
Andhra.area also, "r to k. < p it as it is or abolish it alto
gether. Th<r ' were sharp cifferences on thisjtort ter. A resolu
tion rn arganis^ticr. was placed befort the Vi^halandhra Communist 
Conference, hold in the first week of July 1976 At Hyderabad, by 
the Coer din < ti on . C ;mmi t tee consisting of the Secretariats of the 
Anuhr^ and Telangana Committees, in which the > folic wing unani
mously agreed formula was put before the Conference: "Our * arty 
contested in the Hyderabad St^te in the previous general elec- 
ti ns as a part "f the xDF. The MLAs who wort elected on behalf 
of the iDF, hap b cn functioning as a 1’DF unit, of the Hyderabad 
Stat^ Assembly.

■ f ;

i"There is a x DF Council alsn outside tie Assembly.

"TI • re are n : such 
or outsit e, in the ^ndhra

"Wc hrV' tc decide 
after the matter is fully

's
"Meanwhile, the assembly members of th<^ Communist blc. c ef 

andhra area woulc join th< Telangana 1 DF MLA wit and function 
as xDF unit in (in<.hra i-radesh assembly. '

xDF un it 
■ APPP.

about the

cither irlMi.de the assembly

role of tnrd Fprty in the x DF

"In the same way, 1 arty members in IDF, (outside would 
function as usual.”

I want the comrades to note the last three paras uncer- 
linad. In sh 'rt it m- ans, until the coming general elections the 
Communist MLAs -Isa join IDF and function as FDF unit in the

r j

irlMi.de


A n hr 
po st -
cusses anu
India expo

Assembly, and the questi'n 
set-up in the Andhra iradesh 
i J ?d inter by th ' andhra iC,

potions and i DF m.;
mbly could be dis-

in View of the All-

3inc.> there w greeinvnt nn t!ik formula and n o-
ny

announc'd it

points in th 
communicate d 
forcing IDF.

>bj ction in the c- nferer co when.the ‘presidium 
> unanimous ■'pini'n of the tw f Secret prints > no

•'nd discussicn U ,ok piece < n oth.;r 
r the conference, this formula was

was taker on this 
res -lution. aft

the IDF Council the opinion}'bf our a arty re

ci io 1 rp d<- sb. C ommi tt»• e" t *' ................. —> -------- . ; ■ '
tock place in the 1st week of Dept.mbor 1956 ip? ,which the quo
.tion ^f the a DF and general al 'Ctions was ciscbpseci along with 
other election issues. In that meeting three Absolutions c-n- 
c> rning . lecti mis wort passed - first 'n vlect!|.pns organisati >n, 
second, appt al tc the pe pie on • lactims, thigh on a DF and 
elections. The translations of these resolutions are in the 
position of th- CC Office.

Jlifirst srmv c nnracl s objected tc contesting under the 
iirme of i DF in Telangana, but 1? ter they changed their mine, and
proposed that the a arty should have a separate^symbol. Then the 
controversy raged n th< gut sti -n of symbol. Finally, thi reso
lution which wanted tho g- nral c 1. ctions tc b~‘'.contested in Telan
gana art a z?n behalf c f tin IDF with a common symbol was ppssoc. 
Com. Ajcy att nd< d the meeting of the aC and after hearing the 
discussions, ho t '■ agr- < d for the contesting the common symbol.

The voting in the IC on the resolution is as follows:
■

Fnr the pr-p^sal of p.V^nkateswara Rao^jfnr the Ci contes
ting on its own symbol, 8 for, 21 against and 4ineutral ano hence 
it was lost.

r- 'Y-, 4
Fer th final res* luti ;n th. 

against '’nJ A neutral.

s ym b. >1 
t- i\ 1 
in th

The res'luti^n far contesting 
was passed with an cverwhelmin 
esc tin. .’ j,lull n ti thv. pr. s 
i DF havo b rer cpgrrly awaiting

voting islhs folic.ws: 24

in Telangana with a c >mm n 
g majerityj The i C cccid.cd 
s imim diatr|?ly as the others 

for cur decision and it
appointed a Committee to brush it and release it tc the ^ress. 
Nobody in the tQ inducing the comrades whe opposed it, either 
raised any e bj^cti >n for the releasing of the ryjscluti '>n tn the 
press ^r intimates that they would appeal to th^ CC against it. 
Only Com. Sunderayya. who c uld nit attend, the IC'meeting cue t j 
ill-health, wrote a letter in which he mentioned that he wculd 
appeal to the CC against it. Even there he did-not ask the IC 
t step the resolution frem publication. The i(j sub-committee 
finalised and given it for publication. 1 J .

Here another fact has to be brought to Hhe notice of the 
CCMs. Even in this mooting of the aC, n<> comrade wanted the 
errlicr eccisi m <f rnc.hra Communist MLrs joining the IDF and 
functioning as xDF in the nndhra aradesh-Assembly until the 
elections, to be roviseo, Only Com. Suncerayy^!wanted this to b. 
revised and the iC did n-?t think it necessary to do it.

4. Again the issues of iDF and elections, gnd IDF in the 
Anc’hra iradosb .sscmbly till tho election s wore Jcliscu ssed al^ng 
with' rthcr things which', load tc resignations irj the- meeting of 
the iC which t^ok place in the 2nd week of November 1956. The

< nt.’i rb f. -1 i



entire *C felt th" t

- nd 
t ' 
ti'

r- signs tions met 
pe )ple which the 

n serious set-b-ck 
ns. In the end p

if th- differences were Stretched too fpr 
pted, there would be confusion in the i prty

c mpr< mis-

n
w rk unitedly til] • I’tm th' 
on - point cmcorning th* xDF

Id utilise te;the full, Loding 
r’ty in tht coihing gonerpl clec- 
f jrmulp which; would h"lp the * C 
cl-'Ctions wo$;arrived nt, except
in the nernbiv till the ' 1> cti >ns

rdly the points in th*- fermulp prd^th? fellowin;

in c-rtp in
rty in the 
ke bin. c.n

pl-c
n c mu t* odjustm ?n t

with* ut |Ti ,ju .ice tc
to cm think in p pr 

• o’ Lip. c jnstit uencies

with in ;!i viduni Congressmen 
the Ccinerpl line of the

'cticpl wpy when we

cm cm test the in Te
n pine of the x DF with r 

rinrne pls ■ oc Id

.pngpnp under the 
must put ourmmcn symbol. But we

pe 'pie, pl* ng with the i DF progrpmme.

iii) Lith reign. t< Lhe j urnpl, we hpvk to bring cur pre- 
ppgpnup clersly why we rr* c- n test in g t he Ccn:.jress. but v t con 
rise sry tht g)< things C< ngross hru G*ni . in order thpt the 
j rnrnpl mry ba run c ffi ctivuly, me or tw< mbre’xCMs tc 
in the editorial b* mJ. s p mptter of fret fjh" IC had 

be put 
been

asking Com. hpnummthr lip< , CCM, to work in bhe editorial board 
but h has b m refusing fm his own repsens).!

iv) bince rubefy is wanting t" dispense with pH the whole- 
Line rs r k ep Lh. L p-hwvy rvchpnism as it ds, we should make 
this ps n mobter "f principle.

*!
he cm take each * istrict pnd ecciue inn o practical place 

hew many whrle-timers we cm retain in epch oistrict.

But since C<m. Bundprpyyp pnd some others cmid not pgree 
with the c; rli r d< cisi n i'< gprding the IDF ih the assembly till 
the elf ctims , 1 is cur s i m took piece m thrt ijssuo one vote wrs 
trkm n the diff rent pi? 'p~seis . There were1 ;four prcpcspls.

i) Th" Communist. MLnS frem nndhrp prorj pnd i DF MLAs 
frem Telpngme rrm, oh mid ferm p i DF in t hemandhrp mpdesh 
Assembly, pn d w mk rs the mrin jppositi m ppftjy- It must fleet 
r !• rCvi , v* (uty 1 •’t.uis r n*j p j -rkin g C mmittiuc .i i > |.

fhc communist MLAs of both th<; preps Would form p legis
lature Communist mrty pnd functim ps p pprtjpf the IDF. It 
h; s pls" t( < lect r 1 ;C r end p working Committee. This deci- 
sim w'ulc rompin until the lections."

li) This is th( pr* p.,srl of Com. bundprwyyp.

"It must be cpHeo p a 
elmtims in Telpngens rrc fin 
prep wmc elected on Communist 
•'■lectel on 1 DF symbol.”

DF-Communist blojc, till the gun 
ished, since thej MLAs in andhrs

iii) The fm!]/ wing wps th* rest luti"n pir 
R p( h p kr ishn pm oor t hy:

iposed by Com. G.

"Th" MLAs * f *>..i hrp prop t rempin 
c^rper^te with i DF, in the ^ndhrn mpdesh /■

moperpte blc c 
yinbly. ”

iv) x illHpmprri ’ s propospl. This proj^mpl wps egr. ed t> 
unanimously, by p mt. ting of tho Communist MLAs held previously. 
In rll 25 'Ut ;f 32 frem b-th press pttendee the meeting. C'mre le

Snndm^yyp
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Sundarayya could nd; attend the meeting, because be was in China 
at that time. i- ' '

”Tc maintain th inc e p^nc’rnt r^le of th-1 Communist * arty 
in th-’’ legislature, th" following form is tribo observed by the 
Communist momb rs in the legislature:

'H
”i) They will bo momb' rs of the IDF a.nd the lender the 

IDF shall be one frem among the members of the Communist 1 arty.

”ii) The Communist m< mbors will form a fr-’Ction of the IDF 
and the Communist members ■ f the 1DF executive shall bo the 
fraction t '.mmittec.

Whenever m Cussary th 
clarify the Stans token by th 
the Communist x nrty.

u leac er of the dDF will s 
e Communist 1;pty, as the 

'■[ •
1

peak a 
leaser'

nd 
of

prepo

i)

The following is thi 
sal s.

Nagi Reddy’s

* ! *voting figures oh the- above-merit i on ud
JI
1 ■23 for against S neutral' 1 t

ii) Sundaroyyp’s 6 " 19 ” 7 !1

ii i ) R a d h a k r i sh n amc'- r t h y 5 ” 1 $ " 6 1!

iv) 1 illalamarri 12 ” 16 ” 5 >1

Nagi 
and C

The p )int t< b- neted 
Reddy’s pr.-posel carried 
emr? des Basava} unnpiah a

in the above voting figur 
an 0verwhoiming majority 

nd hanumantha Rpo nlsc vot

os is 
of the
i d ft r

that, 
PC

■ this
because it v-’~s * c.inj remise resolution. Com. bundarayya also did 
not vote against it, but remained neutrpl. the two who v^t-d 
against it wer’ Comrades iella Reddy and Maqd^om, who wanted the 
res luti^n t^ bo taken th'1 rthr'r way, i.e., the proposal of the 
MLAs meeting. S'mc like Narayana neddy wl o hold the above view 
also remained neutral.

The iC ask_c the Secretariat to implement th£i decision 
and the jr posal 'f the leader nf the IDF be decided in consul
tation with the Legislature 1 arty Unit. The:FC also rejected the 
resignations of /.b., M.B., Hanumantha H?c arid Rajeswara Rae.I <
5. Th< 'b 've-m entb n< d resolution was communicated t.c the 
iB immediately. The 5 i.B.M.s who wer^ present at the Centre 
wrote letter t> the iC net t impl-.ment the PC decision and 
instead to function the Communist bloc of ^ndhra area and IDF )f 
Telangana area separately for the time being till after the CC 
decides ( ne way or the other. The same proposal w< s put by a 
c mr.de in the iC meeting and it was rejected.

The meetings of the *0 Secretariat and Communist MLAs 
meetings wore fixed far 30th November 195b. The IC Secretariat 
could net take any ctcici^n, because there was no quorum (qu'-rum 
is 9 cut of 13). Coms. Sundarayya and Basavapunnaiah did not 
attend the Secretariat mating th >ugh they were there. Hence 
the matter was 1 ft for the Communist MLAs te tpke decisions 
and meve forward.

On seeing l.BMs latter the MLAs and sect, members present, 
wanted Com. Ajoy tc come ( v 'r tr Hyderabad te' deal with the mr-; 0 
I contacted him n the ph na and apiraises him of the situati n. 
But he pleaded that ho could nnt come t' Hyderabad, because < f 
urgent wCrk and asked us te impl ment the acvice of the IBMs. I 
told him that I c^nnct accept the advice in the circumstances

mr.de


'J ! •pn vailing. Fort Jay a telegram cpme fr^m Ajcy, cenfirming the 
curlier letter. The MLas meeting, in which. the *C bect.momb rs 
present else attends, n>joct”d the advice if the 51 BMs anti jr - 
e.-u t inr lc m ?nt the xC d.-cisi ^ns on the matter. ■ ।

At the meeting at first t >m. Buncarpyya criticisec! th.' x BMs 
advice as harmful an jut his original jr^pbsal for implemen- 
tati -n. In th*:' cm he supported 5 i BMs proposal as a lesser evil.

The v ting figur-s is -s fellows, only MLAs voting.
IS 1

5 i BMs ir^pesal 1 f r 14 against 4 neutral
IC'spr^^sal 17 " " 1

!• ;
C'-m. Sundarpyya sai* that ho w^ulc' /stick to 5 1 BMs advice, 

which o nsinTS ti. be ” xB decision an' c of y the IC resolution 
and he walk-*' >ut ■ f th” mf”ting. Later prnpospl for i DF leader 
ano r’''uty 1-ader was decided up an and 6 ^mmuh icated t~ the IDF 
Council. Tho or-p < rals <f MLAs for leader j4as Com. Mpqdccm. C mi. 
YelamandareFAy was elected as the leader < f/the Communist grou; .

By n w we receiver’ a telegram frrm Cpm. Ajoy that he 
was cunins t- Hyd ‘:r r b - h. aring this we stayed the implemen
tation of the xC (\cisi n. Ajoy camo by } l^ne on 3rd night. 
MLAs and i CMs "mmsunt attended the m i ting that night. Aft' r 
Com. Ajay t ok v"ti s to elicit r in i n .n the two proposals, i.e., 
the iC rcsrlutim anc Com. IS’s proposal cf 1 DF-Communist bloc. 
Only MLAs i articip^ tc d. The voting figure si pre as fellows. In
all 27 ut 'f 32 MLAs attended . !• i

\ \ ■ 
xC’s r'acisi^n 22 for 1 .against 4 neutral
SundarayypTs 1 " 24 . ” 2 "

11
afterwards the meeting if the CCMs ['resent was hole:. 5 

including Sundprayya attended. Com. Aj^y -greed that 5 1 BMs 
at vice c uld n >t be imj 1< nr nted under th^se -circumstarces. He 
also wan tri the *C ’cis-ion a Is ; t( be put Off. It was agn c1 
* r . 'Ve feunt out a way t; get ''ut of the situations. It is that 
n- thing sh uld be c ;mmunic a t< d t the Speakrir., but all MI,As sit 
t gather. he requested C<-m. Sundprpyya tc c‘i iVuct the newly 
elected oieaker t the thair as the Irac'er of; Opposition al('ng 
with the Chief x-iinist'r, the only important item that day, to 
a v< id ccnfusi m cutsido. But since he < ic not agre-e, it was 
cecicu-d that C vn. V. L. Leshj an de the leader ofj x DF previously t 
act as the lo^ler f the op p -sition and Cim. Bundarayya to absent 
fr in the Assembly. This pr( cedure was followed. Though s>'me 
things c? me in press, we have, somehow savi d our face1 fir the 
iresent.

But this state ^f affairs cannot ?o. on for long. Th<' CC 
har- to dreic'^. Since general elections are on our h^els, the 
'.’iff^r^nces among the IC comrades have to be »put off till aft -r 
th-- a]..actions, if we have to avoid a serious set-back in the 
G neral tlf ctions in andhra and implement the. pbove-stated agr. >- 
m->nt unitedly by the iC, along with the compromise resolutions »J‘ 
the xC regarding the 1LF in the andhra ^radesh Assembly till thj 
elections. I request th*; CC to consider the ^tatter, and h*. 1] to.. 
Anehrp iC tc come cut of th” srosent difficult situation.

V ,
■ !■
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COPY OF LETTER . "1 .. . J
from COM.M.BASAVAPUNNIaH . - .
to ANDHRAPRADSSH P,C? 
dated 2.936. ' '

Comrades,

I am extremely, sorry to let you know that a situation has 
arisen when I am compelled to resign my membership in the Secreta
riat of the PC. I briefly narrate the reasons below. I request 
you all to sympathetically examine my resignation and hope that 
you would accept the same. . . ■ i

' ■ £]<
Before I set out the political-organisational causes for 

my resignation, I wish to. make one point clear. In the main,. I try 
to confine myself to events after Palghat Party Congress., except 
in a casual way of 'reference to certain things of the earlier 
period; this I do because I am afraid that the letter becomes too 
lengthy and brings under discussion several, issues connected with 
the long history of our-Party activities.

J I •.
I am o’f the opinion, that the majority in the PC as well 

as the Secretariat, there are comrades whose political views are 
in disagreement with the understanding given in the Political Reso
lution of Palghat Party Congress. Even 'after the alternative 
Resolution is pressed for vote .and then lost in .the Party Congress, 
Comrade Joshi on behalf of the sponsors of the' said Resolution 
made it clear that they still believe that their resolution was 
correct and yet they vote for the resolution for which the Congress 
majority has voted and would implement it. Then, alone I had my 
own apprehensions about those comrades who had deep faith in their 
alternative political line whether they can do justice to the Party 
Congress resolution and that too to get it implemented from the 
leading organisational positions they were holding. But I recon
ciled saying that it is a matter to be decided after attempting t > 
put the line in practice. The history of the last four months 
has completely shattered, my hopes and proved them to be nothing 
beyond any illusions. I am now of the opinion that in some resp cts 
the practice is in a way contrary to the Political line adopted, o. 
Palghat, and on the whole it is being inter oreted and implement 1 
with the understanding current in the alternative resolution..

In Palghat itself, during the discussions in the delegac- 
camp, Comrade Rajeswara Rao had asserted that the majority whici 
voted and stood for the Palghat Congress resolution consist of 
"birds of different feathers", i.e., from those who maintain that 
the bourgeois-democratic tasks in the main cannot be completed 
under the leadership of the bourgeoisie to those who argue that 
have entered the Socialist stage of the Revolution and hhnee he' 
and comrades belonging to his point of view alo.ne were more fit, 4 
correctly interpret the Palghat Resolution and carry it out.
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Subsequently, while it was being discussed as how to orga
nise reporting on Palghat Congress resolutions (in the delegates 
camp of Andhra) I suggested that points for a common and united 
understanding could 'be laid out after discussion. But this sugges
tion of mine was rejected on the plea that every comrade who has to 
undertake such reporting could decide for his own what was neces
sary and correct. That meant nothing else than to leave the Congress 
resolution without a rudder and allow the majority-of delegates, 
that doggedly fought for the alternative line, to have the full 
freedom to report the decisions according to their own understanding 
and interpretation. . .

Even nw, after four months, the reporting of the Political 
Resolution to the Party ranks is not complete. Besides that, 
neither PC nor PC Secretariat has cared to discuss and decide 
how comrades holding divergent opinions and views on the Resoluti m 
should work with a unified understanding. It appears-.that the -very 
effort in this direction is totally absent.7. T/am. convinced that 
the majority in the Secretariat is seriously attempting/to push 
along its own defective understanding as the correct interpret at?, "i 
of Palghat Resolution. •’

On several occasions whenever any question of interpretati ai 
of Palghat decisions arose, it has become almost a habit with the 
Secretary of the Andhra PC to remark that the Palghat Resolution can 
be given a number of interpretations, that he has got his own inter
pretation to it, that it is not a ’final word' and that it is, after 
all, a statement of broad outlines.

It is after a fairly long discussion ..on the Political Reso
lution at Palghat Congress that a definite attitude towards the 
Second Five Year Plan has been adopted. The Secretary and the 
majority of the Secretariat members, as I understand, disagree 
with the-attltude state 1 above. In practice they are underplaying 
the critical part of it, and putting the Plan for propaganda amongst 
the masses, with some more touches to make it appear better. A 
number of articles, editorials and statements in our Daily 
VISALANDHR4 go to corroborate th^ same. •• •

I would like to bring to your- attention to the fact that 
the Secretary and the majority members of the Secretariat had 
upheld certain views on the Agrarian question and the majority in 
the Visalanlhra Party Conference- has rejected them. The viewpoint 
that was defeated there does not correspond, and go against the. 
line of Palghat. Com.K.Gopala Rao (PCM) in his critical note 
■to PC on the 'Daily and the Agrarian Question' has attempted to 
point it out about the mistaken line pursued.

In Palghat Congress it is made clear that India-has won. 
political independence and the present-day national, and inter
national conditions are conducive to consolidate .’it' and achieve 
economic independence. As re gar is the problem whether it is possi-d 
tha^.the tasks of the democratic revolution (in Complete 
independence political economic, agrarian reforms and industria
lisation of the country,, etc.) can be completed or not under the 
present bourgeois-lan Hord leadership of the Congress, it is 
positively stated that a united democratic government including 
the bourgeoisie under the leadership of the working class alone 
would be able to fulfil those tasks. That is to say the Party 
Congress has not accepted the thesis that the present Congress 
Party and its Government would be able to complete the bourgeois-' 
democratic tasks of the revolution. When such, is the position, h ow 
am I to understand the publication of an article'by one Soviet 
writer with an approving editorial note in VISALANDHRA - article ' 
which suggests that the present Government with its Five Year Plan 
etc., is laying foundations for Socialism and India like-China is



following the same socialist path though the tempo and speed 
differ between them? Is it not against the accepted Party polic ? 
It may be argued that whether it is wrong to put it for discus
sion, If CO decides so it can be done like that. But what will 
be the outcome of such endless discussions?

It is decided that Party. members too have to contest in 
the elections with PDF’s symbol, as the contest with Party symbol 
would get less votes. The clear implication that lies beneath 
this decision is that it expresses a tendency which believes that 
generally a contest on. non-Party symbol is better than one with 
the Party symbol. Arguments have been advanced to the effect that 
on the Parliamentary front, the Communist Party need not come befov-. 
the people independently as a Par tv, and that' does not harm the: 
independent role of the Party. This decision, I am firmly convinc 
is wrong and the past experience in Telangana as well as the world 
Communist movement elsewhere corroborate my apprehension.

I am in broad agreement with the decisions on tactics to 
be followed in the coming elections. But, I am of the view that, t'. 
theorisations made and the class basis analysed regarding groups 
in the Congress Party .are totally wrong. It is so with regards 
to the groups in the Congress both in Andhra and Telangana and \ 
more so particularly with Telangana. For the present, we should 
factually state how the Inner-Party contradictions are expressed in 
the Andhra Congress and Indicate how far they can be utilised by 
our Party in the coming elections. Beyond that to go into a typo 
of thesis-making on the nature and class composition of those 
Congress groups is not only premature, but also very harmful. But 
in the resolution that our PC has adopted it sums up the 
position saying that there are some bad elements in Burgula's group 
and some good elements still remain in Reddy group. Despite a word 
here and there which is thrown as a guard, the general sense it- 
gives is that Rao group is progressive and Reddy group is reaction)' 
Com.Rajeswara Rao has made the position more clear, during 
the discussion on the subject. He has stated that preliminary 
steps have been already taken for united front with Rao group. 
I cannot agree with this position.

There have been inncr-Party discussions during the last 
three to four years on the problem of United Front tactics and the 
work amongst the basic classes such as workers, agricultural laboc 
and tolling peasantry.' I am of the. view that the Independent mass 
base of our Party- and the united front of parties, groups and fore, 
are the two inseparable aspects of the one and the same problem'. 
But as 1 see our practice in Andhra, I find that there is a under- 
stress on the rectification of the mistakes with regards to PDF 
tactics, while the minimum necessary self-critical attitude is 
absent as regards the work amongst the basic classes. Not merely 
this. In practice, there is no drive to rectify even the accepted 
shortcomings in the said mass work. There goes on a tirade on 
this criticism, to make one shudder to open his mouth. Charges 
are levelled that in the name of "basic classes" and "independent 
mass following", repeating them as Mantras to D.F. work is 
neglected or sidetracked. I seriously differ with this attitude 
of comrades.

Similarly on the quest!an of slogans: I am of the opinion 
that there, should be slogans for agitation and day-to-day work as 
well as slogans to propagate the long-term aims and demands of th-, 
movement. Day-to-day struggles are to be conducted on'the basis .f 
existing level of mass consciousness while attempting constantly t> 
raise the level of mass consciousness. But these suggestions als 
are dubbed as either "thesis-making" or "Repetition of fundamental'; 
As for my part, I am not one who maintain that an immediate demand 
for ’gruel’ is useless and in its place ’land to the tiller’ slog-”- 
substituted. On the other hand, I am of the opinion that the '
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majority in the PC Sectt do h?li the view that day-to-day 
demands like for gruel, employment doles, minimum wage, etc., if 
put forth would gradually but automatically make the:masses cons
cious of ’land to the tiller’ and socialism. The failure to cons
ciously and constantly propagate amongst the masses the alms and 
objects of the revolutionary movement, in my opinion, is suffi
ciently harmful. As I see it, this is one of the lessons that 
the history of our own movement teaches us.

All the issues ‘I have’ narrated above are essentially of
theoretical and political nature and I believe that my views are 
correct. Similarly the majority members of the Secretariat also 
might feel that their viewpoint is carrect. The controversy can 
be resolved through proper and patient discussions and the balance L 
lessons drawn in the course of our practical work and experience. 
Meanwhile the majority decisions can bo implemented. For' this . 
process there should be an organisational method and line. Such 
organisational method and line is absent in the past. After the 
Palghat Congress it has deteriorated further. The method and manner 
in which the Secretary of the Committee and some members of the 

.’Secretariat who hoi 1 the same point of view pursue is not conducive 
where comrades with differing ideas and viewpoints can work 
together in the Secretariat and unify.

Neither the Secretary nor the majority members of the .Secre
tariat are in a state of mind to give a patient hearing of views 
and take them tp consideration. A number of examples can be cited 
in support of my contention.

The Secretary is in the habit of putting across the views
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on several jecasions which he thinks correct, but which are not 
collectively discussed and definite decisions arrived at. He come 
to his.own decisions and trios to implement them in piecemeal dose 
For example, he states that Palghat Congress resolution has a 
number of interpretati ons, that Party organisational principles are 
in need of a radical change, that there need be no aversion to the 
principles of bourgeois-democracy, and some of them are more correct 
than ours, that four members in the Andhra PC have grown like banyan 
trees to the detriment of other’s growth, that wholetimers are to 
be rehabilitated and so on and so forth. Whether the abpve-narratu 1 
points and similar other points are correct or incorrect can be 
properly discussed and decided separately. Whatever it might be, 
I am of the opinion that it is extremely harmful to put them across; 
in such light-hearted a manner and attempt to implement them with mt 
first thrashing them out in the Committee and taking definite’ 
decis 1'ins on them. . .

The methyl. an! manner of discussions of the Secretary and 
some comrades who subscribe to the same political' trend is some
thing similar to a c )ck-fi ght. • They give a thrust t a the opponent. 
If, on that occasion, either the comrade that get the; thrust or s )me 
other comrade present there start hitting back, the discussions 
came to a close. , If one wishes to keep silent,the offensive goes on 
amounting unchecked. The stage where the Committee' discussions are 
conducted in a fearless and peaceful manner is fast going. Without 
going back to the listant past, I w mid like to give‘two or three 
examples in this very PC mooting. Comrade S.V.K.Prasad has given 
some amendments to the resolution on Congress groups in Telangana 
while it is being discussed. The amendments may be correct or 
totally incorrect. But Comrade Secretary has intervened- and 
hurled a challenge on him sayi ng that' those amendments are wrong 
and let him come forth with an-alternative resolution if-he so 
wants. During the discussion on the PDF resolution, Com.R. Nar ayam 
Rediy made an agitational speech saying that PDF was. defended 
and saved, while the. anti-Party fordes from outside and the 
inner-party forces from within attempted to disrupt and destroy 
it. If a fitting reply to those remarks 1s sttcmnf.pd i --n R



breeding of bad blood. If such reply is not given he does not 
look bock t > the post with some circumspection. When I wonted 
to stand up f >r a reply, I am reminded of the appeals that 
PC omrn les have that sharp polemics of 'top PC leaders’ are 
spoiling the proper liscussions in the PC. Similar examples 
arc there lurinp the liscussions in the Secretariat meetings. 
The method and manner of these discussions, is in the form of 
rubbing the saros tather than helping to heel the wounds caused as 
a result of sori jus inner-rarty differences and intense discussions.

Then coming to the subject of criticism and self-criticism 
it has become quite a novel method. Proper criticism and self- 
criticism demand of us assessing and examining the work of the 
Committee as a whole an 1 each individual member of it and then 
decide the mistakes, shortcomings and achievements. Thus it becomes 
clear who accepts it an 1 who does not accept it. But what is 
happening is contrary t> this; without proper discussions and 
decision, some comrades pass on to be self-critic al; others like 
me who plead that they cannot jump to such a length are depicted 
as comrades refusing to be self-critical.

In this connection, I would very much like to make one 
point clear. During the last twenty-two years, all of us have 
worked amongst the Andhra people and rallied them behind our Party 
on average 30% of them and in some areas even upto kO to of 
them. The Party is certainly pr oud of it. I, as one amongst y n.;, 
all share it. But what is taking place during the discussions in 
our PC in the name of self-criticism is something totally differei " 
I very often hear trends and tendencies of outright denunciations 
saying that all of us are nothing but people making mistakes, that 
we are without self-criticism, that wo are a set of totally useless 
people and that leadership is particularly rotten, etc. This 
tendency that is expressing in our Committee discussions, which K-• 
to shatter the self-respect and self-confidence of any revolutions 
according to me, is neither helpful for the revolutionary movement 
in general nor to the concerned individual therein. If the pride in 
the mass revolutionary movement, the pride in the Party, and satis
faction for each member of the Party as according to the role he o’ 
she has played in it is extinct, I feel thatjit is impossible for 
any one to aspire the membership of such a Party even for a day 
more after that.

Comrades, it is by now full twenty-one years that I have be.^ 
a member of the Communist Party. For nearly more than fourteen years 
I am continuing as a member of the PC Sectt. So far in the past 
the youth in me an I the short-temper that is'.likely to follow 
in most cases has never iriven me to such a lecision as this. 
If on occasions such reactions wore there, they were short-lived 
and subsided in the very next minute. But during the recent past 
this thought is constantly persisting in me. Finally, after a 
serious consideration of all the possible consequences of this 
step, I gather all the courage at my command to arrive at this 
decision. This I want to convey it to you. I have come to the 
conclusion that I shiull continue only as a PCM and work in one 
of the mass fronts: as a member of the CC, I submit to it about 
the nature of our Committee discussions and my opinions on it. 
If CC after discussio.is decides that my political-organisational 
understanding is wrong, then I realise my unfitness to continue 
as a CCM and request the CC t o relieve me fr6m such a responsibility. 

If I ask to relieve me from the PC Sectt, some might remark 
that ’.IS it a throat’; if I say that I continue, some others might 
remark that 'are you not clinging to positions'; this fear and hesi
tation on one side and th., identity, attachment and affection to 
the revolutionary movement and our Party on the other are telling 
on my nerves shattering me physically as well as mentally.

Kocpine all this in view., T request you to accept my resi-



FOR FAVOUR OF PUBLICATION:

Corn. S.A. Dange has sent the follovzin^ Telegram to

Shri Asoka Mehta on 25th December 1956.

” REPORT'S IN XK SOME ME ’/SPARER" ABOUT MY CONTEST IMG AGAINST

YOU IN BRANDARE UNFOUNDED. I HOPE YOUR NATIONAL EXECUTIVE 'ILL 

DECIDE TO ENABLE US ALL TO FIGHT UNITEDLY TEE ELECTIONS FOR COMMON 

OBJECTIVES THRU THE £ AMIT I IN BOMBAY STATE. *

Dan^e.

To

The Editor,

BOMBAY.,

/
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P.B.CIRC ULAR No. 2 3/% 
To All PCs.

December 18, 1956

PARTY LEADERS FOR

ELECTION CAMPAIGN

Hardly two months are left for polling to start in the 
second general elections which is going to be one of the biggest 
political campaigns in our history.

Most of our top-ranking loaders are standing as candidates 
in the election and very few would remain at the Party Centre. 
Therefore we shall not have a team of agitators available to the 
Party Centre whose tours in the Status we can directly organise.

At the same time it is essential that well-known Party 
leaders of one State, especially those who arc known to the mass 
of the people visit the constituencies of other States to whip 
up the election campaign. Experience shows that the election 
campaign in every State and in the country as a whole requires 
groat momentum through the visit of leaders from outside. This 
is true of all Status. But such help is particularly needed by 
the PCs in States where pur movement is relatively weak. This 
fact must be kept in mind by all PCs and by well-known Party 
leaders.

I learn that some PCs have decided that Party leaders 
of their State should devote themselves exclusively to the cam
paign in the State and should not go outside. This reveals a 
totally wrong and parochial attitude and fails to take into 
account the simple fact that the election campaign is a national 
campaign and the collective effort of all is needed to conduct 
it successfully. It is imperative that such parochial tendencies 
are combated.

Keeping in view these factors, the PCs are requested to 
contact directly the comrades whom they need for the election 
campaign in their province as well as the PCs concerned and 
fix up their programme. A copy of the letter sent to the PC 
and the comrade concerned may be sent to us also so that we 
may give whatever help wc can.

A,joy Ghosh
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aro q aro aafra fra. arararo tot fa a faaarf pin ttPo. ^harr 
ar ar. arTT ^rar pt arfar ara aanrr ao gor aarat ar to frat arfa a 
3rrof arza. faarf gTarr aaatr aa q^ fra far aft a arro aacfra. ar 
3rrara ar^ar^arar qf far aaa to ar^rr faqra fraaav qr aa aft mfo 
aaa nra? tt arffa 30 ar grarr aro srarft ^ra afa nr? 3rrff 
arfo to err nr arfo aarf. arm faarrr ^aaarar amar aa ar^ar^a 
ara aaraaa arara aaao ar? r araw^ar ararqr fe^r q?a arar aaa § 
rrarar^r araar aa aa rrr^ aro arfa aara mr a4 aaat aas 
aar^T ^r janaraT ana; aarso ar^ar^a na araara an aran a^ra aa 
nn 3rr^. ararar^a faaferr aaa ar^ ^ra ^t arm aaVta 3irq. 
arfarta ^ara, ararar^ara aa aafar rrraaar^T^T qa^r aaaa3 ar^T. 
faarr ara^, ^t<> araat arar aarar aa^a 3rmra a a^aana anff 
3irfr naaaa faara ara sr q^rwrar ana; aaa 35m faarr uf^aat aar 
aas 30. aaa 3W anfra, faaa o. aa arar to a vraa aaa ara§ 
arararqa q^rrq^T saa faa^ ara ar^ rffaaa. aaa 31?^ aaaar ar^S 
3rn7. 3^ ar^aT ara aa. araTaTqaraaT arrraaT arara
qaaraa arara^ a to afafa qar namar topit 3CTf w arraaa fnaraT 
araa qraarat a aaraara aaaa nrar o aro 3rr^a4raT 3rr|. arararqaT'^ 
aaaa araaar war 3iaa a eft ^at araot or qr an raraar aarar 3rrq 
aaratqt arot qra ama aq

-ar a^ ara^far faara aaaraaa a ar a4 an>^ro wf 3rwa a4^ 
aa fqwaar arararqarar T^a o jrrrra y fMra 30.
a af aafraar aroa 3rrqa. ^rar awo ^ia fMra grfer ^r| 
aarff araa afro arw" ^rrfra nna 3^ aar arza. op faafa 
30 nr amr ar Pra ar gpar arwr nfarr aaa nrrat a 3iar=fr aaaar 
orafa3aa arar orfr aa faafa to. q^arAO 3TTTOP agofTOr arararqa
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activities of the local INTUC leaders our

Unions in Sen-Raleigh,H/Pilkington and Kulti 

are marching ahead* Recently,the H/Pilking< 

-ton workers have concluded a 2-years agree 

ment with the company on wage,incentive benx 

bonus,and norm etc* A central rally on TU

Rights will be held on the 6th*inst*

I think .you have recieved all 

our letters* The other day Com Nittish had 

a phone-talk with you* Iks learnt from Com.

53ckMrl£isirj 1 that you may come after lith*

I suggest you to come oh 17th* if it suits 

you* In any case, your presence over here is 

is very necessary at the preseht moment*

I have heard something about

Contd•
• - .. ' • £



Asansol Sub-Div. Committee.
Contd. T- Road, ASANSOL P.2.

1

ithe proposal of discontinuing the granjr to 

Burnpur by the C.C* I would like to request 

you to please maintain the status-quo till 

the election is over* Moreover,Com.Babban 

of Burnpur who is being at the present main

tained with the CO allowance would face a 

serious situation if the gre.nt is disconti 

nued , especially so because his wife is 

now ill.

The election campaign is gaining

tempo•
Hope, your health is now sound.

Greetings•

Yours comradely,
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All-India Trade Union
XI ai.......................... — -Gcmgress,-"

55 Girgaum Road, 

BOMBAY-^
to...................................-........'"h.......... ........... ..
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* '2-lUlUST PARTY 0?
V ^entral Committee Library, 
x^/e- Asaf. All-Road, NewADelhi.

V i . Jan.23, 19%

Dear Comrade, - ;i - ■ -,

We have not received the 
.T.U.RECORD Kos, 6, 7, 8 and 9 
of Vol.XIII. The only issue 
we received after the office 
shifted to Bombay was Ko. 10 
in December 19%. Please 
arrange to send us the above 
back numbers as well as copies 
of publications brought out 
if any during this period, 
at your earliest.

We would also like to 
have a copy of the WORLD TRADS 
UKIOK M0VB14BKT of June 19% 
if you could spare for our 
Library files.

With Tree tings,
Fraternally yours,

1 i br ar i an.



Bombay, 25th Jan. 1957:
Dear Comrade,

.. Yours of 23rd inst.
Two combined Numbers of TUR Nos. 7 & 9 F were published 

to cover numbers 6 & 7 and 8 & 9 respectively.,
These are being sent to you separately together with 

copy of the June Number of the WFTU Review.
a

.■7^ - $•' •' r

•v

.,? ■ -•«•</ - ; ■. . h lift®. 1
.u iht "■' ' '• • ’ ' ••’ ’4r j‘1
-' '".■ ■ , 1 . >■?<<& ■ : .... . ' ‘ “ Jp-’

Yours fraternally,

.

r
MV?

■*

■ ♦ i.*

■ t'fi.

.< 1- ; 

■ 
j*j 1v.k r4 *

•rSy V

v'-3\



GIRGAUM-FORT REGIONAL COMMITTEE OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA. 

REPUBLIC DAY PROGRAMME.

To celebrate the Republic Day on Saturday the 2 6th

January 1957, Girgaum Regional Committee of the Communist Party 
■»

of India, has arranged a programme of interesting film shows and 

a social get-together, at 3 P.M. to 5 P.M. in Red Flag Hall, Arab 

Building, Khctwadi Main Road. Com. Dils had Chari has kindly 

consented to preside oyer the function a'nd the veteran Communist 
leader Com. Ghate will be the chief gue^t °f the day. All are 

requested to attend the programme with family and friends.

Greetings for the Republic Day, 
, I 

U • Taira Reddy, 
Girgaum, January 24, 1957. SECRETARY.

• , i
-pHUTN W TWUTN TfW 
...........................................J”

9MTMNW f^TTNT tWu

W eY ?
T7o UT^ITfT WO -fW felW TW NTW ^WIT^ 

f^T 'Pttutn uyt£ Wm <tT[4 tntfw arrfty

"WHcWT U v^'T-r^NTMT TT^TU ^117 3n% TT^N W
fTfc^ tm ^ITfr 3 $ W;

. 0

Wo WUTN HTfr UTUT ^lo trrd
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syysqq ByiqqiH 3R!a 3R qisa. qi aa^R HTO5 ^aaa 5*^TH nH 
aSa faaram^yst faa^a f^, qq ai aaasRT fra aq 3{$<t qy aa- 
sr qw ua aaaa a aisa. qi aa^RRaia sMffn cR^)- 
<R ^IU J5TU WWT qra=^ 3#, SRII mito 
<^T Silt.

qy $q fraai aa.a 3<i qy a^a faaya qy aa^R aai- 
a.a aa a ifcai qyf. im aia^ aiaia aaia ai*Wt ^qaa swayaq; aa 
qy<oqyqy syyq^ 'auaqyq qyfta fiai.a aaa qya*q fa. qi.3 qy aam waia 

qaaai a qjn^qh'i aiaaa g<i e.^aaHisi sa a ii^ai 
faaya aaaiat aa iicnara ?RfW£ Raa. qRnaf a<i may aaai^i aia- 
oqi^i qqfa q;aa. ga^r faqqya^ qy aa^K aaia faiay aia-qiai qqqaa 
faafq mar syit. fain aiaai fra aq, $aaa qiay^ya t? q^ aa syqt 
mat a qy aa^aaiaia aaaai a?aify qa^ aaraaR sqqa^ a"a s^y 
3af aqaa saai^ia^a qy ayaiaia ^qi^f fa< aa a^ra’^i a^fia 

^a^K a sianqia qif?a. F/ay aiaai a^ni ^aa 5^1 qi aa^i<- 
a’ai^a faaiaaaafsi aa a^ aq a q;f. aaaia^ qiay sa a;aa 7^a sqa^qy 
3?T~qiqaRq a aq^a-q^iaie qr. q;i. 5. qq; aasn. ci. ai. aqaa qiaift 
gj^ra aastasfi faaaa aifaa^^ sqf

^af5 fan’ll araai a^ai q^a.aqaa sqaisia'ra Tjaq^ a^aiq^, 
qyqyfiai qi aa^n a’aiaie aqaa ^[aifiaia q^qtanfa ?a<qag ^qfqa a o " o
qyiqqya qiat a^=q q^a a ?qHi s^y am <1 qqqaa a^yqy
a TMijs'ia a faiai ara-qia a<i aya^aa fra aq srefi g^ra 
3]m^t aa iaata

-q?~q ami aaaiaa -qq aaaat a qnqqyfqfcn g^-31 ^iaa 
aaa. taa^ai sqfaaaa afa^a ae^t q^ aaa. faiai aiaai fra aaa. 
aa^a siaa; 5^1 qr aaqn aato naia aaa a^qia-j
faqq aia^aia a^ay. aa. aa aya< qy^qy aa^ayita faa^a qydtay ?nay5 
aqqa miCi qyaaia ^iaayi ayay, sy^fy sy^qy 5^1 gad 
aa iaaat syyf qiiaqq yqay< qy^.a fa^q -qya a^ft syyqir arsa.

t ayfRfaaayqa syafey-aaaai ayaiaf^ Boo may-a^qy asatia
faa^^^qy faq^q; a^ya qy aa^R aaiaia ^aaqy qyyqqjrqtqy a qa?a O\ 5 o
^qaaya'y ?^y ^qa qfa^ aya syyj.

qyq^ a a.
faa^qq; q^i aaaai-aqy^r aaaR aa.

^f. aitrqq (aaiaq)
^f. qra^ asrqr aram (aaiaq)
qyr. aarrn arafa arai (aaraa) 
a-f. fa|v5 a^qynr^

qyr. ar^rfa aars;

t.t. aar aa^ )
ar. aar mai (w^)
at. w nsya (a^2Ri) 
air. q<Qn£R <r<n aa^,y - 

aqia (^faaaR)
KHrai fa^a, aaaq’:.



JQztta 0^ J^ndia. ,
MADHYA PRADESH COMMITTEE /

W 
ITWARA ROAD. 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA

BUCKINGHAMPET P. O. :: VIJAYAWADA

S.A .DAN GE, 
9 KOHIHOOR ROAD, 
DADAR, BO3AY.14.

Dear Comrade,

please find enclosed a Demand Draft 

for Rs.1,000-0-0 ■which we are sending under instruc

tions from Com. P.S.

Kindly acknowledge receipt.

-jv ( G.RADHAKRISHNA LTJRTI )

DD No. iT/ yil y

REP-



Udyog Bhawan, 
15/26$ Civil Lincs, 
Kanpur.

Dated: February 7, 1957 
. ‘ft.

Dear Comrade Dange,

I am here for the last one week in 
"'-I r \ connection with the Election of Cri 3.M. Banerjeefor the 

Parliamentary Jeat from the City Constituency. Originally 

we planned to fight only Assembly Seat but the circumsbanc 

have forced us to come out for the Parliamentary Seat. The 

main thing was the weakness of the Congress candidate Sri 

Suraj Prasad Awastji [ INTUC )whose frommuniby vjorking cla.' S / 

role in the last general strike is not yet forgotten. Had it 

been Bal Krishan Sharma, Tandon etc. wo would not have dared.
Q

Another consideration was that sitting congress MLA Gri Vasdev 

Misra has resigned from the Congress and he is contesting as 

Independent for the Parliamentary seat. He is backed by Lala 

Ham Rattan Gupta. He resigned from the Congress a few 

hours before the nomination time and is notorious for some 

cases of fraud in Educational Institution etc. in recent past. 

In one way if he remains standing with his notorious past he 

will be able to influence only those votes which could have 

gone to the congress. There are three more nominal candidates 

who might withdraw 40/ days before the election.
I?

2. Besides BanerjeeSpast among the Defence and

Textile ’.orkers in the City there is general feeling that he 
/ f

is the best among all the candidates, from all aspects. He i s 

supported by C.P.I., P.G.P., and scheduled caste Federation who 

have not put up any candidate against him and compaigning 

form him. Maulana YusqlP is contesting for the Assembly seat 

from 3 seatsp’lhixh P.G.P. Candidates>’y.Jr. Bajpai, Virendra 
Bahadur, and Shakuntla .Srivastava( widow of Late Hari Har Nath 

Jhastri). the five Assembly seats which comprises in-the 

Parliamentary Constituency, is a bit hatch-patch with a 

number cf candidates.



3. The party ha<^ orignially decided to contest only

one seat and therefore, there was and is full c-sm o i-d er a t-4-^n- on 

Maulana YusMftConstituency. For Finance we are mainly dependent 

on Defence and oth r workers con tri. but ionJ from Kanpur and

other centres in India —Is coming but I cannot say if it will 

be sufficient. For Cadre also we have mostly to depend non - 

party people in Kanpur, but the ros'd dont-s of independents 

student organisation etc ^encourging.

4* Comrade Ajay Ghosh addressed a public meeting here

on 3rd in Maulana fs constituency and declared support to 
V Banerjee’s candidature as Independent candidate. 

. 4
,5. I learnt that you are Kot going to Burnporo for a

meeting. I do nsla realise that you will be over busy with 

your work in 'hben/'li’a and Bombay itself. I do not know 

i p^tt will be possible ror you to return back via Kanpur. Any 

day will xati suit us. Only prior intimation is needed. I feel 

this will he very helpful becuase a contest here is also 

virtually being talon as between INTUC and AITUC candidates. 

A line in reply is solicited.

6. Hope you are kxsxMg keeping well.

,ith / regards.

Yours sincerely, 
--- 

-— 7
( K.G. Srivastava)

To
^r^o^ln6oraR8ad,

Dadar , (Bombay) wy



w. 

>
/ •

r . Udyog Bhawan,
15/268 Civil Lines, 
Kanpur.

Dated: February 7, 1957 

Dear Bani,

Did not rear from you .all this time. I me^t - 

Rosa ’when she was at Delhi last. I hope Election compaign 

in Bombay will be in ful.l swing. D wont have any times 

'.'ill you please drop me few lines as to how things are 

going there.

Give enclosed letter to D.

Hope Tai is keeping 'well, 

hi th greetings.

Yours sincs-relv,



CASH MEMO| p rN^

/ PHOENIX TRADERS

r
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Your letter to Com. Dange of 13th inst.

Com. Dange was to have addressed a meeting at Birnpur on 

17th inst.

He has however cancelled it owing to sudden relapse of 

his wife’s illness. .

With Greetings,



not know the exact 5at

If the report is true then I see no 
reason any you ;ZtXY/ should not cor.e for a 
few hours am -mress one meetinn here else
in support of L-lit ano Chinos, loth of -hoin
■’re com i rates tor toe as sec civ seats, r .ont 

ant to start an urerit ac .ot the cocparat-
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Owing to preoccupations here, his slightly indifferent

health and wife’s illness Com. Cange will not virtually be able 

to undertake any election tempos this tine.

I have already written to Com. Upadhyaya of Bijapur to

that effect.

About Atre - we can not approach him unless we know 

whether you can reimburse him of his expenses, and to what 

extent? The best way would be to write to him direct for.this. 

His address is: "Arnod”, Cadell Rd., Bombay 23.

With Greetings,

Yours fraternally.

Office Secretary.



COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA
ASSAM PROVINCIAL COMMITTEE

H. Q. GAUHATI.

Ref No...................  Date.J.^.^^y

/ /
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Deer Cem. Ban50,

Your letter of 23rd instt. Thanks.

2. We bed started with the hope of fighting in a few 

pockets here but the situation at present is that enormous volume of 

non-party cadre has come round us and eur meetings - by far the

biggest in the areas breaking all records - have become the 

rallying point cf anti- congress feeling here. Newspapers, Congress 

party andeven communist party which had not taken ue seriously in the 

beginning are considering us winning, candidate. This has brought ue 

money too but not to the extent we have the good will and sunport. 

All opposition parties except the Lohia group is supporting us. Per 

Nehru and congress in Kanpur we remain the main oppetiticn.

Cur weakness is that we ar^indepened^nt and so cur organizers & 
workers. Secondly we had not anticipated the expenditure and so are 
tight.with money. -...............................................................................................................

Tve congress here has become so panicky that now they have 

requested Pt. ^fehru to visit this city end he is likely to come here 

on 4th *--arch. Polling is on 6th Karch. Meetings are permitted here 

till 5^ and we have permission for the meeting cn that cay. People 

here say that election results might be announced anyday, you have to 

perform the duty of opposition leader by addressing a meeting here 

cn 5-^ march to neutralise the effect of Nehru.That would be helpful 

fcr all opposition candidates. Party contacted others but could net



-2-

fix up anything o^y*

I dcnct know your prcrrasr.e there. Obviously it "uet ba 

awfully busy. So I conot suggest that you must. Put the chances 

are that your viait at this mcr,-ent may prove to he a decisive one. - 

When will be your election ever ?

^-eulsna’s seat is also this tine fairly g*cc,th:ugh the 

congress has given the slogan ’anybody hut r.avlsna’.

Arjun Areas has rejoined t’-e corgrerc actively ?nc is 

speaking in public a-'-irst the opposition, -kt be is the gen. Secy, 

of S'W'S and also cf the recently reorganized UPTUC (still defunct). 

But the signs ere that unity in the S1~'S will he difficult to 

maintain unless we e/ergm from this elctoral battle as decisively 

victorious, ’’bile 3BB has cur suorert, final has been cornered 

mostly on account cf his mcncvcurings and the party is ret in a 

position tc support him openly. He and 3^5 are ueki'ny eff-rte tc 

bring in S’B'S io the elections through leaf le ting , against v.’hich 

efforts have been successful uptilnow.

I hope tc be beck in Zelhi vy 1Cth l>-rcb.

With greet ings.
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Phone: 592 P. B. No. 94

Communist Patty o^ (India, 
KERALA STATE COMMITTEE 

ernakulam

Kp/: Date.^$th Mi.rch, __1957

Dear Comrade,

You must have read, from the papers that we have already 
emerged as the biggest single xarty in the Kerala legislature: 
The number of seats won by us is? at the time of writing this 
letter 54 (49 Communists officially declared to have been 
elected, 4 independents, and one Communist, in whose case, 
the official declaration of election will be made only in a 
day or two). .The results for & mor^seats are yet to come; 
if we get 10 out of these, -we will get an absolute majority 
<64 out of 126). Even if we fail to get this number and thus 
be returned in an absolute majority, we may have to be called 
u^on by the GovemoKS^- to see if we can form a Government as 
we are the single biggest party.

It is, therefore, necessary that we carefully work out 
the lines on which we should, pursue our work in the matter 
of ministry formation. Problems will arise in either case. We, 
therefore, are very anxious that the advice of the 13 is 
available to the Provincial Committee.

he have, therefore, contacted Comrade Ajoy and Comrade 
Bhupesh and asked them to make it convenient for the 13 to 
meet at at the time of the next meeting of the PC.
They have agreed to it. We are, theefore, fixing 22nd and 
23rd as the dates and EldAkULAil as the venue for the IB 
meeting. Comrade Ajoy has agreed tc come here a day or two 
earlier, so that the PC Secretariat can have raore time with 
him, Since it is absolutely impossible to make any post
ponement of these discussions, I request all ?3Ls to make 
it convenient for them to reach Ernakulam on 22nd morning 
(The Cochin Express which leaves kadras on the 21st evening 
and reaches Emaxulam on the 22nd noon is the most conve
nient train for reaching here). .

I am told that letters are being written to you from 
Delhi. I am, however, adding ray own letter in case the 
letter from Delhi does not reach you.

Greetings,

(E.M, S.Namboodiripad)
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SINGHBHUM DISTRICT COMMITTEE

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA

To
Com-S-A-Dange 
Bombay.

33 Sarkar Bldg, 
Sakchi,Jamshedpore

5- X

Dear Comrade,
Please accept the heartiest congratulations of the 

Jamshedpore comrades and the workers on your grand Victory over the 
INTUC Leader Shri Ambekar.You must have already seen in the Press 
the Results of Jamshedpore along with those of Burnpore and Kulti. 
Of th* four seats in the two Steel Towns,the Congress has been able 
to secure only one - that of Jugslai and that also with a very slerr 
margin of about 700 votes.Com-Kedar Das defeated the General Secrets 
of the Behar INTUC, a sitting MLA by a margin of more than two thousa 
votes.These results are indicative of a wide dissatisfaction among t 
workers against the INTUC leadership and the Labour Policies of the 
Govt, of India.As Com-Ismail remarked in our Victory Rally,Dange in 
the Parliament and Kedar in the Behar Assembly along with the AITUC 
leaders representing the workers in most other a§sembelies,the real 
fight shall begin to change this policy of the fltovt. - this is how 
the workers look upon the Election Results.

The Election results have however presented us with an 
immediate problem - that of working out a line and building an organ 
-tion which may lead this dislatisfaction of the workers along the r 
channels.! am not exxagerating when I tell you that the first quest! 
workers have started asking us,after Victory is - how and when you a 
going to capture the Union and'get rid of the INTUC Leadership-

To be very frank,the Singhbhum Party Unit is not in a 
position organisationally or politically to lead this great upsurge 
which has come about and at-the head of whcih we find ourselves.Then 
-fore the positive and immediate help of the PB and yourself persona 
is absolutely neccessary,if we are hot to allow this opportunity to 
slip away from our hands.

I will now five you some salient features of the situa- 
-tion here.

After the spirt of elemental up surge In 1952-53,which 
found its expression in our great signature campaign and the movemer 
of Tinplate Workers for a No-Confidence motion,led b£ C-G.Vyas$along 
with the movement of the Burnpore workers,had spent itself towards 
1954,the workers of Tatas and those of other industries became siler 
for some time.They started getting restive again towards the middli 
□f 1956 when the Tata John agreement was signed-We conducted a camp? 
against this agreement on the basis of the pamphlet,which you must 
have seen.A somewhat more energetic campaign was run by Munshi Ahma( 
Din, the PSP leader .But Munshi Ahmad Din got panicky when some attem 
at Goondism was made against him by the INTUC and he suddenly left 
the field.Vyas had already left the field both in Jamshedpore and 
Burnpore



In the Elections,our main basis of campaign was the issue of 
Trade ^nion democracy and the rejection of Tata-John agreement,along 
with the general Labour Policy of the Govt .On the basis of this 
campaign and whatever previous work we had put up,we emerged as the 
only champion of the worker’s cause.The P.S.P which contested us in both 
the areas - the Jamshedpore and Jugslai constituency - received irr less 
than 1000 votes and forfeited its deposits.

However two oe three months before the Elect!onsranother factor 
emerged on the scene andx that was the TISCO WORKER’S ASSOCIATION - an 
organisation which put forward as its aim the reformation of the Union 
and a change in the leadership of the INTUC Union .They started their wor' 
by taking yp the grievances of the Town ueptt. workers and spread their 
influence among them,particularly among the Conservancy Staff of the 
Town Deptt.In the elections,they first thought of setting up their own 
candidate in one of the constituencies,but Later withdrew their candidate 
and mofe or less supported us,though not publicly.

These people of the TISCO Worker’s ASSOCIATION are actually led 
by the old and discredited leader Homi and to some extent by W.V.R Naidu 
Gopal ^aidu,the son of W.V.R Naidu is one of the leaders of the Associa- 
-tion.Thcy are conducting at the present moment,a signature campaign 
expressing a lack of confidence in the present INTUC leadership and are 
telling the workers that they a re being supported by us.But in actual 
fact,they are not yet ready tex work shoulder co shoulder with us.One of 
their lines of nr“uagnndg is that t'e workers should stand nn their own 
legs and not ret mixed up in Party politics.They alsn played with the 
idea of leading a demonstration so the INTUC Union Office and forcing 
a situation when the Union office shall be locked up.However they -ave 
up the idea after some persuasion and some threats by uhe Police.

In this situation,we had our first Victory “ally on the 24th 
which .-.as attended by about fifteen thousand workers .Lt was difficult 
for us to rive any clear cut and positive line of action.appealed co 
the Tisco worker’s Association not to do things seperately but join us i 
a common effort t~ solve the problem of the workers appealed to the 
workers not to be led astray by the seemingly easy way of leading a 
demonstration or fall a presto’ the provocations sougnt to be- engineered 
by the INiUC people.We appealed to the workers to hold meetings in the 
Departments, select their reoresent^vives and send them to us .We promised 
to hold a conference of the representatives drawn from the various Lepts 
of the various factories and of various political opinion.We also gave 
a call for mass deration in the next Pay Day for this movement.We are 
holding a meeting of the leading workers to decide to fo m a Prenerator^ 
Committee to hold a Conference of Janshedpore workers in the first week 
of May.This is what we have provisionally decided.Some comrades are of 
the opinion that should start an enrcHm~nt drive of the Jamsnedpore 
Mazdoor Union immedistelv - as the situation is extremely favourable 
for this . i/-

your
1 .vculd request you yr to help us,despite r?re-occupations 

and give us atleast a week^s timeyalong with Eurnpore to work out 
a workable line.Please let ts know at ^n early dots whether you approve 
of t he idea of an All Jamshedpore Worker's Convention and when it 
should be oeld co endure your presence end the lines along which 
we should move.

Com .Kedar and Sunil have gone through this letter and they
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a^rce vith me.

Hope to receive your reply at your earliest.

Vlth Greetings,
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.COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA
KERfiLA STATE COMMITTEE

TRIV rlOR Jd, 
^-4-1957.

Com. Tange.

Dear Comrade,

ikxy I remind you of your promise 

when we net at Smakularn to come to this 

State in the 3rd week of A^ril to ^reside 

over the Annual meeting of the Private 

klotor and Machanical Workers’ Union. They 

have fixed the date as ^1st Ai>ril. Will 

you kindly let us know whether it would x 
suit your convenience to be here on that 

date and oblige. Hope you will stay at 

least for a couple of ciays and attend a 

few more functions.

Yours fraternally

ju.N. Jovindan Nair -------

Secretary,







"ORGANISATIONAL REGARD" BY KALYAN ROY

WJUGUNJ COAL BELTx

Approximately, little over a lakh of workers are en^loyed in coal mines

in Ranigunj belt. They are distributed among nearly 270 colieries. Detailed
"; • 

information was published in the New Age i-onthly, March issue, 1957.

from the organisational point of view, we have to divide the Collieries 

according to their sizes and companies and production.

As I pointed out in the March Issue of the New Age Monthly, nearly 61,000
■' bW • ‘

workers are enployed by two companies, Bengal Coal Co. (Andrew Yule & Co.) and 
;■ ■ . • z

Equitable Coal Co, (MacNeill Barry Coal Co.). Together, they own 26 collieries

and Two Workshops. Thay have also huge properties under lease. Moreover, they
' Ip-

twothird of the entire production of the Bengal Belt. They produce best
/ 

metallurgical coal.
/ - ■ 1: ' ■''

These collieries are big and concentrated in two zones: (1) Januria 
■ '

area wiiich is between Asansol and RanigunJ and (2) Dlsergarh Area which is between

Asansol and Bihar Border. A few collieid.es are in Kulti Zone. The Collieries 

arc big, employing a thousand to two thousand anfi five workers.

Thj-g,the ciyam of, .the ^Bengal. Cpal. .Bgl^^UL.KEY.Area. These two
• * ’ •. : ■ j ■ • • •

Companies set the pattern of labour relations in the entire coal fields and 

dominate the entire scene and employers look to these two companies for guidance 

in labour matters. The policy of the Indian Mining Association is also shaped by 

these two conpanies. It is interesting to note that practically all Presidents 

of the I.M.A. are from thene two Conpanies.

Now what was the situation before and after the Great September Strike?

Here we ehall deal the Two Companies separately, because they have got 

different history.

In the Bengal Coal Group of Collieries, there was a big strike in 1953 
• * •

in B&nksiroulia Collieries (Jamuria), led by Indrodeo Bingh, which resulted in *
Police Firing. But the whole thing was over in a short time. There was a great 

/ . I
deal of entusiasm among workers. But it was betryed by Singh and Deben Sen.

Workers got nothing but lost Bonus and some workers were dismissed. The Great 

enthusiasm was turned into great frustration and demoralisation. Miners saw that 

th^y iiad been betrayed and fell back into their dhowrahs in a defeated mood. Deben 

^>on got extremely discredited and left the Bengal Coal workers where they were, 

without any organisation. Indrodoo Singh shone for a while and then he also went

collieid.es


' ’‘d !After the setting up of the Majumdar Tribunal, wo first attempted to

enter in the Bengal Coal group of Collieries in Banksinulia ai’ea, making
' V. JBanksimulia 2 & 4 as our target* Vve faced severe opposition but we got entrenched.

There were about 1,200 workers in the Colliery. From there, we spread to another 
.m;

colliery, also subsidiary to Bengal Coal Co., The Adjoy Second Colliery (700 workers.)

In the Disergarh Group, a Forward Block leader, Madhu Banerjee, using ny 
w

name and the name of our organisation Collieiy Nazdur ^abha also captured another

Bengal Coal Colliery, Chinakuri 1 it 2 pit. ,

Deben Babu (Colliery Mazdur Congress? did not exist at all in the Bengal

Coal Collieries, except in two workshops Sibpur Workshop and Sodepur Workshop.
■ dW '

ii) In the MacNeill Barry Group of Collieries, Both at Disergarh area and at 

Januria Area, Sri Sen had an organisation and wag slowly throwing Jadish Pandey,
o

a notorious goonda and racketeer, out. Srl Sen had good organisation at Main

Dhemo and Jamuria A & B

stiff obstacles against

Main Dhemo is

pit which fought for workers. The Management put up 

him but hie had good men who foiled employers1 attempt

Key to group of collieries round about Burnpur, and

Jamuria A & B pit is key to collieries near about Jamuria Bazar Area.
?' O'

We had nothing in the Macneill Barry. .ffpr did we make any attempt

After the Publication of the Mazdumdar Tribunal’g Award

The situation became rather conplioated and confused after the publication 
’ ’a-™'

of the Mazdumdar Award on the 26th May, 1956. P

We held a conference at Januria Bazar and. brought out a demonstration

upto the Conciliation Officer for the proper implementation of the Award. We also 

put the APPEAL before workers. But although ny name was known throughout the

field ’ ri- •our strength was little and localised in aJfew collieries. We were 

developing some contacts here and there. We in our little way said that all 

parties fought in the Tribunal

De ben Sen by this time had left the I.N.T.U.C. and the Bengal Coal and

MacNeill Barry tried hard to bring Kanti Mehta in Ranigunj field. Srl Mehta and

Mayetree Bose held some meetings. The I.M.A. completely ignoring Sen diacunged 

with Mehta in order to improve upon the Award and give some additional benifit
■ :• L ‘

to those sections of workers who were not benifited by the Award and they were

the skilled, highly skilled and Mining Staff.
r •' i

Sen eaw the danger. If the upper strata of workers get anything from the

Company through Kanti Mehta’s agreement with the I.M.A., he sensed that Mehta’s
In-niipnc^ would rrnw„ On the other h«nd. he would have to fall in our line.
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So he thought that he would do something new, something remarkable* He 
‘U'’

turned down the suggestion of Mahesh Desai of Jharia to appeal* He thought and 

perhaps rightly so that as the 1HTUC had not filed an Appeal, there is no hope in 

Appeal and it would also take long time. But he also felt that he would have to 

give more to workers that what Kanti Mrhta has agreed*

From the spontaneous pay strikes, he felt the pulse of workers and gave 

the slogan of 40# rise in wages and STRIKE SLOGAN* he used all tactic to create 

an atmosphere of a strike and the situation became hot* Miners caught the slogan 

led by the skilled staff. And as he had contacts everywhere, unions grew overnight 

on tiie basis of tills Slogan only*
.(:

He painted Rosy picture before workers and said nothing about dangers*
■ ■!' ■'That the strike would be declared illegal, that the workers would lose bonus, that 

it was not possible to modfy an Award by a strike in one field only, he concealed 

completely from workers. And there had been a case when one of our leading comrades 

refered to the fact that the strike might be declared illegal, workers abused him
'I

as "Dalal.’' iJuch was the picture put hr fore the workers by Deben Sen.

In the ncantiine I and G*K.Acharya persuaded Mahesh Desai to file an 

Appeal. Thus atleast two out of three mainparties became parties to the Appeal® 

Still the attitude of the L.A.T* was most hostile and we became convinced that 
r {] 

nothing would come out of the Appeal, except perhaps some minor adjustments *

Vile approached Deben Babu for united move and jointly lead the strike. 
-

He was in no mood to do that* At First, his stand was that there was no union in 

the Bengal coal fields except Ids and we should cease our activities* On the 

other hand, he was using Madhu Banerjee, Forward Bloc Leader of Chinakuri 

Collieries, as a representative of our organisation and playing double game with 

uso Madhu had no organisational link with us but 1 had one advantage over him 

that in building up his union, he popularised me in his area and could not prevent 

me from going there f or address his executive members* And Madhu also gave the 
■ • 

simultanious strike notice with Sen without informing us* ,."ir
We also decided to strike and approached Sen again and again but he did 

nothing. He told us lies that it would not be aceptable to his Committee where 
♦ Jr ’ 

he did not raise the matter even*

As the ‘Strike Day approached, Gen wanted to avoid it, knowing fully well 

the inevitable doom, but hia workers would not listen to him and the Kkxindc
• . j;

strike started. Thore was no unity whatsoever and even the proposal to bring a 

Tolnt wa«! eaba+.ared bv hie two H^nteanant’s, Rudra and B.P.Jha*



So the strike started, and a fraternisation started between his and our

members. I played a very important role to bring about strikes in many collieries 

and throughout the strike, workers in general thought that now k>en was arrested, 1 

would lead them. Before ny arrest, I toured around all the colieries and for the 

first time, 1 got invitation from all collieries.

After our arrest, while our comrades outside did their best, in the jail 

we come to know sone of Sen’s leading followers deeply and alowly they became our 
f.

good supporters and after their release helped further to polarize our name among 

Sen’s people.
p

Even during the strike, Sen made no attempt to build up unity and reports
- in

from his own followers tell us that there was specific instruction not to use my

, n U'1 name or demand my release or come to us closely.

The strike was called off. It was an abject suxender. He did not 

consult anybody and told the workers to be peaceful and go back to work. He 
P ' 

again did not inform even hi” Jtuk closest followers what has actually happened 
!.ip!

and declared that everything would all right soon.
|) !

But the enployers as soon as the collieries opened took an offensive.

All the leading workers were dismisned, relations with the union was cut off and 
i'P-

tried to strike terror among workers. When the union leaders wanted to fight it, 

the leadership used to say that there Must be peace and restrained them. As a 

result of which, slowly in many collieries union activities ceaned and doubts began 

to arise in minds of leaders and workers.

Not only the central leadership did nothing to inprove the situation, but 

they actually prevented workers to do anything. The managements refused to have any 

talks with the Sen’s people and his group leaders started to whisper against the 

Central Leadership.
j

V,''
In the meantime, I and Benrasi Tewami were moving in the collieries and 

asking the workers to fight back as the company would give nothing without a struggle 

And then the workers can® to know that the strike was illegal and other difficulties, 

which were concealed from them before the strike.

The Award of the L.A.T. came and immediately I brought about panphlets 

which were distributed throughout the field. This also very nuch amazed Sen’s 

field leaders. Because they were told that there was no Appellate Tribunal* They 

started to come to me group by group and I took up their oases for filing under 

Section 23 in the LAT, in relations to their dismissal. But we made it clear that
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There was algo unity in the election. And I moved up and down all the 
• Jlv ■

collieries and spread the Appeal, Tribunal*? Award. I and Sen’s immediate followers 

came further close and we started to discuss various things which for the first time

th y beard. H

After the election, this unity with fen’s group leaders further deepened. 

And they started to come to me for all sorts of thing^«i Our office became their 

office ani I sat with their various committees and gradually became their good 
■ 

friend, Whenever meetings were called, they used to call me and I became more 
if; ’

familiar with their workers. This is particularly tatx true of Main Dtomo, Jenuria 

A A*. D hit, Mithani, Girimint, Akhalpur etc.

There were gheraos and workers got some demands. Management saw this
' ■ 'K

development and immediately changed their policy. Instead of refusing to talk with 

■fen or Rudra, they called them and pointed to us. Sen started to call individually 

ohe or two group leaders and slandered against me tut thej’’ used to come to me and 

told everything. It was wry difficult for Sen to attack us directly because we 

never attacked him or his union anywhere, rather we all along gave the slogan that 

his unions, where they are, should be strengthened. And I am carrying their union 

work in their own pad.

The climax came on tho 14th May when he called the executive committee 

meeting. He did not invlye till and carefully cut excluded some who are our close 

friends. He put before them two suggestions. One is to sign a note of regret 
i . ■ ■£i^

and go back to work, Now his group leaders did not like thin at all and they

rejected it. Then Sen spoke against me violently. This created a pandomoium and

the meeting broke up in confusion and hot words were exchanged between Sen and his 

followers.

They submitted to him a petition asking him to unite with roe.

Now this is the situation:

One thing should be noted that coal belt is a backward area. Here tho I
workers are not aware of tho name of the union. They know the names of their 

loaders And leaders have also deliberately popularised their names. Sen is a 

master of this. »
So they .took to me not as just loader of C.M.S. (AITUC) but also of

their own. They come to me personally and personal factors are the most important,, 
0

Because even in collieries, the union is controlled by one or two men. The workers 

first see the man and then join his union. This is the psychology here.



So one or two leaflets have been isniied, financed by Sen’s union> in my 

name but not in the name of any organisation,

Even there ha* been a growing whispering among them that I stiould be 

elected the General Secretary of their union or the two of ub should merge, 

having a common office bearers, 
!•

In the meantime, I am setting up C.M.C (Sen’s Union) Committees in 

various collieries of Bengal Coal and Eqitable Coal companies, which became defunct 

after the strike and reshaping committees whore they are already existing. All 

the work is done in the name of C.M,C,
i

One thing should be noted that one of the factors leading to a iny close
' Jf;

association with "bn’s group leaders and their dependance on me is because of 

utter inefficiency of their Central Office and lack of ixtJdckiKXk intelligent 

handling of their problems. Moreover, Sri kudra and Jha are corrupt and this is 

known to workers,

Sc I think ttwt thin unity from the bottom should be expanded and 

strengthened and nothing should be done to push those workers who have come to 

us to our camp, Let it grow voluntarily as it is growing and we should be very 

careful not to be partisan in any way,
i ■ .

Mow there is a possibility that on different issues, we might issue 

joint leaflets or hold demonstrations etc. Joint does not necessarily mean
I': \

that the two organisations ours and Men’s would bring out Joint leaflets. This 

would not be acceptable to Sen, Ratlier eecretaries of various collierjr unions 

jointly would bring them. This would help us more. Similarly, fund for the 

Supreme Court etc, also would be collected by a committee elected by secretaries 

of various collieries, 
i ’

Joint conventions may algo be called by secretaries of various 

collieries on common issues.

In this way, I am trying and partly has become to some extent successful 

to break the grip of Centre on t^iz* group leaders. Now the group leaders are 

demanding that instead cf negotiating with the top, local colliery problems nust 

be discussed at the colliery level with the local union leaders^ Sen etc. is 

trying to oppose ito But they will have to accept it and this would be further 

strengthen our unity and we would be able to khKp help the local leaders to raise 

disputes and turn their unions into militant unions. .
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Now this If ths position•

Now this unity should be preserved and strengthened.

but Gobi. B. haul dots not agroe. Ho think that we are ,1Cy rassing^ 

C.h.C. leadvrslilp. I lo not understand the incaning of this because thio 1b algo 

wlat Fen is saying. Stall we cesae our uctivitiac in the C.M.C.? Shall I reiUse 

to no to the h#taC* collieries, or draft their mumorandUAUg, or wxdLto their charge 

shoots, or help them in any Batter? Shall we not pri^nt the true picture before 

him? Or ••hall we repeat the same lies which San tells* them? And itx. toll him to 

go to him.

Thu whola trouble in Cem. Paul i» ignorant Of the situation. Perhaps ho 

w<<vd<l 1a.tr un ierstood it better if ne would known these G.M.G .leaders to cet&in 

extent cr movo with m hours in the collieries or sit with their co.j.mittees to 

discuss problems. It is also not possible for ma to fuka Paul along with bib.
L 1

Ee exine U» i« .mown as a Coicaunist and this is the only name he hag got. And go 
L 

long the workarg and thui* leaders havn been fed with anti-Gommunist lies and Sen 

is continuously tolling them that Conjiaunlst Party is going to capture them. So 

these C.M.C. leadars do not like to disdues tilings before bin. xvi If I take him 
P: 

Ions with ma, then immediately tho aonsunist bogy would be created and these 

leaders would be suspicious about our motive. Moreover, Paul, except in our own 

collierios, is not known. Wor does he carry on any trade union activities.

Secondly, the other xat difference aro«e over holding a confexencc of our 

own organ!-~ati.cn I am not oppossd to the idea of holding a conference of

our dil^ptes. hit I am opposed to the idea of open convention and thing® like that 

Because^ mainly this would affect our unity.

Our present actual strength is these two companies is about 6GU and 

together with collieries outside these two companies, roughly 2,000. while I am 

working /wing nearly 50,000 worker®. So any attest to hold such open convention 
11 •:etc. would betray our actual strength and would actually confirm what Sen is 

telling to ids workers for unity that we have nothing in the collieries and there 

is no necessity for a unity with a union of 2,GOU.

Moreover, our strength would algo give propaganda maerialg to the company 

dal&la, who axe trying their best bo break tne unity, and antiunity elements in 

the

8



Rather, we should try and 1 am discussing kith Tan’s followers to hold
iB ’

joint meetings and even conventions on common issues.

Conference is held vith the idea to expand our Ideue and organisation,
; Tr.

It is not an end in itself, j i

I firmly think that if we can develop this unity from tl» bottom, then 
ik

in near future we can turn the C.M.C. unions in MacNbill Barry and Bengal Go&l a8 

real, honest, good fighting unions .-and even can bo elected their olfice bearers. 

Because one thing should not be forgotten, that the G.h.C, group leaders in Bengal 
- * I *

Coal and MacNeill Barry companies have gone through a strike and are facing 

company’s opposition and not dalala but good and honest people. They have firm 

grip over mass of workers, they collect money and ar* nti-litant. The reason they 

are disillusioned with Sen is because his centre! leaders are corrupt, ignorant of

trade union activities and anti-struggle. It in to us they are turning despite

pressure from the Company, despite temptations and despite anti-comntinist slanders 

of Sen. J < ;
Sof if we suddenly shout too m’ch about in the ne collieries, then

we will be throwing these people back in to the carop of Sen again. Go nere I have 

to nove to a certain extent individually,

But ths situation is oompletely different In collieries othor than Bengal 

Coal and Mactfeill Barry companies*

There the rronp leaders are of old WUC type, taking money from employers 
'^1

and following a policy of do nothing, Hore we are not pemuing the game policy 

applicable to Bengal and frkcNslll Barry, Bare whan overwhelming number of 

workers call us, then we also set up unions in our name, 1 can give the example 

of Khas Jhaenga.r.7 where entire workers tn a meeting decided to join our union and 

we accepted it and a committee was sot up.

We are also trying to organise unorganised collierien under our banner

and set up our unions when demanded by 90>» percent of workers in a colliery, 

belonging to Indian Concerns, do there are two main r*t>lioiee in the Belt. However.\ * 

tactic tflffere from colliery to colliery.

On* of the rudn reasons why workers arc coning to us is be cause of my 

success in various cases under Section 23 and victory in the L.A.T, and also 

because skilled, higtily skilled and mining staff are drawn into trade unions. And 

it is they who are gradually becoming loaders of all unions and we have seen that 

they are interested in trade union activltios. The Indian National Overman,



Mining Sirdan and $hot Firero’ Association approached Jn? to boco.w tMr president.

While I declined to becon® Lboir President, I am practically ccrtrollint their union 

which maintains a big office at Barker. And one who know*? th* collieries, is aware

of the tremendous influence of these category of workers. And it in they who are
•jjl

props of Sen’s and Kanti ^hta’e organisation; so if I can maintain my control over

this organisation and gradually put our men in ths key poets and develop good
■"■i1' d 
r,!

fighters from them, then our position in collieries Kill be unshakable.

^ow tbasa people who arc literate, read oaperr and inXkk intelligenta, are 

spreading propaganda about me and bringing people from, all collieries to me. And
• ihr'i

this is another reason why I am greeted by workers and staff of those collieries
;i : ‘ it ‘

where I have not gone, 'pMm
The work of the Asansol office our organisation has grown so heavy that an

office clerk has to be maintained. This money is also coming from the field together
•ii!

with rqy expenses end monthly expenses run to near about Rs.200/~

to take a room in the Pravat Hotel near the office, jr j

A great silent Transition is taking place in the field.
' 1 .i

Hwhere men look to Big Figures, Dazzling Personalities, and Naroe^.

I have been forced

A backward area

Unions become

csrociHbed with naws. We have to change this mentality, change their way-of-looking 

at-tilings, ftit wo have to cautious and take the reality into consideration <md then 

mould it. What we have not been ablo to do in last ten years, has been achieved 
* 

in last two years.

Before I left for Delhi, I wt Deven *Ien at hin Calcutta Office on the

16th May. Sen told me that it 1« I who has built up the C.M.S. union using ny 
Odi

name in the Kaniganj field incite of the fact that he has got unions in all ths 

col?.i^rien of Bengal. And this in ancroachjnsnb and • Rntivnlty st«p,

H? said that I should leave, the colliery field to hi.®, and we should not 

bother ourselves with collieries. We should restrict ourselves with Sen Raliegh, 

Glass factory etc.
K t j!

He said that I should not do any work of his people end stop going to hie 
n

collieries. I should refuse to accept the invitation of his group leaders and if 

they comp to rv for any work, I should ask them to go tc Jkkxsxx. his office.

Kalyan Foy/20-5-l?57.
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Jane 17, 1957.

Dear Bhupesh,

I have sent you the following telegram in 
reply to your letter re. the P.B. meeting.

"TOUR DATEP NOT SUITABLE AS PARLIAMENT 
STARTS SEVENTEENTH AND TRAVEL FROM TRIVANDRUM WILL 
REQUIRE FOUR DATS STOP KEEP IT FIFTH TO TENTH STOP 
I MUST ATTEND AND HENCE SUGGEST CHANGES - DABGE»

I think*when people there think of C.C. 
and.P.B. meetings they look only to their own 
conveniences. It is known that Parliament meets 
on 17th. If P.B. starts on 10th or 13th and lasts 
for four days how can Gopalan or me reach Delhi on 
17th from Trivandrum?

There is the 14th Indian Labour Conference 
in Delhi on 10th and lltn July. Bat I am prepared 
to give it up, if I have to attend the P.B.

And I mast attend P.B. because it is 
absolutely necessary for many reasons. 

■
We had fixed the General Council of the 

AITUC on 4th to Sth Joly at Walt air. But due to 
the epidemic everywhere, including our offices we 
are unable to hold it. I have postponed it to ' 
August. 1 .

Hence I have suggested 5th to 10th July 
for Trivandrum, so that we can take our time for 
return to Delhi and I can provide for a halt in 
Bombay while returning.

-- Tours,
» S'* ——
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June 18, 1957.

Dear Corn* Bhupesh Gupta*
The Fifteenth^ Session of the Indian Labour 

Conference is meeting at New Delhi on July 11th & 12th 
1957. ; , .

The following is the agenda•
1. Report of the Study Group on Workers* participation 

in Management;
2. Report-on Workers’ Education;
3. Training within Industry (T.W.I.);
4* A model agreement to guide employers in regard to 

rationalisation;
5. Steps necessary to popularise the Subsidised 

Industrial Housing Scheme among employees and 
cooperatives;

6. Wage policy during the Second Five Year Plan;
7. Workers’ discipline*

The agenda as you would see carries important 
items. In view of this I had decided to attend the 
session.

Now if I have to attend the PB nneting at 
Trivandrum on dates specified by you (July )
I obviously can not attend the Session, and I will have 
to nominate somebody else to attend it.

Or in the alternative I can not attend the 
PB meeting.

I should like to know your views on this.

Greetings,
Yours sincerely,



Bombay, June 21, 1957.

My Dear A joy,

Please arrange the P.B. meeting dates as they may suit you and 

the other comrades, as I shall not be able to attend it. I have too many 

things on hand in Delhi in the second week of July and onwards.

I am visiting Trivandrum on 4th and 5th July in connection with 

T.U. work.

I have the Indian Labour Conference in Delhi on 10th and 11th 

July.

The Central Advisory Council of Industries of which I am a member, 
■ ।

is nweting on July 13th. The agenda includes, among others^ the following 

two items:

i) General discussion on the economic situation in relation to 

industrial deve lopinent
. . <
(a) Production Trends,

(b) Price Trends,

(c) Foreign Exchange Scarcity

- Note by L. Shri Ram on the working of the Engineering Industry 

ii) Note on productivity activities.
• kJ

There will also be a meeting of the Estimates Committee of the 

Parliament. The Parliament meets from 17th onwards.

I have had to postpone the Working Committee and tho General 

Council of ths A.I.T.U.C. which was called to meet at Waitair on 4th and to 

7th July. That is due to the 'flu which has seized all our office cadres 

and others, making it impossible to get ready any mt erial for the meetings.

I prepose to call the Working Committee only in Delhi on 14th and 

15th July.

You may also note that the Executive of the WfU is asked to met 

in Moscow from 23rd July to 26th July.
I understand your difficulties eSd the time-table.

Greetings,

Yours



’Phone < 4 5 8 1 8 Cable : redcor?

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 
Parliamentary Office 

2, WINDSOR PLACE. NEW DELHI.

CIRCULAR. March 29, 1957#
To

All newly elected MPa.
Dear Comrade,

You will be getting some •form* from the Parliament Secret 
regarding your housing accommodation in New Delhi. They will i 
you to choose one of the different types of flats or Bungalows 
let them know about it •

I do not know what are going to be your exact requirement* 
If you propose to live in separate flats or houses of your own* 
it will be comparatively more expensive. However, in such case 
you will have to gat the allotment of a house in your name. The 
Plats of North Avenue (of different types) are mere convenient 
from the point of view of location. Bungalows are diffuclit tc 
get, but you can nonetheless try for a bungalow also. In 
consultation with our Parliamentary Office, you can make your c 
selection. Our Office will advise you in the matters as soon e 
they lie ar from you. Please do not apply for the flats or bungc 
without consulting the office.

We are also running a common establishment in 2 Windsor Plc 
It is a kind of common Mess where generally South Indian food : 
served. Ve have got at our disposal two houses which can 
accommodate about 6 members, if they would share rooms. If yot 
wish to join this common Mess and live in Windsor Place, please 
let us know. They will then let you know if it is possible to 
allot you accommodation here. Some ore already staying here.

There is also another arrangement. Some comrades share fir 
and bungalows on their own. Our office does not come into the 
picture.

But here too we can help you in getting suitable type of fl 
or bungalow provided we get the nr.mes of comrades belonging to 
Lok Sabha who want to live under such mutual arrangement. Forr 
application will have to be of course nnde by the MPs concerned

On receipt off this letter, please intimate to our office 
immediately what kind of housing accommodation you would like t 
have •

Party supported Independents may be consulted by you in car 
they require any help.

Greetings,
Sd/-

Bhupesh Gupta.



The Secretary
Lok Sabha
New Delhi.

Dear Sir,

I hereby give notice of the following 

Ncn-Official Resolution to be moved at a sitting of 

the house on 

■ This house is of the opinion that a 

Second Pay Commission should be appointed to go into 

the question of the pay structure and service condition 

of the Union Government Employees to bring them in 

conformity with the Country’s ideal of socialist pattern 

of society and remove the existing anomalies that exist 

in the*» pay structure and service conditions,’

Yours faithfully

signature 
division No.
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